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WHERE THE EDITOR TALKS TO HIMSELF...AND TALKS...AND TALKS...AND TALKS...

"It isn't the same.

"Alright, Geis, what's this SCIENCE FICTION
REVIEW business?

amateur aura!"

"Well, PSYCHOTIC seemed to me—"

"There, there..."

"All the fans are muttering in their beards,

you know.
yet.

"You'll never convince me this is better,

Even thosewho haven't grown theirs

Geis.

They feel, and rightly so, I might add,

that you have gone serious-constructive!

NEVER!"

"But...I thought fans had open minds, could

That

accept change, were non-conformists—

That you have

a joy has gone from sf fandom.

I miss the pink fibre

tint mimeo paper...the gestefaxed artwork...the

Why the change in title?"

"Sure, sure, but not when the primacy of the

shown your true colors!"

"Yes, well, see—"

truly pure, amateur, mimeorgraphed fanzine is

"It's about time you answered the question!

concerned.

We were all willing to make allowances last is

punished!"

That's sacred!

Deviation must be

"Nevertheless, I must go my way and do ay

sue when you announced that you were going to

thing."

change over to photo-offset to avoid all that

"Bah!

mimeo cranking and assembling and stapling...

May all your typos be catastrophic!"

But to suddenly change the sacred name of PSY
to...to...something so mundane and formal!"
"I know, it shocks your faaanish soul."

"Say, Geis, this issue of your mag is kinda

"It is a betrayal of all we fans hold dear!

funny looking."

It snacks of commercialism!"

"That's because I'm re-discovering my way in

"Is that worse than communism?"

the photo-offset process."

"It is the Ultimate Sin!"

"The type—"

"Then, fear not, for SFR will probably nev
er make a profit.

"Thick in some places...thin in others...is

I imagine it will run a nice

tax loss for as long as it's published.

due to the use of three different ribbons in this

Now,

machine.

to answer your first question—"
"Your mind is set against me.

which seems to give the sharpest copy.

Nevertheless,

ine I'll stick with it in the future.

PSYCHOTIC seems to me too much a misnomer for
the magazine now.

I had originally intended a

small circulation personal-zine.

that role.

PSYCHOTIC fits

But the magazine grew and grew, with

a dynamics of its own, in size and circulation,

and the function changed until it has become,
nearly, a "little" magazine...a place for serious

comment and discussion—"

"Yah, just what I said—serious constructive!
No place for hiaor or lighthearted faanish in

group jokes!"
"—of science fiction and fantasy, as well
as the worlds of sf conventions and fan and pro

fessional personalities.

And, I admit I like

a name that is self-explanatory.
for dignity—on the outside.

"Egotist!

Pompous ass!

Call it a yearn

Now—"
Pretentious idiot!"

"—all this does not mean the policies have
changed.

For this editorial, and other last min

ute finishing-up, I an using a silk litho ribbon

"Bah!"

Not a bit!

The magazine is the same

violent, humorous, interesting, engaging gem it

has always been."

"Oh, sure!

So I see around fifteen pages of

book reviews!"
"Yes, that department has been expanded, as

a service to authors, readers, publishers.
other questions?"'

Any
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I imag

On the

REAP

toward certain subjects Friday afternoon during

the programs.

Almost all the speakers mentioned

or stressed their concern over the crises

of

this moment: air and water pollution, civil
rights, hypocrisy of our leaders and elders,

population pressure, the impact of TV, the mis
ery and suffering in the midst of plenty, and

so on.

I was gratified to hear these subjects

mentioned because it meant that I was far from

By

being alone in my deep concern about them.

And

the remarks of the speakers, if put together,

could have formed a prelude to my speech, a

Philip

warming-up for me.

Please keep this in mind because I will re
turn to this subject.

Jose
Farmer

I am going to experiment.

I am going to

present this speech, not in the linear, sequent
ial, logical, and thus obsolete method, accord
ing to Marshall McLuhan.

I am going to present

this speech in the modem "mosaic" form. Instead

of proceeding logically from point to point, de
veloping each fully before going on to the next,

If the mosaic

I am presenting a verbal mosaic.

Sone tine ago I mentioned to Robert Bloch

effect works, there should be a participation

that the last—and the first speech I had ever

in process by you, an involvement in depth by

given was at the Philadelphia V.orld Science Fic

you.

tion Convention of 1955.

Since my speech-mak

ing experience was so limited, 1 was apprehen

sive about delivering this speech at theBaycon,

1968.

That is, I was scared stiff, wirried a-

bout stage fright, etcetera.
Robert Bloch said, "You have nothing to wor
ry about because (1) you have a captive audience

which is not likely to leave, since they will

want to find out who wins the Hugos, (2)

you

have many well-wishers among the audience, and
(5) just keep telling yourself, I am Harlan El

lison, I am Harlan Ellison.

I don't mean by this that I will try to im
itate a TV set.

I have no intention of pausing

frequently for commercials, unless you can call

pleas for humanity commercials.
During this talk, you will say to yourself,

"Who does this guy think he is?

A Messiah? The

Second Comer?"
No, 1 don't think that.

I have always been

too uncertain, too doubtful, too flexible.

And

confused.

The confusion made for a negative feedback

I am not Harlan Ellison, although he has
many characteristics I'd like to have.

Many of

you have characteristics I'd like to have.

we are, for better or worse, what we are,

But

re

effect when I was a child; I became more con
fused as I grew older,

I»hen I was a child,

I

could not understand why I was told by my rela

tives and, later, my teachers, about the right

gardless of the causes, genetics, society, the

ness of love and compassion and tenderness and

freedom of will of the individual mind, demons,

trust and correct conduct and yet my relatives,

deros, or what you will.

I do believe, however

and teachers, and, in fact, everybody, acted as

that many of us, without much talk among us a-

if they feared and hated and despised any num

bout it, share a certain feeling.

ber of things, actions and people.

It is the

feeling that anybody must possess who is not en
tirely selfish, or afraid to look at things in
their hideousness and fatality.

I noticed this common attitude and concern

Part of this mental and emotional state or
iginated from a conflict between my condition

ing and my mind, which was inclined to fight
the conditioning.

That is, to try to see

pen if art were suddenly seen for what

things straight.

it is, namely, exact information of how

This confusion bothered me for many years,

aost of my life.

to rearrange one's psyche in order to

I thought I must really be

anticipate the next blow from our own

stupid, because I did not have the solid con

extended faculties."

fidence, the undeviating certainty and conduct
the black-or-vhite-this-is-it-and-nothing-else

(3) "The artist is always engaged in writ
ing a detailed history of the future

attitude of so many.

because he is the only person aware of

Then I cane across a statement in Paul

the nature of the present."

Goodman's Growing Up Absurd, and I was enlight
He said for me what I had been groping

ened.

to say.

Now I know that it is the absolutely

certain man who is stupid, and that confusion
is, to quote Paul Goodman, "the fertile void

where surprise is possible again.

We should

be wise to cultivate confusion."

I am going to suggest that modem man, as
shown in modem art and literature, is confus
ed, because he has fallen into the "fertile

void."

This state is no cause for despair. On

the contrary, the confusion means that nan has

become fragmentary, disparate, unwhole, but
this is a necessary effect of the dying of the

old and the formation of the new.
the better.

And, 1 hop^

It means that it is possible for

nan to change into something that has never ex
isted before; it means that he can perform the

changing himself.

I'd like to quote Marshall Mduhan, whom I
mentioned a minute ago.

But first, I want to

make my attitude towards Mcluhan clear. I think

he is an extremely perceptive man, perhaps a
genius, whatever that word means.

He has stat

ed the nature of the past and of the present
with brilliant insight.
seminal.

He is stimulating and

And we science-fiction authors, sup

posed prophets, seers, crystal-ball inlookers,

Keep these quotes in mind.

They are part

of the mosaic of this speech, and I will refer
to them again.

Immanuel Kant says that dreaming is an in

knowers of past, present, and future, should

voluntary

be ashamed of ourselves because we failed to

conscious mind yields strange, wonderful, and

However, I don't believe all of what he
I believe he is right about three-

fourths of the time, and thus he beats Sturg
eon's law, which says that 95? of everything Is
crud.

But Mcluhan, to prove his theses, quite

often strains the bowels of his mind; you can
hear the grunts and groans and the result Is
flatulence.

ed to.

Despite which, he must be listen

These icons and stage-plays are also 'early
warning systems'.

They tell, or try to tell,

the sleeper that he is disturbed, troubled, and
The deeps of his psyche are boil

threatened.

ing.

Monsters gnaw at the foundations of his

sanity.
Dreams are also, according to the Freud

ians, wishes.

Even the most horrifying night

mare is the expression of a wish.

He is three-fourths right.

I quote three statements from him because
they are relevant to science-fiction and to my

thesis.
(1) "The concept of the arts as prophetic

contrasts with the popular idea of them

as mere self-expression.

That is, the un

frightening images and dramas during sleep.

make these analyses.

says.

surrealist art.

Art is, or

should be, an 'early warning system.'
(2) "...I am curious to know what would hap

Part of the

dreamer loathes and rejects the nightmare, but,

at the same time, part of him is neurotically
gratified by the nocturnal horror.

Recent experiments suggest that dreams have
a third use.

They may have a mechanism which

scans the events of the preceding waking hours,
deciding what is or is not important and then

storing the important and discharging the un
important.

Great gaps exist in our memory, and

nothing, hypnosis or drugs, can lake us remember

the old stories then on rereading some recently

what has been wiped out.

I can see just where the ancient Hariner-the

This theory remains to be proven.

But I

suggest that aan, as a whole, should find soae
social mechanism which will scan out the soul

author of pre—1959—hung the albatross.

It was

around the reader's neck.
The themes were limited, although there was

killing traditions and compulsions that have

a certain variety within unity.

aade man's history a nightmare.

These themes were, however, grand ones, nothing

The ancient theory about dreaming was that

dreaas were prophetic.

The best know example

of this is the series of dreaas which Pharaoh

had and Joseph's interpretations thereof.

And

Dunne was the nodem expounder of this, his
theory being that dreaas are a fora of time

trifling about then. Mostly, they were invasion
by extra-Terrestrials (frequently Martians). Or

the landing of Earthmen on an outre and vicious
ly hostile planet or asteroid.

Or invasion by

a supertechnologically advanced people from the

Andean mountains or the hollow bowels of Earth.
Or travels via time machine.

travel and hence prophetic.

Not much. Some.

Or the awakening

of a contemporary man from suspended animation

Whatever other functions dreams have,dress

after the passage of yea so many centuries or

ing is, as Kant said, an involuntary surrealist

nillenia.

Or threatened collisions of planets

art.

and Earth.

Or the blowup of the Sun, or dying

And the dreamer, to nake the dreaas sig

nificant, to convert its natter into the energy

of the Sun.

of action, must transforn the surreal into the

il because of the Ooctor-Jekyll-Mr^-Hyde-type

real, act out in daytine those truths revealed

drugs or devices.

Or super-scientists who became ev

at night.
Keep this in nind.

ed into action.

The dreams must be turn

Otherwise, the dream is a cry

for help unheard, a bright light unseen.
We science-fiction people were once content

to be entertained by the dreamers of our field
or content to criticize the dreamers because
their dreaas did or did not agree with our

dreas.

The dreaas, by which 1 mean the stor

ies published in the science-fiction field,

were, from the beginning, didactic.

they were entertaining.
to be prophetic.

Often,

And alaost all tried

The author—the dreamer—was

the divinely inspired herait who staggered in

out of the desbrt, after having lived on wild

honey, psychedelic locusts, and tormenting celi
bacy for forty years or so, and proclaimed his

vistas of the future to any who would hear.

Usually, he had exchanged one wasteland for an

other, because there were few to listen and few
er who would hear him all the way through.

Or, this was a favorite ad vomit tm, the

revolt of robots or of a superscientific super
"It is an ancient Mariner,
And he stoppeth one of three.

'By thy long grey beard and glitter
ing eye,
How wherefore stop'st thou me?'

dictator who established 1(XE control over the

entire population of Earth.

Only to be over

thrown by a single white Anglo-Saxon Protestant

American Republican capitalist male.
Or a war in which atom bombs or biological
warfare killed all but a handful.

"He holds him with his skinny hand,

'There was a ship,' quoth he.
'Hold off! unhand me, grey-beard
loon!'

Eftsoons his hand dropt he."

When I was a child, I was more than willing
to be stopped by the ancient Mariner of the

science-fiction space-seas and listen to his
fabulous tale.

However, much as I gloried in

Or invasion

of America by a yellow peril or a red peril.
Or giant ants or evergrowing amoebae breaking

loose from the laboratory in which they had
been conceived by an incredibly hellish mind or

an incredibly innocent mind, and threatening to
overrun all of Earth until one rugged individ

ualist invented and built, inside twelve hours,
a machine which killed the ravening monsters.

These themes were used so many times, over

and over, that, after several years, even as

The only stories about a sexual revolution

enthusiastic and uncritical a fan as I began to

were those involving an actual physical politic

roll my eyes upward in anguish.

al—«eilitary revolution.

That is, the females

had taken over the government, and the males

"The wedding-guest here beat his

had been reduced to appendages (although their

breast,

appendages were never mentioned, of course).

For he heard the loud bassoon."

Our hero, usually a tine traveler, is appalled

Despite which, I continued to read, but I

by this mess.

It's always a mess.

No author

felt like detaching the albatross from around

tried to extrapolate a story in which it might

■y neck and shoving its pointy beak where it

be beneficial for humanity if women did take

would most stimulate the author.

over.

It just did not occur to the author that

this might be a fruitful idea.

We had a field wherein, theoretically, the

writer was unlimited in choice of subject mat

The hero pumps lost manhood back into a few

ter, wherein he had the whole cosmos to roam,

males, usually by beating up a female to show

or could even go outside the cosmos, wherein

the males how easy it is, and they overthrow

he could write superb prose if he wished, de

the females and re-establish a male hierarchy,

velop character as he wished, take any physic

and everybody, including the women, are happy.

al science or philosophical or psychological

The very few women writers of this period, froa

idea and explore it, and so on.

1929 through 1939, never wrote about this sub

ject, or, if they did, their stories were re

But he didn't!

jected.

Yet the writer was far from being unlimit

ed.

The science in the science-fiction was,

He avoided any sex except for the inclus

ion of the diamy figure of the professor's

usually, pseudo or pitiful or both.

daughter or an occasional superfenale who was

a story by Hendrik Dahl Juve, for instance, in

almost always evil.

There was

which the hero stumbled across a group of skel

I don't think that a

He suspected that the missing heroine

heroine even kissed her fiance or the man who

etons.

finally won her.

might be one of the skeletons.

She would kiss her father—

To identify the

female, he counted the ribs of each skeleton.

and God knows what Oedipean implications we
could go into there—but this was about as far
as it went.

The themes of the s-f magazines then were

Perhaps the hero and the woman

restricted in nuiber and range of extrapolation.

kissed as the story ended, and red Mars sank in

This emphasis on a few themes: revolt of the

the background, but this did not take place

machines, invasion by extra-Terrestrials or

often.

yellow perils or intelligent ants, space exploretion, superdictators, mutants, supermen,

There was one story which did deal with sex,

which had a sexual background.

brains without bodies getting mental control of

This was THE

people, and so on, this emphasis was signifi

SCARLET PLANET by Don Lemon, published about

1931, Science Wonder Quarterly.

cant.

The story was

It showed that the editors and writers

not as specific or uiinhibited as it can be in

either had very limited imaginations or their

The Magazine of Fantasy & Science-Fiction, for

imaginations were inhibited by the times in

instance, but it was much more daring than any
you'll find in the pages of Analog, 1968.

which they lived.

They strove to get beyond

the bounds of the present, and when they soared

into the future, they took the present with
The experiment in printing this type of

them.

thing, however, was the last for many years.

Of course, even the best, the boldest and

The readers were outraged; they condemned the

most imaginative of today's writers, do that to

story for its "filth".

some extent.
The readers did not mind implied rape, and

But the writers of 1929-1939 did

not question certain premises of our society.

if you've ever been raped by implication, you

If they had, they would have found it difficult;

know it's a fate worse than death.

probably impossible, to get published in any

The idea of

the sinister sentient centaur-scorpian froa

field of literature.

Saturn abducting the heroine with copulation in

assumptions, certain motives, you were automat

its evil insectal mind was, if anything, titil

ically denounced as a Communist or a free-think

lating.

And any form of violence, except sex

If you questioned certain

er.

ual violence, was permissible, especially if it
That spirit, you all know, has not died as

took place on a worldwide scale or had the hero

yet.

kicking in the chitinous sides of the homey

scorpian-aan.

For instance, I doubt that there was more
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er and the electrical age had already begun.
Or that the mechanical and electrical were of

different kind, not degree.

Now, the 1936 s-f writer described swift

air ttavel, TV, atomic power, cybernation, and

a ninber of things that have not yet occurred.
But none, as far as I know, accurately describ

ed the change in society, in attitudes of man
kind, resulting from quicker transportation and

instantaneous audio-video communication.

All

these devices: TV, cybernated factories, air

planes, cars powered with atomic energy, etc.,

were things of wonder.
with the description.

than one man writing before 1939, writing maga

But the wonder stopped
No one predicted that

sexual mores, financial systems, the entire

zine s-f, who would have even thought of expos

Zeitgeist, would take the strange shapes they

ing the bases of our society to a critical

did as the result of cars, planes, supermarkets,

light.

Or of writing a story which extrapolat

ed free the psychical trends of his day and

showed what sort of society would evolve.

gas furnaces, antibiotics, radio, and especial

ly TV.
Oh,

he would write about the gimmicks which would

Nobody made any attempt to extrapolate

into psychic terms the effect of the physical
things around them or soon to be.

develop, or the strange powers of the mutant

with his ESP.

But the revolutions and the move

ments shaking our world today were existent In

definitely visible fora in those days.

We can thank John W. Campbell, Jr. because

he originated the idea of stories which would
reflect the impact of technology on minds and

habits.
What were these themes which the author of
1936 did not touch, or, if he did, failed to
extrapolate, to prophesy, truly?
These were mechanization, civil rights,
space travel, population expansion, the failure

But, again, the stories resulting from

this renaissance in s-f did not really deal

with the dangerous issues of the day, except

for the blazingly obvious one of the effects of
the atomic bomb.

And most of the atom bomb

stories were about the mutations—monsters—

of capitalism, communism, and socialism, the

resulting from radiation.

revolt of youth, and psychedelic drugs.

ions, notably Sturgeon's THUNDER AND ROSES. But

There were except

most of them seem silly and, indeed, blind when
Mechanization is a theme which still both

read nowadays.

ers many people and a number of s~f authors.

They worry about the mechanization of man, the
deadening or soul-killing effect of machines

upon nan.

In the stories of pre—1939, the ma

chine has become sentient, self-conscious, and

resentful of man and lustful for man's power.

Machines revolted and enslaved nan or got rid
of him entirely.

Or androids, artificial men,

Fallout.

Nobody foresaw the effects of the

fallout of education.

Which brings me to the next theme: civil
rights.

Nobody tried, in 1936, to extrapolate what
the effects of a more affluent and educated Ne

gro, and his increasing numbers and social con

did the sane thing.

sciousness, and consequent eruption of longToday it is mechanization under a differ

buried hate, would be.

For one thing, most of

ent name, cybernetics, or cybernation, that

the s-f authors really believed in Negro infer

disturbs many.

iority, in his "natural" place at the bottom of

By cybernation, I mean the com

bination of the computer with the automated,

society.

self-regulating machine.

gists in regard to race were available; and ev

Those howling against

cybernation seem to be protesting with justifi
cation.

Certainly, cybernation is putting men

out of work and could put many more out of work

Yet the findings of the anthropole

en a modicun of the imagination employed in
dreaming up a new gimmick would have shown them
what a Negro felt.

if the large industries that have refused to
use cybernation were to change their minds.

Any writer who could have even half disen

gaged himself from his society's attitudes for
However, none of the s-f writers, theGems-

a little while could have seen that someday

backian specialists or the mainstreamers, or,

there would be many educated Negroes, that the

for that matter, any fiction writers between

Negro was bound to strike for equality when he

1939 and 1960, and damned few after that, if

got strength enough.

any, saw that the mechanical age was almost ov

bels as soon as it has some educated leaders

Every repressed group re

ly weak compared to the grinding of the mind of

and the pressure is released a little by the
oppressors.

I call your attention to the 1775

this editor,

later, I told myself, well, maybe

American Revolution and the 1789 french Revolu

I'm the one who's prejudiced.

tion for two out of many examples.

arguments, his thesis.

The s—f writers, editors, publishers, and
readers of that day all believed in equality,

of course, as guaranteed by the Constitution,
in which they believed even more strongly than
in equality.

But the definition of equality

and its applications, ah, my friends, strange,
wondrous, and sometimes disgusting are the ways

of the minds of men.

1'11 study his

Perhaps he's right. So

I reviewed all the scientific evidence about
the relative abilities and potentialities of
the races of nan.

And I still believe that

segregation is an evil and 1 believe that the
white in this country has cruelly and evilly

oppressed the Negro.

And, even if the Negro

were inferior to the white as a race, and he

isn't, even if he were, segregation would

be

evil.

I'm not really blaming the writers of those

I mention this incident to make the point

If some did write a story which

that even in a field supposedly distinguished

days too much.

extrapolated the Negro movement, I apologize.

by very intelligent, open-minded, and forward

Because, if it had been submitted, it would have

thinking people, prejudice flourishes.

been rejected.

And, to be fair, some authors

wrote stories which were disguised tracts

for

This

editor has always been characterized by

his

insistence on freedom from dogmatism in sci

tolerance, usually aimed at a plea for under

ence and open-mindedness on subjects which many

standing between Earthman and some strange form

dismiss as "crank".

of extra-Terrestrial life.

The author may have

attitude in him.

I've always admired

this

But my conversation with him,

intended for the reader to substitute the Negro

and my reading of his essays on the subject,

for the Martian in his mind or to see the anal

convinced me that he had perverted his powerful

ogy.

But any society in which a true integrat

intellect to justify what-his conditioned re
The rationalizations about

ion of Negro and white, of any other race and

flexes told him.

white, occurred could not have been published.

the purposes of evolution were evidences of a

Any s-f editor would have rejected a story

superb mind's efforts to validate emotions that

in

which miscegenation was a taken-for-granted part

were exactly those of an Alabama redneck.

of a future society.

It's a strange thing.

I was talking about the s-f field between
1929-1939, but now I will tell you what happen
ed in 1952.

I outlined a novel about a Negro

At that time, as

late as 1952, there were many thousands of sci

ence-fiction readers willing to accept blue
skinned, six-tentaded, four-eyed, ten-legged

underground movement, a science fiction novel,

Martians as brothers.

to the editor of a prominent science-fiction

if that, would have accepted a Negro family liv

magazine, probably the greatest editor, in terms

ing next door.

of influence, that the field has so far known.

ever, would have been much higher than the aver

This story, which would take place around

But only one in

fifty,

This average of acceptance, how

age in the non-science-fiction field.

1965 or maybe 1970, just to be safe and not

Our minds tell us that we are free, open,

rush things, would describe in vivid detail the

fair, loving, and really, all told, very decent

oppression and hatred American Negroes really

persons.

felt, riots, repressions, attacks by mili
tants, and so forth.

The editor halted my enthusiastic telling
of ay idea by saying that Negroes were inferior
that they'd made no contribution whatsoever to

civilization, except possibly magic, that seg
regation should be rigidly maintained, because

the goal of evolution was the differentiation
of the hiaan species into races (for some un
know but no doubt worthy purpose),

for these

reasons, he could not even consider my story.

Besides, he was sure that almost all his
readers agreed with his view of the rightness

of segregation.
I was shocked, and I argued with my ex-hera
No use.

The mills of the gods grind exceeding
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Our conditioned reflexes tell us otherwise.

atomic war and knocked off everybody except a

Jiap the hoop, they say, and we jump—body and

few who swore that they had learned their les

■ind.

son and never again would the Earth be janed

You want to bet?

with hinan beings.

Space travel.

Most stories in those days

were about space travel.

There were some stories in which an author

But the space travel

itarian society had sterilized or poisoned off

visualized was nothing like what actually oc

curred.

As a romanticist and an individualist,

I prefer the Gemsbackian, the E.E. Smithian,
and Bradburian space travel to the reality. The

point is, that the writers did not envision the

undesirables and then reared people on scientif
ic (mainly genetic) principles. Some stories

showed societies that were highly desirable
(according to the author's lights), but there

effects of space projects, such as satellites

was always a maverick trying to overthrow the

which fora instantaneous TV transmission for

Utopia for his evil ends.

the entire world, which wam of stores, detect

Or, if the society

was a cruel one, there was always a maverick

plant diseases, forest fires, and mineral sass

trying to overthrow the society for his good

es, locate lost ships, find buried cities. They

ends.

did depict satellites as spies and as platforms
for launching missiles and, I don't doubt, for

dropping boabs or even hand grenades.

The wri

The rugged individualist, the rebel, was

struggling against a future society which dif
fered from the society of 1932.

The hero want

ters did not predict that the greatest results

ed to make the society revert to the values of

from space travels would be the side-benefits,

1932—with the exception of the depression, of

the discovery of principles and products un-

course.

thought-of and immensely valuable, the rewards

tain all the wondrous gadgets which 1932 lack

of serendipity.

ed.

And, of course, the society would re

The hero never stopped to think that these

gadgets had shaped the society forever out of

The function of the spaceship as a war-

vessel was the most used, and this was natural

the possibility of reverting to the social

the stories were aimed at young audiences, and

values of 1932, that these gadgets had helped

the young, in those days at least, liked stories

about war.

form men whose minds would forever be alien to

his.

The bloodier and more holocausty,

the better.

There were also many stories about the con

quest of men by aliens from outer space.

As for the population explosion, a number
of stories depicted a crowded world.

I sug

gest that these stories were forms of the same

But I

don't believe that the use of contraceptives or

stories in which the machine conquered man. The

temporary mass sterilization by drugs in drink

alien, the hideous, the unhuman, the soulless,

ing water was mentioned.

Dr that there was any

to contraceptive devices.

can be a Martian as well as a machine.

In fac^

the Martian was a sort of animated machine which

description of opposition by religious groups

And, generally, the

originated on another planet.

writer solved the population problem with an

But the writers did not have their fingers
on the pulse of the future, or, indeed, on their

owi present.

Their theme was already old.

Be

cause, in fact, mai had already become mechani

cal.

You become what you observe, Nietzsche said,
and man had been looking at the machine since

the 18& century.

And, before that, he had been

looking at the greatest machines—the state and
the church.

So nan had long been mechanical.
And the s-f writers of 1932 wrote many stor

ies of what I call THE SOR OF CRANKSHAFT type
story.

When they tried to describe the men of

the future, they were looking into a mirror,

not a crystal ball.

The 1932 writer failed to

portray any future-man who was as alien and
weird as the 18-year old of 1968 A.D.

This

youth is the result of the electrical, not the
mechanical, technology.
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He is the result of

everythlng-acting-at-once, everything-seen-atonce, of TV as a baby-sitter, of demand feed
ing, of seeing events as they happen.

Unknowing of the lateness of their discovery--lndeed, the obsoleteness—the writers and

readers of s-f were scared about the threat of
The machine—or the Martian in

the nachlne.

another context—would enslave mankind!

beware

Beware the Martian!

the nachinel

Where was the cry: Beware the economic sys
tem?

The world had been felled by the crash of
the stock market, surely the nost fantastic
gimmick ever thought up by nan, too fantastic

to have been conceived by any s-f writer.

The

stock narket, nore complicated than any mad-

ty of protesting youths who were not raised in

sclentist invention, nore intricate and essent

poverty.

ially nonteleological than any Rube Goldberg

youths, who seen to have so much, have reacted

device, had collapsed.

violently against their affluence or dropped

And the entire world,

out.

not just half of it, was in misery and want.
And eventually the world, the financial and

economic system, began to recover.
came.

And psychedelic drugs.

When war

by an evil genius or by a kindly mad scientist,

And war—plus space projects—

from whom the villain stole the drugs.

has been the doctor, pharmacist, and midwife
since.

These

drugs might have peculiar internal effects, but

Earth does depend upon Mars—Mars, the

god of war.

There were a number

of stories in which exotic drugs were invented

War was the father and midwife of econ

omic recovery.

But it is significant that so many

the big thing about the drug was its use in

And the system has been kept alive

controlling people.

Control.

People feared

by artificially maintained employment for a

being taken over, their minds seized and made

long time.

zombie-like.
The fear of the mechanical—again.

I want to be fair, so I will say that I am
not condemning the s-f writers for failures of
prophesy.

Nothing was written about possible uses of

I gloried in the stories, I would

have been much poorer without then.

drugs to change personalities, except as a means

And one of

of control.

the main functions of science-fiction is the

intellectual—and emotional—joy gotten from

structure their psyches by hit or miss methods.

It is the joy that a

extrapolating a concept.

Or that union with God, or seeming union with

dolphin must feel as it gambols on the waves.

God, would become a direct result of awallowing

Indeed, the s-f writer and reader is a sort of

a pill.

intellectual dolphin playing in the sea of

ideas.

There were no stories suggesting

that whole groups, amateurs, would try to re

And it did not occur to the writers that far

And so the majority of stories are for

entertainment.

more insidious drugs had already been used, were

being used, had been used from the beginning.

But, if the arts are considered as prophet

These drugs,

ic, as "early warning systems," then science

slave drugs were the unconscious assumptions of

must be exauined for its successes and failur

the society in which they had been born.

es as a prophet.

The revolt of youth.

the really numbing, enslaving,

zombie-making, Yes-Ooctor-Svengali-I-am-your-

fiction, which is presumably a literary art,

As

ubiquitous and penetrating as the air they
breathed, these assumptions said that (1) the

No writers extrapo

lated the effects of almost instantaneous com-

earth is poor, goods must be scarce, (2) he who

mimication and of the flood of publications

controls the goods nay force others to pay his

pointing out the silliness, savagery, and hypo

price or to die, (3) it's a natural law that

None, as I said, point

"Ye shall have the poor always with ye", W

crisy of their elders.

ed out that a generation would arise which would
have the TV set as a baby-sitter, would have

the white nan's burden is heavy but wrth it,
considering the profits, (5) there will always

been raised on demand feeding, Mould be accust

be plenty of clean air, plenty of water, plenty

omed to money, cars, etc.

of grass and trees, plenty of arable land, plen

Not, you understand, that I am saying these

ty of minerals, never nind the poisons spewing

are the only reasons or that there are not plen

out or the lands and cities nade hideous, that
11

will be taken care of sone day, and (6) the

ence-fiction, if it is an art, according to Mo-

many people in the eadhouse, the many who should

Luhan's definition, would be precise advance

be in it, cannot possibly have anything to do

knowledge of how to cope with the psychic and
social consequences of the next technology.

with contradictory or hypocritical mores.

Science-fiction would be exact information of

The civil rights crisis is only one of nany
man is facing.

how to rearrange one's psyche in order to an

Even more important than this

ticipate the next blow from our owi extended
faculties. (By extended faculties, McLuhan

one, because it threatens the survival of all

of us, is one which I will describe only briefly

means our technologies, which he considers as
extensions of our nervous systems.

Do you know that insecticides have been

By the next

blow, he means the impact with the changing
technology and the numbness resulting from it.)

found in the phytoplankton of the oceans?
Why do I mention insecticides and phyto

If s-f is an art, then the s-f writer is

plankton?

engaged in writing a detailed history of the

Because the combination of the two means a

future because, being an artist, he is, accord

shortage of oxygen in our air.

ing to McLuhan, the only person aware of the

Phytoplankton are, mainly, minute plant or

ganisms in the sea.

nature of the present.

They provide small fish

with food, the small fish in turn provide larg
er fish, and so on up the scale of size.

The

phytoplankton, together with animal plankton,
form the broad base of sea life.

Without

plankton, a good part of fish life dies.
Phytoplankton also provide 5<K or more of

the oxygen in our atmosphere.

Vet, the phyto

plankton is being poisoned, killed off, by in

secticides originally sprayed on plants on the
land.
What happens if this insecticide continues
to be used?

What happens when our air is cut

Do we have to find ourselves gasping for

off?

breath before we start to do anything about it?

There are many things I could talk about,

but if would require a book to present every
thing fully.

I plan to write such a book.

kt this moment I'll go on to my next thesis
I'll speak briefly of science-fiction and neo

teny.
Neoteny is an originally biological term

"referring to the condition of having the period

of immaturity indefinitely prolonged, as in the
axolotl."

The axolotl is a salamander which

As I've tried to show, the writer of 1929—

1939 did not know what was going on in his pre

lives all its life in a larval stage.

sent.

Man and the dog have been described as be

ing in a state of neoteny.
Man is a foetalized ape.

al wolf.

Science-fiction has been a foetalized lit

The dog is a foet

erature, or, I nay say, juvenile in spirit. By

Man has the characteristics of a foet

juvenile I mean immature, playful, adaptable,

al ape, the relative hairlessness, the big head,

sensitive in some areas and calloused in others,

generalized features, etcetera, and the dog has

the characteristics of the unbom «>lf.

Perhaps this was because the field of

s-f was then too neotenous, too foetal.

essentially optimistic but suffering at times

Man al

from Veltschmerz, romantic, flighty, inpatient

so has the characteristics of the juvenile ape,

with tradition, looking to the future, bumbling

just as the dog has the psychic and physical

but willing to leam, gauche, eager to establish

characteristics of the wlf puppy.

a group identity yet crying against conformity,

Now, you know what science-fiction is. Sci

hateful and loving, fickle and loyal, impulsive.
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It had, and still has, the distinguishing char

dialog.

acteristic of the juvenile, which is a potent

iy-

iality for growth, for Improvement.

It is not,

Action can becost-

But talk Is cheap.

And so, to ay next thesis.

like adulthood, fixed or fossilized*
I wrote an afterword to a story of mine,
But there are adults and there are adults.

RIDERS Of IHE PURPLE WAGE, in which I spoke of

Some adults, though they gain certain adult

inally a letter sent in 1964 by The Ad Hoc Com

mittee oo The Triple Revolution, of the Center

Science-fiction has shown signs of becoming
adult.

A wave is sweeping through it.

for the Study of Democratic Institutions, Santa

I am

Barbara, California, to President Johnson.

not talking of the so-called New Wave of writ

ing.

This was orig

THE TRIPLE REVOLUTION docuient.

characteristics, still retain a neoteny.

Ihe wave I speak of—the indication that

To be brief, the document said that the

we are putting the larval stage behind us—is

world was in a hell of a mess.

a growing concern for the world as it now is

If the policies

suggested in the document were not adopted, the

and as it will be in the next twenty years. It

nation would be throw into an unprecedented

is a concern for the injustices, the oppres

economic and social disorder.

sions, the miseries and madnesses, the hypocris

listed the atom bomb and biological warfare

ies, the savageries and stupidities, and the

The document

threats, the worldwide civil rights revolution,

physical fouling and poisoning of this world.

and the effects of cybernation as the chief
culprits in the situation.

Some people in the science-fiction field

Its main theme, how

have gotten out into the streets, among them,

ever, was the disasterous effect of cybernation

where the action is, and stood up, or sat down,

as it operated in the present economic system.

to protest against the abominations and desola

This system, on which capitalism and communism

tions of the spirit and body.

and socialism are founded, is the economy of

I know that Kris

Its basic philosophy is that goods

and Lil Neville, and Harlan Ellison, have done

scarcity.

so, and if there are others I do not mention,

are naturally few and that the would-be consum

please do not feel slighted.

er must pay for goods or go without.

This is

the basis of the capitalist system, which makes

Also, a nmber of us have protested in our

and distributes goods primarily for profit, not

stories and in private speech, but we did not

for use.

get out there where the sun and the blood were,

The system has had its ups and downs,

carry signs, and run the gauntlet of police

and only the blind would maintain that it is
not a shaky structure. Think of, among many

billies and redneck shotguns.

examples, of the 1929 stock market crash and

the recent gold crisis.

Most of us—I among them—were, I suspect,

The economy of scarci

too busy just trying to make a living and take

ty functions like the internal combustion motor

care of the chores and family duties, or too

which is fouling our air, that is, at about 30l

timorous, or too inhibited.

efficiency, top efficiency, and quite often be
tween Hi to 202.

(Let me pause to make clear that, when I
A permanently depressed class has been de

speak of demonstrating, I refer to demonstra

tions in the civil rights movements.

veloping in the U.S..

I ai a-

In fact, fourth-genera

gainst the Vietnam War, but I will not pour

tion welfare recipients are being bom as I

blood on selective service files or try to

speak. Each year, the permanently depressed
class gets larger.

persuade youths to dodge the draft or desert
the services.

I'm too old-fashioned for that;

I don't intend to give you an economics

I'd feel like a traitor.)

lecture.

unnerve me.

But I believe

that the facts warrant my statements, warrant

monstrating, I am by nature not an activist or
very gregarious.

Most of my statements and their proofs

would take far too much time.

Besides the reasons I've given for not de

the overthrow of the economy of scarcity in fa

Crowds either depress me or

vor of the economy of abundance.

When I see the streets jammed with

As I said, I

human beings, I think of the old stories about

intend to write a book about this.

Invasion by giant insects, and I think that the

to do more than this, as you will soon hear.

insects have already taken over, but subtly. We

I intend

It is the thesis of THE TRIPLE REVOLUTION

have become the insects.

document that goods do not have to be scarce.
All the minerals we need are present, and ful

But I've always felt somewhat guilty be
cause I was not demonstrating in public—with

ly cybernated factories could tum out more

attendant danger to myself—against what I did

than enough goods for everybody.

not mind denouncing in print or in intramural

a fantastic statement; we have the techniques
13

This is not

and knowledge to bring about the economy of

ent system is maintained, the situation will

abundance.

get worse.

Under this econoiy of abundance, we could
have free, and good, housing, free food and

In fact, everything would be free.

Money would become obsolete.

Men and women

group expands.

water pollution and is afraid to deal with the

Edu

population explosion.

cation would be directed towards instilling
the ideals of community service in the young.

There would be no lack of helping hands.

The transitional period would take a long
time—perhaps *<0 years—and the work would be

Economic forces hold

back the action needed to cleanse our land and
water.

Do you want the world to die in its own
poisons—mental and physical?

Do you want the mismanagement of our nation

In fact, so many people would be

required, capitalism would flourish as never

to continue?

It would go out in

before—although briefly.

Also, capitalism has show that

it isn't going to solve the problem of air and

engineering research, the arts, tie building

enormous.

to demand them, riots and city burning will in

staggering as his group shrinks and the welfare

The only necessary work would be in the

fields of medicine, teaching, scientific and
crafts, and various personal services.

as the Negro and poor white are in a position

crease, the burden on the tax payer will become

would not have to work, if they did not want
to.

semiskilled will get fewer, opportunities for
the Negro and the poor white will lessen just

■edicine, free medical care, a lifelong free

education.

The permanently unemployed class

will get larger, the jobs for the unskilled and

a burst of glory.

I was struck by Harlan Ellison's speech Fri

day when he called Mayor Daley an evil old nan

And the communistic and socialistic systems

and sai4 in effect, that our country is being

would follow soon after because they would have

run by men who are hogs, selfish and destruct

to do so.

ive as hogs.

I've been thinking, reading, and studying

about this for three years.

I've talked to at

least a hundred people, almost all of whoa had
argments, many heated, against the idea.

He is right.

Now, do you want our democracy to be, as

Joyce said, "the iepovemment of the booble by
the bauble for the bubble?"

The

arguaents have, in the end, helped me overcome

Do you want our children, and our grand

some of my owi doubts and objections, because,

children, to inherit a stinking, suffering, per

Doomed to choke in its own

after discussing them, I suddenly saw how the

haps doomed, world?

problem could be solved.

waste products—mental, emotional, and certainly

And I also understood

during many of these discussions, that the ob
jector was arguing from a religious viewpoint,

not a rational or even economic viewpoint.

To

him, the economy of scarcity was sacred.
I admit that such a system as I—and many

others propose will not bring about Utopia. Far

from it.

I quote Paul Goodman.

"A society can

not have decided all possibilities beforehand
and have structured them...Doing the forbidden

is a normal function of growth."

And "...all

physical?

I don't think you do, and that is why I am
talking about THE TRIPLE REVOLUTION document.
And why I have talked about the s~f field, its
failures, its neoteny, its maturing, its in
creasing concern for the world of now and of
the next 20 years.

All these concern YOU be

cause you are science-fictioneers.
THE TRIPLE REVOLUTION document maintains

that, for the first time, man has the means to

value requires an open system allowing for sur

shape his ow society into a disi cable form.

prise, novelty, and growth.

Instead of drifting along, a slave to circum

A closed system

cannot make itself valuable.

It must become

stance, he can restructure his economy, his

routine and devoted merely to self-perpetuat

politics, his psychology.

ion."

abundance, he has the ability to research and

But I maintain—and many others, too—that,

under the present economy of scarcity, the situ
ation will get worse, and nothing in our pres
ent so-called planned economy, our jerry-built

planned economy of the space program and the
war program, will help except momentarily. Even
the poverty programs, the talked-about tearing

With an economy of

treat mental illness because research wn't be

limited by budgets.

And, of course, the re

structuring and the education of the young will

be cutting off the roots of mental illness,pre
venting mental illness instead of trying only

to cure it.
The chief goal of education in the beginn

down of all slums and rebuilding of cities, will

ing will be to keep those now wearing diapers

be nothing but band-aids.

from being permanently twisted, psychically

As long as the pres

twisted, by the assumptions of our present so

No conscious planning to restructure man's

ciety.

society and to permit his psyche to grow with

love should omit the tribute to the dark, the

As Coleridge said, "To have citizens, you

irrational, forces of man.

■ust first have produced men."
Many of you are thinking, "Impossible!

The

man's an idealistic fool!"
Perhaps.

But I am thinking that we must do

something, that the present system has failed,

"...the whole man

death, anxiety, guilt, fear and trembling, and
despair, even though the journalists and the
populace have shown t4iat they think of these

that this failure points to chaos, disorder,

things by labeling any philosophy that looks

suffering, want, which the world has always

at such aspects of human life as gloomy or mere

know, and also to, perhaps, the death of the
world, of its air.

I quote William Barrett,

is not whole without such unpleasant things as

I am thinking that it will

be far better to start working now for a gen
uinely radical system before things get so bad
that we act out of desperation and panic and

ly a mood of despair."

And, speaking of the

darker sides of life, which he calls the furies
"in their own way as holy as the rest.

Indeed,

without them there would be no experience of
the holy at all."

suddenly become fascist.

Thus, man must take no steps to learn, and
to shape, his own nature without recognition of
the dark forces and of the fact that, if we did

not have them, we would be truly mechanical.
But, and I quote, "...a man is not free if

he cannot see where he is going, even if he has
a gun to help him get there."
The Center for the Study of Democratic In
stitutions has been studying the economy of a-

bundance and restructuring of society in de
sireable directions.

As near as I can deter

mine, its activities have been mainly theoret

No plan for immediate action or even ac

ical.

tion in the next few years has been issued from

it.

But action is demanded—NOW!

An effective group for dissemination of the
principles of the economy of abundance and di
recting of the future, and for bringing these

about through action, must be organized.

Ac

tion has to start NOW.
So, I have decided to quit being a quiet—

ist, a passive person.

Though it is contrary

to my nature, which wants a sedate, peaceful
life, I have decided that, for the sake of my

grand-daughter, for the sake of all the inno
cents, of all the infants, to become active, to

do something.
With this in mind, and knowing full well
that I have to struggle not only against my own

nature but against a hostile and reactionary

world, one which would rather die in its physic
al and mental problems rather than admit that

the poison exists, I propose the founding of

the organization which will carry out the ac
tion needed.

This organization will be called REAP.
E-A-P.
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REAP leans that mankind must reap the pro

DIALOG continued from page 3

ducts of his technology and wisdom, and soon,
or he will reap the whirlwind of his greed and

other hand, thick,black printing may be more

stupidity.

readable in the final, reduced form.

The letters of REAP could stand for Rights,
Econoiy of Abundance, Peace...or...Rich Earth
And People...or whatever is appropriate.

REAP should become a legally established

organ, and, if the response to my proposal is

satisfactory, I will contact a lawyer

to put

REAP upon a nonprofit-organization basis.

We shall

see."
"this is the experimental issue, hah?"

"Yup.

So is the amount of reduction.

If

this is too small to read with ease (and I'd like

reader-feedback on this), I'll narrow the col

umns a bit more and reduce the reduction."

"Which means more pages to make up the word
age."

You—the science fiction people—have always
dreamed of the future.

You have been too neo-

"Ahh...yes.
in, folksl"

Keep those subscriptions coming

tenic to do much more than dream, and this was
good, because a long period of juvenility means

a more intelligent adult.

Now, you are "the

fertile void" mentioned earlier.

You are ready

to convert dreaming into action.

And you have

"I see in Charlie Brown's bi-weekly news

zine, LOCUS #11, that Ted White has been engag

a long-standing—if loose-knit—effectively op

ed as the managing editor for AMAZING and FAN

erating group which contains many compassionate

TASTIC."
"Yep.

and idealistic people.

A good thing.

Now he'll be able to

test his theories of sf magazine circulation and
You showed just a hint of your potentiality
when you organized to keep STAR TREK from can

cellation.

If you can do this for a TV show,

reader involvement."

"It says here, 'Ted will be reintroducing
the letter column in both magazines and will be

what won't you do, what can't you do, to shape

running fan features.

a better world?

views in AMAZING and fan articles (some reprints)

I am inviting you to join REAP when its
principles and its programs have been definite

There will be fanzine re

in FANTASTIC.'"
"I'm looking forward to the first Ted White

edited issues in three or four months."

ly formulated and published.

"Yes.
When REAP becomes established, then REAP

Ahhh...the Good Old Days are soon to

be reborn!"

will offer its services to the Center for the

Study of Democratic Institutions as an activist

auxiliary.

If the Center should accept our of

fer, then we advance with the Center.

If it

rejects our offer, then we find other channels.
You and I—we—must not just speculate about the future.

We must inseminate the future

We must bring the future to term.

We must de

BITS AND PIECES

NEXT ISSUE — Norman Spinrad's review of John
Brunner's Stand On Zanzibar in his column, "New

Worlds Coming."

liver the future!

Otherwise, the future becomes still-born!

NEXT ISSUE will feature Ted White's last
ladies and gentlemen, shapers of the future
—perhaps—reapers of wisdom, science, and love

Trenchant Bludgeon column for us for a while.

Pro work demands he cut back on his fan writing.

—perhaps—I thank you.

BUT, to fill in, Banks Mebane will start a

prozine comment column, as yet untitled.

He

writes: "My idea for the SFR column: I'd treat

only a few stories, perhaps trying to put each
in perspective with the rest of the writer's

work or with a trend in sf; occasionally I'd

discuss wider topics using specific recent stor
ies as examples.

Now and then I'd really rip

into somebody."
CONTINUED ON PAGE 22

O
The Running, Jinping and Standing Still Colman

AS THE POST-CONVENTION BLUES settle slowly over the BArea landscape,
nestling into fannish hearts in Berkeley, San Francisco, and Palo Alto, My
thoughts turn once again to PSYCHOTIC.

This bastion of trufannishness in

the twilit world beckons me...another deadline approaches...and Dick Geis

waits patiently for the ancient prophesy to be fulfilled.

“And next issue

I have no power over

the coluens of John Berry and Ted White,1 said Geis.

Ted's column—that oust be left to older and wiser ghods—but I take typer

in hand now to effect the works that fate has set for me.
This fine old column has not been too regular, in relation to that dis

gusting regularity of Geis's.

I mean, in the middle of the summer, with

notices of a Change of Address for Dick and rumors in YANDRO that he was
moving east, and his having said that PSY would be late—while I was relax

ing gracefully in New York and wasting gobs of time—he goes out and with
no concern for his columnists at all cold-bloodedly publishes another issue

of his sterling fanzine.

And now if I don't arise at 7:00 each morning

and put in an eight hour day writing for him, he's liable to do it again.

And right after a convention, too.
How cruel.

But I suppose you people are expecting me to discourse knowledgebly
again on some aspect of Fandom Today.

Presiaptuous of you, I must say.

Well, I do have a few silver coins to toss to the crowds, even though it

By

isn’t coronation day.

"THE FUGGHEAD FACTOR"

Yes sir, behind that alliterative title hidesan

entirely new concept of fannish behavior patterns.

It's another label for

John D

an area of hiaan behavior; we keep labeling different areas until finally,
maybe, we'll have a coherent picture of ourselves.

way, we have a problem.

Fat chance, ahaha. Any

It seems that every time we have our friends prop

erly identified as Good Guys, when they are irrevocably placed on our side

of the fence, they go out and do something fuggheaded.

This sort of human

inconsistency is very frustrating to the orderly mind.

Sone of you will

simply steel yourselves and intensely ignore the glimpses you get of clay

feet, but others of us are just plain bothered by it.

a theory.

So I've propounded

Everybody, but everybody, has some element of fuggheadedness em-

Berry

is a highly competent nan to run a wrldcon.

I

think the St. Louiscon will be an extremely suc
cessful convention, incorporating the good ideas
and innovations of the last couple of years and

abandoning the rejects.

It would seen that the

two year jinx of having each con committee do
something which arouses the wrath of half of

fandom will be broken; I can't honestly think
of anything that fandom could get nad at the St.
Louis committee about.

They are not the types

to nake foolish blunders or antagonize every

body for miles around.

The major additions to

the Hugo awards structure have been made now,

as the Baycon made both the new Best Novella

award and the Best Fan Writer and Best Fan Art
ist awards permanent; and the St. Louis people

pulled no such bidding tricks as the Baycon a
year before.

In short, who could get nad at then?

And

the St. Louiscon shows every sign of being an

excellent convention.

The con committee is made

up of fannish fans who are also perfectly at

hone in confandon and the other aspects of the
con gane.

They know how to put on a good party,

as anybody who has been the recipient of their

hospitality at a bidding party knows.

At the

Baycon, when some of us were suggesting to Ray,

only half—jokingly, that he put on a boring pro
gram so that none of us would feel guilty about

bedded in him.

This is the Fugghead Factor, and

it operates without exception.

are so filled with fuggheadedness that very lit

tle else is apparent.

missing it, he replied that his object was to do
both at the same tine: good parties and an in

Now sone of us

Others of us are so de

teresting program.
The Baycon was the first worldcon, I believq

void of it that we appear to be pristine Good

to feature rock bands as part of the entertain

Guys.

ment.

But every once in a while the Factor

shows up, and about all we can do is acknowledge

It seemed a shocking thing to some fans

that statistical probability is catching up a-

that the committee should spend its money on the
convention itself (i.e., rock bands and light

gain.

shows at the masquerade), rather than passing it

Then there are the people who seen equal

ly divided between fuggheadedness and noraality

all on to worthy charities (such as the next

—or "unfuggheadedness" in the vulgar—and they

worldcon).

present a definite problen.

the Baycon spent all their money; they provided

(Actually I don't mean to say that

fine entertainment and will have plenty of cash
to pass on.) The St. Louiscon will most likely

All fans are fuggheaded, but sone fans are

none fuggheaded than others.

also provide rock entertainment, although I won
der if perhaps they will separate it from a
function like the masquerade, because it did
AFTER TWO NATIONAL political conventions go

ing awry, it is vastly encouraging to see that

Next year also will bring up the subject of

at least the World Science Fiction Convention

can do things right.

bug a small but vocal minority.

foreign worldcons and the proposal of a nation

Amid thousands of falling

al convention when the worldcon is out of the

balloons and massive floor demonstrations, the

United States.

delegates at the Baycon selected St. Louis as

er, one of the members of the committee set up

the site of the 1969 worldcon.

From talking with Elliot Short

to study this problem, I have become convinced

that there is a lot more to this than just the

This happy news nakes us think ahead and

winder...what will the St. Louiscon be like?

question of a national convention.

Well, as we have been touting for the past sev

question of just what a worldcon is, or should

eral months of conbidding, Chairman Ray Fisher

be, and of how U.S. fandom is going to conduct
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There is the

stay in that room for more than fifteen minutes,

itself now that fandoms in the rest of the world
are coming into their own.

Evidently the di

rection of future relations between U.S. and

foreign fandoes and the future of the worldcon
DESPITE LEN BAILES'S REMARKS in SHANGRI L'

will hinge to a great extent on what happens

with Heidelberg in 1970.

AFFAIRES 7*i, the fanzine scene is vastly super

I suspect that the

questions being deliberated by that committee

ior today to what it was, say, one year ago. Of

will split the whole worldcon scene wide open.

the four fanzines that I would rate as the best

Faidom is definitely entering an entirely new

appearing, two were non-existent a year ago, and
only one was as good then as it is now. (That

era.

St. Louis in '69.

is of course LIGHTHOUSE, which hasn't had an is

Yes, indeed.

sue since a year ago, but it's still very much
alive despite its leisurely schedule.)

The other one that was around a year ago is
IT'S TIME FOR Striking Out Against Injust
ice, or something like that.

QUIP.

Now, one fine ev

A year ago, 0 was a mediocre fanzine that

produced some good material and had never quite

ening at the Baycon I spent some hours sitting

succeeded in attaining the top quality that its

around a table in a huge, darkened room crowded

editors wished.

with all those 1500 fans who attended, bored

But with the last two issues,

nos. 8 and 9, QUIP has improved so fast and so

almost to the point if gibbering and rolling on

far that it must rank as the best faaanish fan

the floor, while various strange people did ob

zine around, and one of the top four genzines.

scure things in the limelight somewhere nearby.

All the factors of the "QUIP Gestalt" that nev

No, it wasn't the banquet; that was another fi

er quite came together properly before have fin

asco entirely, and it, at least, was enlivened

ally gelled to produce an outstanding fanzine,

by Bob Silverberg's amusing commentary.

which attracts some of the best writing current

ly being done in the faaanish vein.

What I refer to is the costume masquerade. I an

at an utter loss to understand why this piece

The other two top fanzines are both retreads.

of musty tradition attracts virtually everybody
at the conventions.

The first is of course PSYCHOTIC, these very

I stayed in the room for

pages that you are reading now.

two reasons: one, there were one or two good
rock bands (plus one poor one); two, because

dom today: that is, a combination of fannishness

everyone else of interest was either there or
milling around just outside.

and new developments in science fiction.

There weren't any

tine, and it is not unexpected.

The masquerade seems to draw all

ial batch of lemmings diving off a cliff into

and the new vitality that stf seems to have

Why should

we attend these boring parades of costumed fools
when we can inspect the few outfits wrth con

sidering in the first five minutes of milling
Oh, sure, I know there are lots of people

who enjoy the whole affair, and that is their

problem.

But, for instance, afterward Boyd Rae-

bum was declaiming mightily against the masquer
ade and specifically the "presentations" that

certain participants cannot be talked out of
giving.

fight over the "New Wave" but has landslid its

way into a general interest in science fiction

the proverbial sea, proverbially.

about?

The stfnal con

cern, however, probably began with the running

convention members to it, much like the proverb

Strike a blow for insurgentism!

The

fannish renaissance has been building for some

good parties to go off to even if I had wanted

to—and I did.

PSY has manag

ed to reflect nicely the essential bent of fan

Yet Boyd was sitting around the same

table much of the time.
I've been assured that there have been suc
cessful masquerades, particularly at some past

Vestercons, but in ay estimation the best mas
querade is the shortest and most efficient. I'm

not sure of St. Louis’s plans for next year’s

costume thing, but if I'm at the con it will

take one helluva lot of enticement to make me
19

found.

A great deal of this discussion centers

DIALOG continued from page 18

around Harlan Ellison, although sometimes he is
not the major concern of the debate.

Much of

the development of these twin blades of modern

fandom has taken place outside of PSYCHOTIC, but
with its lettercoluan and its aura of focal-

ANO, Al Snider will provoke some Los Angel
es fans with "Push-Pull: Clique-Clique or Lazy

Days In Old L.A."

pointedness, PSY has managed to reflect it all

I hope to have another A Voice From The Styx

quite well.

column from Harlan Ellison, but he is currently

The fourth top fanzine is WARHOON.

When I

wrote my column in PSY 25 about the revival of

busy working on a film script at MGM, so we shall

have to wait and see.

WRHN, it was done entirely with the information
that Bergeron sent me.
either old or new.

1 had not seen a copy,

Now there have been two is

SIMILARLY, I can only hope John D. Berry will
have time to do his column.

sues of the new WARHOON, and I can safely say

that nobody could ever leave it off their list
of best fmz.

PRO NEWS

The sheer quality of writing by

Hank Stine, in a phone conversation,

Walt Willis, Bob Shaw, Harry Warner, and Ber

claimed some credit for the psi plot of Larry

geron himself over-shadows any of the mediocre

Niven's A Gift From Earth in an unofficial col

fanzines that have been acclaimed as "best fan

laboration.

zine" by default in recent years.

was origieally titled The Bleeding Hearts.

Incidental information: the book

This is not a list in order; I would find

it very difficult indeed to attempt to rank
these four fez.

They are all fanzines to be

Doubleday will publish Jack Vance's Emphy-

rio in June, will release the second book in

watched, and read, for the renaissance of this

his TSCHAI cycle in January.

fandom has not yet reached its peak.

working on the third book.

It has

He is currently

only begun.

Norman Spinrad's Bug Jack Barron will be
published simultaneously in April: Walker (hard
cover) and Avon (softcover).
Dean Koontz , 9181—E King George Dr., Harris

burg, Pa. 17109, has, in two weeks, sold a story
to GALAXY, sold a story to FSSF, had very en
couraging comment on two books...

...and is organizing

a Library SF Review

project for the benefit of SFWA members.

It

will be strictly a review magazine; reviews by

sf pros; distributed to librarians for their
guidance in selecting sf-fantasy, to pros for
their files and egoboo, and to fans for their

files and entertainment,

fan subscriptions are

SA for six issues; pro subs are $5.50 for six.
It will be photo-offset.
The Library SF Review project has no con

nection with SCIENCE FICTION REVIEW.

The Third Generation is the tentative title
of a projected sf anthology being put together

by David Gerrold.

The emphasis will by on stor

ies by writers of "the newest wave."

For particulars write to David Gerrold,

15615 Debby St., Van Nuys, Calif. 91901.

Peggy Swenson loves Ted Pauls
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BBr1arE[^

Blast Off With
A MOVIE REVIEW BY

LEO P. KELLEY

Fro* th* aoaent the aovie begins, you know

and they attack Barbarella.

Her nae, like

you're in for southing special.

the na*e of the aovie, is Barbarella.

scene.

What is

Move over, Dracula!

It's a brilliant

There is poor Bar

barella tied to tw> poles with the ghastly chil

that thing up there? Oh, it's an astronaut in
the cabin of a spaceship (which has floor-to-

dren sweetly snickering as the dolls inch for

ceiling fur walls), fully suited and helaeted,

cho*p, clang—and they bite and bite and poor

rolling and floating in free fall.

Barbarella bleeds very photogenically.

But it gets better.

good.

Slowly.

aoves a glove.

So far so

The astronaut re-

Sensuously.

slender hand for an astronaut!
coaes off and drifts away.

ward toward all that lush feaale flesh—click,

The dolls as props are horrifying in their

Such a

design and deadliness.

The second glove

The space suit slowly—oh,

thing's happening.

Everything about the*

is right.

Row you know soae-

Barbarella is grateful to the *an who saves

so slowly—coaes apart, piece by cluasy piece.

her fro* the terrible toys and the children.

That's no astronait, you tell yourself.

"What can I do for you in return," she innocently

Why,

that's Barbarella of the frothy aane and—look!

asks.

By God, she's doing the science fiction strip!
Right down to her bare you-know-what.

"You can lake love to *e," he replies aatter-

And if

of-factly.

you haven't already blasted off, buster, get

Barbarella quickly learns that the aen on

ready, because you will.

On Earth

Tau Ceti are hopelessly primitive.
The President of Earth calls Barbarella. His

everyone takes an exaltation pill, touches fing

face appears on an oval screen.

ertips and—that's it.

cheek to cheek.

"Wait," says Barbarella, "I'll slip soae-

They still do it in the old

behind the tiaes.

thing on."

way.
"Don't bother," answers the President of

Pal* to pal* instead of

Tau Ceti's aen are obviously

So what's a girl to do under the circum

stances?

You guessed it and Barbarella does it.

Earth with barely a leer and proceeds to tell

lying on fur rugs.

Barbarella that Durand Durand, an astronaut fro*

vides the ausic.

Earth has disappeared after landing on Tau Ceti

ae dowi."

While The Glitterhouse pro

"Down, down, dowi.

You drag

and that it is up to Barbarella to find hi*.
later, Barbarella heads for the city of So-

Because he has the Positronic Ray, a aost

Why?

go.

ultiaate weapon that can destroy whole worlds if

it falls into the wrong hands.

He aay be a

undaaaged but who has lost the will to fly since

So Barbarella splits in her space ship for

being blinded and iiprisoned la the Labyrinth

She runs into a aagnetic store and

by the Black Queen, alias the Great Tyrant. The

crashes on Tau Ceti.

leader of the inhabitants of the labyrinth, Pro

Fro* this aoaent on, adventure piles on ad

venture.

Here she

aeets the blind angel, Pygar, whose wings are

prisoner on Tau Ceti.

Tau Ceti.

But once again her space ships conks out

and she crashes into the labyrinth.

fessor Ping, explains that Pygar was iaprisoned
here because of his innocence, (later, as the

Bright, gaudy iaages fill the screen.

Sex rears its beautiful head—over and over a-

Black Queen straddles the unresisting Pygar and

gain.

asks hi* to aake love to her, he will tell her
with only a trace of indignation, "An angel

One of the nost striking scenes in the aovie

coaes early on.
on Tau Ceti.

doesn't aake love.

It occurs right after the crash

Twin girls—children—appear and

capture Barbarella and take her to the bumed-

and expels anyone whois not Evil.

out hulk of what was once Durand Durand's space

ship.

dolls?

Barby dolls?

Those who are

not Evil are banished to the Labyrinth.

Here she aeets other children—and their

■echanical dolls.

An angel is love.")

The city of Sogo, Ping says, exists on Evil

Pygar

can fly if he really waits to, Ping insist*.

Barby and the

The dolls, cutesy little cutups that

"Where do you live?" Barbarella asks Pygar.
Pygar takes Barbarella to his nest (literal

they are, have steel fangs in their tiny aouths
21

ly) aid , after doing it to her and Baking the

of a put-down.

feathers fly (literally), he regains the will to

of a turn-on.

fly and Barbarella recovers free her ecstacy to

Barbarella's space ship has a huge render

find him soaring happily and , presumably, hom

ing of a painting by Georges Seurat—La Grande

ily overhead.

Jatte.

Sei is where it's at for Barbaralla.

Cone to think of it, it's more

Sei

She is subjected to torture by a pleas

ure machine, that soiual fantasy to and all sei-

with DildMio, the leader of a revolution against

ual fantasies.

Sogo, Un can't take anything work right includ

Barbarella does!

ing his secret passages.

Sei with Pygar, her

bums itself out.

freaky feathered friend.

She soon decides that,

es.

"Sone of the old fashioned ways are best."

science fiction and psychoanalysis, to mention

her.

a few—created in this reviewer a true and valid

Bam!

It has the ter

rible tots and their toys refered to above.

It

Barbarella,

somewhat chagrined, wants to know why Pygar saw

ed the evil bitch after what she had done to
Mm. (The Black Queen, in one scene, has Pygar

the sky where Barbarella, carried aloft by the
dynamic (aerodynamic!) Pygar, blasts the Black

pinioned against a wall.

Guards and their patrol ships right out of the

At Barbarella's de

mand, she orders, "Decrucify him!*

It has the corniest plot since Little Wo

"An angel has no memory," Pygar replies,

But the

soaring sightless into the sky, Barbarella in

wonder of it all is that it all works wonderful
ly.

Zonk!

Zowiel

Pygar saves Barbarella—and the Black Queen

It has Buck Rogers' style battles in

men—at least in science fiction terms.

The Positronic Ray, in the hands of a de

—in the proverbial nick of time.

anyone with an unchained id into a temporary

sky.

And she escapes from the Black Queen's in

mented enemy, destroys the city of Sogo.

The movie has, for eiample, an

has hints of perversion that are enough to send

tailspin.

So much for pleasure machin

Long Live Barbarellal

famous Chamber of Dreams even though the invisi
ble key (!) to the Chamber has been stolen from

lic put-on that works on several levels—sei,

ice sled to end all ice sleds.

It literally blows a fuse and

Oh, yes, she finally does find Durand Dur

and.

The eovie, despite being sonething of a Gal

sense of wonder.

But the machine gives out before

one arm, the Black Queen in the other.

The movie makes one laugh, think and enjoy.

But we movie-goers have memories.

In other words, it succeeds in doing eiactly

All the

better to remember BARBARELLA!

what good satire should do.
The movie is chock full of sly hints concern
ing sei in its many morbid forms.

It lets you

pick your perversion—or at least spot it. There

are scenes right out of a twenty-first century

Marquis de Sade:
A girl, bound and helpless,
sways upright in a palace room while another

girl laconically brings a flaming torch to her

toes, away, back again, away.

Two men recline

nearby, watching with obvious pleasure.

Voluptuous girls lounge about,

smoking a Turkish water pipe.

But this is a

water pipe with a difference.

It has an enor

mous glass bowl half-filled with water in which

a near nude young mai writhes and cavorts.

barella is offered the pipe.
is.

Bar
FAN NEWS

S|ye asks what it

Howard DeVore announces: "The Michigan

"Essence of man," answers her dre»y com

chapter of the SECRET MASTERS OF FANDOM is und

panion.

ergoing a reorganization."

The leader of the revolution

wears leather garments; chains form an interest
Ed Reed (666 Westover Rd., Stamford, Conn.,

ing part of the lower half of his costume.

06902) intends to publish a fanzine in French.

The Black Queen tries hard to

It will feature reprints.

seduce Barbarella, her "pretty, pretty."

The movie is a delightful montage of images.
A superb put-on without a really nasty put-down

of anyone or anything.

At least, not too much
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PART

FIVE

Several different drugs have been marketed

your sanity is strong enough to hold up under

as "SIP" and I don't recommend any of them. The

it.

"real" SIP is a higher amphetamine with chemical

average conception of the "ultimate" in hallu

A lot of STP trips actually exceed the

similarities to mescaline and its "legitimate"

cinations, and if you have any psychotic ten

use is as a war agent: the military has been ex

dencies at all (and who doesn't), I don't see

perimenting with it for several years in their

how an experience like this can help but aggra

search for a drug which will render an enemy

vate them.

temporarily ins ne and incapable of resistance.
From my owi experience with SIP, I'd say the

I've heard that an "average" STP trip lasts
My one trip lasted about 2*t hours

stuff makes a much better weapon of war than it

ft hours.

does a psychedelic drug.

with about two more dajs spent in shuddering,
shivering paranoid limbo.

The SIP high comes on rather slowly and

I literally cowered

in a room, trembling at every footfall outside

gradually, but it just keep on building till you

the door, and afraid to get up and see what was

literally lose contact with reality.

going on.

Instead

of distorting the senses as acid does, SIP seems
to knock them out entirely until all you're left

with are your own dreams and fantasies.

It un

I've never had a fear reaction like

this on any other drug, and while I don't think
the experience hurt me permanently, it was bad

enough so I've never felt the slightest inclin

locks portions of your memory track at random,

ation to try STP again.

and most of the people who've taken it also

n't at all unusual—I've heard that bGt of all

claim to have experienced memories from past

heads who've taken STP have had a bad enough

lives or various mystical glimpses into the his

trip so they were afraid to take another one.

And my experience was

tory of the race.
STP has so far been much more a drug of fad
On SIP, almost anyone will experience the

and legend than LSD.

When it first hit the mar

sort of vivid delusions usually associated with

ket, there was a lot of publicity about how STP

severe forms of psychosis—"walking and talking
with God", the illusion (or maybe reality) of

was an entirely unknown drug, invented by under

being totally telepathic and able to read the

straight world.

minds of everyone around, astral projection,

salt, mostly because there are a lot more pro

various forms of precognition, etc.

At one

ground chemists and as yet undiscovered by the

I took this with a grain of

fessionals than amateurs searching for new drugs

point on ay STP trip, I seemed to be floating

and other potentially useful organic chemicals,

down the middle of a street about ten feet off

and the orthodox chemists have everything in

the ground and minus ay body.

I was drifting

their favor regarding equipment and access to

along at about twice normal walking pace and

materials.

no one seemed to see me.

they say that STP was discovered several years

Later on during the

So I don't doubt the FDA's word when

same trip, I was back in the room again, but

ago and news of it was suppressed because of

lying about two feet below the ceiling.

its properties as a potential military weapon.

I can't

'ecall that particular incident without laugh

ing, because I not only imagined myself to be
Levitating, but I'd carried the mattress up

there with me, too!

All this can be groovy if

The second legend was that STP is "the next
step beyond LSD."

As far as I can tell, STP is

headed in an entirely different direction than
acid.

I wouldn't call it a "mind-expander" at

all—it seems to stir up everything in your mind,
subconscious, racial memories, body-conscious

Earl Evers

ness, and all, and dish it up into your con
sciousness.

STP isn't a physically messy drug
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you're a perfect candidate for an STP trip. But
if you aren't, I really hope you've got sense
enough to stay the hell away from the stuff.
A lot of the "SIP" on the market isn't STP

at all but but a concentrated form of Belladon
na extract.

This produces very vivid visual

hallucinations, but it leaves you sick for sev

eral days afterwards, and in general is just as

harmful and dangerous as unprocessed Belladonna.
It's probably less dangerous than real STP, but
I still don't recommend it, even though I rath

er enjoyed ay own three trips on it.
A final note on STP—I've heard from several
different sources that you can kill yourself If
you try to abort a bad STP trip with Thorazine

or any other tranquilizer, so I wouldn't recom
mend trying it.

I've seen people try to abort

an STP trip with niacinamide, and while it did

n't produce any ill effects, it didn't abort
the trip either.

So if you're foolish enough

to tum on to STP in the first place, you'll

just have to sweat it out.

a mental level.

I know of nothing

that will bring you down.

like DMT, but I think it has the sane effect on
If anything deserves the name

• • *

"mind-distorting drug" SIP is it.
COCAINE and the OPIATES

A third rumor I keep hearing is that STP

I've never been able to figure out why any

leaves you permanently high to some extent, and
that after a few STP trips you can stop taking

one would want to take any of these drugs.

drugs entirely, having no further need of them.

opiates relax you and they have strong euphoric

As far as I know , you come down from an STP

properties, but there's nothing about the ef4

trip just as completely as you come down from
an acid trip, except that STP doesn't (as far

of physical addiction.

fects that even begin to make up for the risks

*•*

as I know) lodge in the tissues for later re

lease the way acid often does.

The

Of course the

experiences you have while tripping remain in

SPEED

your memory, and will work some changes on your
The various amphetamines are the real "prob

outlook, but this isn't being high, it's only
remembering what you learned while high.

lem drugs" of the current drug fad.

The

the nervous system and mind if frequenrly used,

for several weeks or months after an STP trip

and physically tiring in any dosage—but the ef

is because they feel too disoriented and mental
ly confused to take the risk.

They’re

dangerous as hell—habitforming, damaging to

only reason a lot of heads stop taking drugs

fects are groovy enough to tempt a lot of heads

Most of the peop

to try them and to keep using them.

le I've talked to who've taken STP didn't think
the experience was at all good—they were mostly

First of all, speed increases energy and

proud that they'd come through the ordeal with

ambition and the will to work and produce.

out serious hurt, but pretty dubious about the

That's why so many successful artists and wri

value of such an experience.

ters and musicians are A-heads.

the acid test?"

and it always sends me into a state of wild ela

The idea that an acid trip or

tion when I take it no matter how bad I feel be

an STP trip is some sort of an initiation or

fore.

test of courage and strength of will is one of
the most dangerous drug legends I know.

So speed actually does have a few things

going for it.

It's

only another form of Chicken or Russian Roulette

but a lot of otherwise groovy people go around
talking about it.

Amphetamine is

also one of the strongest euphonies I know of,

Remember when they used to ask "Can you pass

It also has quite a few things

going against it.
For one thing, it kills appetite.

If you're the sort who thinks

If you're

strung out on speed, you can count on losing

taking some enormous, unnecessary risk and then

weight steadily till you either kick the stuff

bragging about it is a groovy thing to do, then

cr look like an Aushwitz victim.

2A

And of course

all that extra energy you feel on speed has to

I'd have to crawl away and crash for a couple

come from somewhere—mainly from your body's

of days and niss a lot of classes, so I went

energy reserves, and eventually from the canni

ahead and let nyself get strung out.

balization of auscle tissue.

Put these two fac

If you use speed continuously for ten days

tors together, and you can easily see the dang

or two weeks, you probably won't be physically

ers in speed—you tend to bum up energy with

addicted yet, but you'll be strung out in the

out replacing it, and this is true whether you

nental sense.

use speed in large doses or saall, rarely or

frequently.

By this tine, being spaced out

on speed, just floating along and having about

All this really means is that you

twice as much energy as anyone else will seen

can count on a letdown and a period of extreme

like the normal state.

fatigue each and every tine you turn on to speed

* * •

The effects of speed cover a wide range, de
Aside from pot, all the drugs I've describ

pending on the dosage and the duration of use.
It doesn't natter which of the aphetamines you

ed in this five part article are dangerous to

take—they vary only slightly fron one drug to

one degree or another.

another.

I've tried to not play

down either the dangers or the good effects,

For instance, it's just as easy to

get strung out dropping pills as it is from

but I still think turning on requires a certain

shooting or sniffing pure crystal.

amount of nature judgement.

Methadrine

I've tried to de

is actually no stronger in either its good or

scribe the drug experience as I've been through

bad effects as benzedrine, it's just that neth

it, and I'n assuming throughout that whoever

is usually sold in concentrated form, so when

reads it is capable of making his own decisions.

you score a nickel or dine of neth, you're get

I'd like to leave you with one thought—tak

ting a lot nore actual amphetamine than when

ing LSD is nothing to enter into lightly.

you get five or ten dollars worth of pills.

It

might not have a major effect on your view of

A lot of heads take snail quantities of speed

life, but then again it might.

It's changed

This is

lots of lives and it's going to change lots more

a groove, especially with pot and hash and oth

So I'd say the decision to trip is as important

er drugs that tend to make you sleepy—the speed

as a decision to drop out of school or stay in,

gives you extra energy to stay awake and enjoy

or pick a career or enlist in the Armed Service.

to enhance the effects of other drugs.

Speed combined with acid also in

your high.

creases the energy level of the trip and usual
ly makes for a happier time as well, due to the
euphoric effects.

But this can also lead to a

more severe bad trip-if you're headed in that

direction anyway—the extra energy helps the
whole trip to be worse.
Taking speed by itself, either as a high,

""THEy'uFtNO

7WO

NEVER.

M£~ WITH

MASKS

ON.r"

or to get temporarily spaced-out for creative
purposes is when you're heading for danger. It's
not even physical addiction you have to worry

about, it's just the idea you start feeling so

bad when you start to come down that the temp

tation is very strong to go right back up again.
The first time I got strung out, it was simply

because I was taking speed at night and going
to school during the day, and it finally got to

the point where if I stopped dropping bennies,
25

BOOK REVIEWS
EARL EVERS
RICHARD DELAP

BILL GLASS
BLACK EASTER By Janes Blish—Doubleday, 13.95
RICHARD GEIS

This is the best pure fantasy I've seen in

a long time.

It's a long way from being a great

book, but it held my interest right through and

even gave me a few chills.
Black Easter is the third of Blish's trilogy

es across one of the numerous contradictions in

"After Such Knowledge" which includes Doctor

the literature.

Mirabilis and £ Case of Conscience and is easi

sorcery isn't particularly plausible, if only

ly the best of the three.

The theme, of course,

is black magic as it would be practiced if it

were actually possible to call up demons to do
the magician's bidding.

As Blish says in his

introduction about previous black magic fiction,

The resulting demonology and

because the magical literature itself contains
some of the weirdest fantasy the human mind has
come up with yet. (Remember, magicians have had

maybe a thousand years longer to think of crazy
ideas than sf writers.) But Blish still manages

"I have never seen one which dealt with what

to come up with a pretty believable background

real sorcery actually had to be like if it ex

—at least his magic is detailed and specific

isted, although all the grimoires are explicit

enough to be a major factor in the plot instead

about the matter."

of being vague and shadowy as is the sorcery in

Blish says his source material is "the wri
ting and actual working manuals of practicing

magicians working in the Christian tradition

from the thirteenth to the eighteenth centuries,

from the Ars Magna ... to the grimoires them
selves."

"All of the book mentioned in the text

actually exist; there are no 'Necronomicons'..."

As far as I can tell, he's extracted a fair

In fact, the magic takes such

most fantasies.

a prominent part the story Is almost an "idea

as hero" story, cardboard characters and all.

Black Easter is a short book, only 165 pag
es, but it's more solid than most fantasies in
that just about every paragraph is concerned

with magic and the advancement of the plot. The

story itself isn't particularly strong—e black

ly logical and consistant body of magic lore

magician working for a corrupt industrialist

from various sources and used that as his fant

calls up demons to commit sundry murders includ

asy element, fitting what he considers the most

ing that of the Governor of California, a white
magician monk of the "Order of Mont Alba" (Does

logical alternative into his system when he com

this order exist?

I've never heard of it, but

Blish says all his references exist.

Maybe he

meant only his references for the black magic.
I've certainly never heard of a Catholic order

that receives special dispensation from the Pope
to practice magic...even white magic.) who can
do very little to oppose them because of a mys

terious "Covenant", seemingly between the Catho
lic Church and black magicians, or maybe between

the Heavenly and Infernal Powers themselves. So
there's no real conflict in the book—the white
magician is there as an observer and never does

much except argue with the Theron Ware, the
black magician.

But the book gets along fine

without major conflict except the underlying
conflict between the forces of Good and the

Forces of Evil, and suspense is maintained

throughout.

The story develops and carries its interest
almost completely through the numerous detailed

most hear the author musing "...and rfiat would

read good here?"

dramatizations of spells and the characters'

arguments about magic.

The "arcane lore", des

The surface remains glittery and slick, mak
ing the story quick and easy to read, but one

criptions of demons, Blish's interpretations of

strongly feels a lack of Interest in the plight

the writings of magic compiled from his various

of the characters, none of whom are appealing or,

sources give the book most of its appeal because

sadly, Interesting.

the characters are neither well developed nor

incident thrown in with even-increasing frequen

well motivated and the plot events seem to occur
more to detail the workings of magic than for

any self-consistent reason.

But for all this

the book is well worth reading, especially for
its ending.

And the annoying jiables of

cy seen to have no point other that to make the

reader feel that the denouement must be something

spectacular.

It isn't...just more of the sao

contrived and silly plotting that has preceded,
and involving a trite introduction to the pre

I'll never look at a "God Is Dead" button
again without thinking of Black Easter.

—Earl Evers

viously mentioned fourth character.

It's a

feather of a book that, according to the cover
quote from Harlan Ellison, "Knocked me cold:

painfully good."

I wonder what he'd say if he

were hit with something really solid?
—Richard Delap

THE TWO-TIMERS By Bob Shaw-Ace H-79, 60s

The publisher's note mentions that this is
Mr. Shaw's third novel. I read the previous
Might Walk (Banner Books) and enjoyed it (tho

THE TWO TIMERS By Bob Shaw-Ace H-79, 60s.

I have wondered why Terry Carr's line of

from what I've read of others' reactions I
shouldn't have), and I've no idea what the sec

Ace Specials hasn't been getting more play in

ond novel was.

last nine months a Special has come out, all

In the present book the author's fluid style

the fan press as a Good Thing.

For each of the

beautifully packaged with Dillons's paintings,

and simple but effective descriptions remain

op designs, and a tasteful selection of lauda

strong—such a shame that the plot turns out to

tory quotes (from critics on the reprints, from

be a sudsy, unconvincing sf-mystery that is
strictly Hollywood-hack, a two-character drama

that through a sclenco-fictlonal plot twist in
volves three and, eventually (as well as detri

mentally), four characters.
The year is 1981, the two characters are
John and Kate Breton, who after an eleven-year

marriage find their already crumbling relationsty dealt a backhand blow, Jack Breton, appears

abruptly on the scene. It seems Jack has made
the crossing from a parallel world (where his
wife Kate has been nurdered) to claim John's
wife as his own, his reasoning being that tho

parallel world exists because of him and is
therefore subject to his desires.

Mr. Shaw pro

ceeds to fill page after page with empty dawdl

ing over Kato's reactions to the "new" husband,
John's confusion over the situation, and Jack's

monomaniac clutter of schemes to erase John from
the picture and win Kate.

The situation Is fur

ther burdened with the introduction of Detective
Convery who is convinced that there is something

decidedly "fishy" about the Bretons and for years
has been longing to prove that John once tried to
murder his wife.

Tho author never seems really

sure just how he wants to handle the story, and

the plot has a stop-and-etart feel.

One can al
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pros like Delany, Ellison, and Zelazny on the
originals). And, though there have been a few
weak ones, there hasn't been a clunker in the

bunch.

This is a reprint, but still the first
American appearance for the novel. Simply (which

it isn't) itisthe story of Edward Cadence, in

The last two that I've seen, Bob Shaw's

original, THE TWO TIMERS and D.G. Compton's
SYNTHAJOY (a reprint from England) were both
exceptional books.

The better of the two is

Shaw's.

ventor of Sensitape, Sexitape, and developer of
Synthajoy. The story is in the mind of Mrs.
Cadence told (or thought) on days 25 through 51
of her correctional treatment for the alleged

murder of her husband.

The Two Timers begins very slowly, very sub
dued, very underplayed Anglic, mired in the

■ind of John Breton sitting with his wife and
her two bore friends in an evening of solid am
ber.

SYNTHAJOY By D.G. Compton—Ace H—86, 60c.

You wander knee deep through immobile

prose, wondering what Lester del Rey, Harlan

Ellison, and Keith Laumer found so exceptional

about the book, and what ever prompted Terry
Carr to buy it.

Then, very quietly, on page Ik,

the gaff is set in deep and tight:

The story of the devel

opment of Sensitape from its original concept

ion as a cure for UDW—Uncompensated Death Wish
—one of the new leading causes of death, to
its (in the mind of Mrs. Cadence) ultimate per

version into Synthajoy is told in varying lev

els of flashbacks during the few hours Mrs. Ca
dence is allowed to be conscious each day.

Events are seen from different sides—hinted,

skirted about, revealed, explicated.

The result is a kind of intensive insanity
...and the best kind of science fiction (accord

It had been nine years earlier, to

ing to Old and New writers)—that of the emotion

the month, that a police cruiser had

al effect of a future society.

found Kate wandering in the darkness

The writing is

vivid, occasionally (depending on the kind of

of 506 Avenue, with flecks of human

brain tissue spattered across her face...

vocabulary you are accustomed to in sf novels)

shocking, and, oddly enough, in a prose style
Shaw's story is one of a very strange rela

that makes very effective use

tionship and the changing shades of love. John
Breton is bored with his wife.

of
silences.

Their marriage

is a sterile plate of social culture.

As with Two Timers, much of the real power

Then

Jack Breton shows up to claim the wife he loves.

She was killed by a homicidal maniac nine years
before. Jack Breton (using a nutated migraine
headache) develops tine travel to kill the as
sailant, creating another time track—the track

where John Breton has lived with growing uncom-

of the book comes from the relationships reveal
ed: young Thea Springfield and Teddy Cadence;

married Thea Cadence and Dr. Edward Cadence;

Thea Cadence After Cynicism and OR. Edward Ca

dence; Thea Cadence and Tony Stech; the wardess

and the imprisoned Mrs. Cadence; etc.

A strange

fort the last nine years with his miraculously-

novel of human beings both human and inhunan,

rescued-from-a-rapist wife.

and a disturbing story of just where morality
lies (and lies...and lies...).

Jack Breton, for

his nine years of abstinence and labor, now de

mands Kate Breton for his prize, once John Bre

ton has gracefully bowed out of the scene.

As I said, it is a very finely delineated
story of human relationships.

Which J. Breton

loves Kate Breton more, and to what ends will

he go to prove his love?

Which of the two J.

Bretons does Kate love more; the novelty of the
new or the jellied security of the old?

I don't know how Terry Carr does it, find
ing and packaging a good novel every month.
should be thanked.

He

I thank him every month by

laying out the price of the latest Ace Special
on the faith that I will get a good, readable,

thoughtful, and thought-provoking novel.

Go,

thou, and do likewise.

—Bill Glass

And

what of the universe which has strong notions
about the same person being in two places at

the sse time?

GARBAGE WORLD By Charles Platt—Berkley X1A70,

60e.
'Kopra is a small asteroid, coated with un

imaginable filth in all shapes and forms.
Its inhabitants, too, are a dirty lot,

clothed in soiled rags, underfed and hungry.

'The garbage dump of the United Asteroid Belt
Pleasure Worlds federation, Kopra's sole

function is to receive specially packaged

waste materials from its sister worlds.
'Carefully avoided by Off-Worlders for cen

turies—the stench alone is enough to dis

courage anyone—Kopra suddenly becomes the

object of extraordinary interest to OffWorld government officials...'
So says the blurb on the back cover.

It's

a concise description of the story background.
The storyline is foraula: an Off Worlder reluct

ant hero, a pretty "native" girl, skullduggery

in high and low places, and a relatively happy

ending, if not a clean one.
But there is more to the book than that.

I

aust flush ay toilet in salute to Charles Platt

for the conception of Garbage World and for nam
ing his hero Oliver Roach.
Platt tried to rub our noses in our trend

toward excessive cleanliness and increasing need
to pretend we aren't animals.

piss and sweat and saell.

Animals shit and

We aren't supposed

It's not "nice."

to.

I find it mildly significant that every re
excitement may now move on to My Wife Charles
or other advanced literature.)

view of this book I've seen in the fan press
has been negative, and I think it is due to a

subconscious rejection of all the filth and

Chapters A to 10:

stink that the book's hero, Oliver Roach, came
to accept and even enjoy.

Roi 'calms' Taka-Maka,

beauteous native girl; causes Sandi Clay, love

Reviewers just could

ly assistant to step-brother Dr. Mai Clay, to

n't identify with him.

grinch and flurp upon an hilariously traveling
—Richard E. Geis

examination table; and slogs it to Tina Preek,
voluptuous agent for S.N.A.R.F., an ominous in
ternational crime organization.

In temporary

disguise as the late Redd Clay, Roi travels to

THE ENDLESS ORGY By Richard E. Geis—Brandon

Mexico with Tina and meets Liz Dildoux, local
S.N.A.R.F. boss ("Dykes" can begin reading on

House 2061, 41.25

page 52).

Heavens to Nympho-Betsy!...what have we

here?

Those who consider Robert Silverberg's

Chapters 11 to 19:

recent sf-cum-sex novels rather strong excur

together, and Roi brings Maria to her fulfill

de piece about the time-traveler from the fu
ture, Roi Kunzer, who has come (ahem!) to keep

ment.

Roi's wives are kidnapped by Liz who at

tempts to be friendly but is scorned by the

the women of our tine happy with his advanced

'straight'-and-true loving wives.

chiropractic prowess.
Chapters 1 to 3:

Tina 'studies' with Liz.

Maria and Consuela, two Mexican cuties, 'diddle'

sions should read this innocent little piece

Roi reveals

his identity to his imprisoned wives, consol

ing them with a strong sedative kept secreted on

Roi and number two wife

Suzy Ci»-Cua (he has four—remember, morals in

his person at all times.

the future have undergone daring revisions)

on the sandy beach—''She had come to come" as
he redundantly puts it to Hi the reader. Dina

start the book off with a bang (grunt!).

Enter

Roi slogs it to Tina

Dina Hotpoint and pals who kidnap Roi, beginn

becomes boss when it is discovered Liz is hid

ing 'Operation Nookie.' Roi meets Drs. Payne
and von Klamp (evil men), and after close exam

ing money, stolen from S.N.A.R.F., in her Dil
doux. Dina and Roi/Redd exchange Tit—for—That

ination of his physiological 'structure' by the

in a game of 69 high (pok'er is out of season)

doctors, Roi leams he is to be dissected. His
belly curdles (and I quote!). After a hasty

lined up to replace the believed now-dead Roi.

exit through the back door, he escapes.

and Dina reveals they (S.N.A.R.F.) have a double

(Bote:

Rock, Roi's substitute, tries to emulate Roi

with the four wives as teachers.

Delicate "queens" looking for not-so-delicate
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(This chapter

is 3 bit difficult to follow as it is hard to

OCTOBER THE FIRST IS TOO LATE By Fred Hoyle-

turn the pages with one hand.)

Fawcett R1155, 60t

Ro! is then in-

prisoned with Liz and teaches her to overcone
her timidity. (Dykes nay stop here and neve up

to My Husband Marilyn).

Roi is released but is

soon trapped again as he tries to free his wiv
es.

This book has so many literary flaws it
should be completely unreadable.

year.

The Great Mother Computer of the future

pulls a conic book rescue and saves him,however.

Venus, a S.N.A.R.F. exec, has a 'painful' sess

Vet I think

it's one of the better sf stories I've read this
I enjoyed the first reading even though

I got lost several times because the plot con

sists of three or four separate story lines j®-

bled together, and I enjoyed the second reading

ion with Roi and reveals plans to comer the
narket in Wolfram ore by offering to the queen

of a Wolfram-rich African nation the substitute

even though I already knew that there were no

particularly good ideas in the book, and that
the apparent complexity of the plot structure

Roi in exchange for lining rights.

was just haphazard juxtaposition of several
Chapters 20 to 27:

Oiaa, the Queen's maid-

servant, famo-famos with Roi/Redd.
slogs it to the Queen.

famo.

King and Queen famo-

Roi and Venus famo-famo.

native girl famo-famo.

stock sf ideas.

Rock/Roi

The basic story idea is an imitation of

"Sideway In Time"; different areas of the Earth

Rock and

are shifted into different eras of time, past,

The whole village

present aid future, and the hero sets out to ex

famo-famos before the phonograph runs down.

plore: finding Hawaii and England in the pres

Roi finally satisfies the Queen, but is then

mysteriously poisoned (bark oi Yngvi tree...

ent, Europe fighting World War One, Greece in

deadly!); however, he overcomes a 'limp' ending

the age of Pericles, and so on, until at the end

he runs into people from the far future.

in tine to outwit S.N.A.R.F. in a final openship).

The book ends as Roi learns of an anti

sex (gasp!

head!) crusader named Sister Purity, and it

An interwoven sub-plot is a typical Fred

seems a sequel is on the way.

Hoyle "discovery of something strange in Outer

I suppose you can give this novel to Grand
those old-fashioned Puritan things that, among

A strange tight beam of radiation is

sible for the whole mess of strange happenings.

This sub-plot brings in interesting scientific

the slogging, famo-famoing, grinching and

detail and characters.

flurping, seems to avoid the basic (dirty!)

Most of Hoyle's science

and scientists are completely convincing, as,

As for me, I've given up this

of course, they should be given Hoyle's back

study of 'innocent' literature and am now do

ground as scientist and science-writer.

ing a Freudian study thesis on the Debasement

In fact,

Hoyle is one of the few sf writers able to gen

I hope to rid

the schools of such filth as Show White,

Space".

coming from the sun, and of course it's respon

ma for Christmas, since it seems to be one of

of American Children's Morals.

fairly convincing in detail, but there's nothing
of unusual appeal for the average sf reader.

at last, that word rears its ugly

facts of life.

Each

of the "other tines" is interestingly drawn, and

air sports session (the famo-famo chaapion-

with

its underlying smut of one woman giving herself

erate dramatic conflict in describing a room

ful of scientists solving a technical problem.
He can do this, of course, because it has real

nightly to seven deformed men, and Sleeping

dramatic interest for him.

Beauty, which is far too mature in its open-

So he commits one

of the basic blunders of bad sf technique—fills

handed dealing with fairies to be allowed in

pages with involved technical arguments and ex

youngsters' hands.
—Richard Delap

planations—and the results are some of the most

interesting passages in the book.
Hoyle's characters go into lengthy philosoph
ical monologues or conversations from tine to

time, and again, the results are interesting ev

en if they do tend to break the overall flow of
the plot.

A third sub-plot seems even further out of

place in an sf story—the hero and first-person
narrator of October The First Is Too Late is a

pianist and composer—not a scientist at all.
True, he seems to have an extremely logical,

scientific-type mind for si artist, but he is

completely convincing as an artist.

Hoyle must

be fairly deep into music himself to handle his
30

character is wall as he does.

The narrator's

character la the eating of the whole book.
The third sub-plot Involves the theory and

evolution of aisle, past present and future,

and it ueaves into the other sub-plots.

The

first couple of chapters are devoted entirely
to the narrator's thoughts as he coeposes and

conducts a piece of eusic, and have absolutely
nothing to do with the rest of the plot.

Yet

they're Interesting enough in thensolves to con-

pell eost readers to go on into the sf part of
the novel.

In the s«e way, the clieactic "ac

tion" episode concerns a musical duel between
the narrator and a fenale musician froa the fu

ture.

It sounds incredibly weak for the clleai

of a whole novel, but it doesn't read that way
—the episode crackles with tension and suspense,
and is an motional climax in the best sense of

the word.

To sum up: October The First Is Too Late Is
a hodgepodge of a novel, built of fragaents of
dis-similar stories and tied together with a

basic plot that’s mediocre at best.

the position of writing a final chapter or a

The inter

beginning chapter, depending upon his owi de

weaving of plot elements is so poor as to be
estrenely confusing.

cision.

There are digressions fron

Leave it to a controversial astronomer

the story-line, undigested chunks of pure sci

to cone up with a controversial astronomer as

ence, philosophy, and music that do not contrib

ute much to the plot.

the lead character.

Yet in spite of all that

Chris Kingsley, "hothead

the book as a whole is better than average be

ed" British astronomer, saves the world by the

cause so many of the individual fragaents are

very fact of his brilliant eccentricity, along

so good in themselves they sake up for the lack

the way using every opportunity to emphatically

of continuity.

denounce the stupidity prevalent among his own

colleagues and, even more scorchingly, to lam-

—Earl Evers

bast the politicians of all government.

Grant

ed, he's given plenty of reason to grouch and
the reader easily grows rather fond of him as

THE BLACK CLOUD By Fred Hoyle—Signet P538A, 60e

the story progresses.

I have always been a bit partial to 'dooms

When it is discovered that the Cloud has an

day' novels, though I an annoyed as much as the

intelligent nature, Kingsley and his co-workers,

next person by those which dredge up a lastminute implausible rescue.

grouped to work at a specially-built British

I believe this book

center, manage to contact and inform the Clouo

was the first s-f novel by Kr. Hoyle, who has

that its lengthy pausing about our sun is

since proved his ability to surpass it in both

threatening to wipe out all life from tne face

structure and content, especially with such ex

of the Earth.

citing works as Ossian's Bide.

The novel's conclusion leaves

the world only partially wrecked, with a hope

This tale of an interstellar gaseous cloud,

that nan can find the way froa his present state

which noves into our solar system and finally

of disjunction to a future of union and far-

settles circularly around our sun, has already
been dated (would it have been too much trouble

reaching coimnunication.
The book's major flaws come not with plot

for Signet or the author to change 1964 to '7<r

but rather with dialogue that is often stilted

or W?).

and preachy.

The story of the Cloud's real nature has

In an effort to reach and hold

every layman, Hoyle groups his scientists into

been kept froa public knowledge until the year

conventions of the most kindergartenish gabble.

2021 when, upon the death of one of the scient

I hardly think laymen will appreciate it—rath

ists involved in the Cloud business, a noveliz
ed version of the events (the bulk of the book)

er, it would be better had the author discarded

the tiresome dialogues along with the thought
ful but relatively useless footnotes of equat-

is willed to a friend unwittingly thrust into
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ional theory.

Evolutional questions seea light

er, which is good, basic, traditional science

ly skipped over, and the implications of theolo

fiction, as is "End of the Line" by Chad Olli—

gy, while touched upon, are handled rather like

ver.

ly.

Hoyle's lost touchy conclusion to ay lind

seems to be the idea that all life lathe Uni
verse aust follow a basic, similar pattern de
spite outward physiological differences; and al

though Hoyle personally nay not believe this
(according to his preface), it is a rather strik

Frederick Bland's "The Fifteenth Wind of
March" is brutal in its stark, non-copout end

It's an end-of-the-world story that will

ing.

stick in your memory.
"Fruiting Body" by Rosel George Brow is a

ing departure from usual science-fiction think

bemusing study of fungi monomania with tinges

ing.

of delicious satire, while "Journey of Ten Thou

sand Miles" by Wil Mohler is even more subtle
"Pure" science nay sake a strong backbone to

...and tragic.

It is a story that compels a

a dramatic sf story, but when, as here, it in

second reading immediately to confirm and appre

trudes upon the story's progression with theoret

ciate the tiny, acciaulative signs of madness

ical asides that consuae pages, it leaves the

in the central character.

reader feeling rather dissatisfied.

I think

I'll go back and re-read Ossian's Ride.
—Richard Delap

"When You Care, When You Love" is fine Theo
dore Sturgeon. It tells of a love (or a posses

siveness) so strong in the mind of a billion—

airess, that it will go to any lengths to re
But I feel Sturgeon tainted

ONCE ANO FUTURE TALES From The Magazine of Fan

create its lover.

tasy A Science Fiction Edited by Edward L. Fer-

the ending with his gratuitous author's after

aan—Harris-Wolfe & Co., 15.95

word.

If any proof is needed that science fiction
and fantasy can be of "aainstreaa" (and higher)

Sister," has in my view the finest story in the

quality, this collection of stories should be

book.

more than enough to convince anyone.

ity, xenophobia, sanity, culturally implanted

Judith Merril, in her introduction, calls
these "typical F&SF stories" but they are ob

viously among the best ever published in the
magazine.

If she meant typical in range and

variety, I'll agree.
The variety is wonderful.

Philip Jose Farmer, with "Open To Me, My

It is a devastating commentary on sexual

values, and it is a plea for tolerance, and a

shattering emotional story while also being one
of the finest examples of pure science fiction

you'll ever read.

His detailed picture of Mars

and Martian life forms and ecology is utterly

convincing.

It ranges from

a fantasy mood piece, "The Manor of Roses"

"The Masculinist Revolt by William Tenn

wherein Thomas Bomett Swann creates the England

struck me as too long and too strained in its

of the Crusades and adds intelligent Mandrake

satire of a future where equal rights for wo-

plants whose babies can pass as human...to "The
Case of the Homicidal Robots" by Murray Leinst

sen has been carried to the point tdiere the sol

DAUGHTERS Of THE DOLPHIN By Roy Meyers-Ballan

es have nearly becoae Indistinguishable, at

tine 72001, 75».

least in dress and cultural activities.

A

This nay be a book, but it ain't a novel,

clothing manufacturer hits upon selling aen dis
tinction—with codpieces.

and I will grant that it is a story only after

Tenn explores the

such arginent.

consequences econoalcally and politically but

Meyers has taken the Tarzan con

cept and done weird aythological things to it.

at too slow a pace.

His prose rests in a sort of tiseless haze.

Things just happen.

However, eight fine stories and one not-

Ten, fifteen years pass in

too-good one is a superb ratio for any antholo

this book, eapty misty years with isolated In

gy, and I recoaaend this collection unhesitat

cidents.

ingly.

Buy it as a Christaas gift for a friend,

There are plot threads left aroind

like yarn after the cat got through with it.

A

fluff of rearing children here, a bit of dolph

or for someone who looks down on "that crazy
Buck Rogers stuff."

in lore there, the broadcast power up on the
shelf, and the diaonds and whalers cohabiting

—Richard E. Geis

Them ^"st ain’t aiy real

under the sofa.

structure to the thing.
EARTHWORKS By Brian W. Aldiss—Signet P3116, 60e

Nor aotivation.

There are an awful lot of

Good Men in this book.

This strikes ae as a completely average book,

Our hero, besides being

readable, but there's nothing in it that really

a radioactive freak whose organs just happen to

contributes to the field—the sort of thing you

allow hie to breathe like a dolphin, is also
the son of Rich (dead) Scientist whose aoney

read, enjoy slightly, and forget.

was handled by Gooood friends so our hero cai
The these is iaportant, basic, and sketchily

handled: the overcrowded world.

Aldiss has

buy anything he wants—feeale companions, broad
cast power, super cooputors, etc.

Besides all

worked out a pretty fair background and set of

his father's patents, our hero also has a ainl-

characters, and aost of his action is properly

oua of 1,366 square feet of diamonds beneath

activated and well described, so you can't say

his house.

the book is really dull.

I identified with the

characters and there was conflict enough, so

Or, rather, singular.

A guy naaed Kurt who is accidentally drowed
(while our hero is off stage) by Pussy, the pet

that soae suspense was generated.

octopus. Christ. And Our Hero is cared for by
four "darkies" (there ain't no other word for

But the basic reality of an overcrowded
world isn't brought hone.

There are also Bad Men, aainly whal

ers and diaeond thieves.

Aldiss sits back and

tells us blandly and intellectually how bad

*ea) naaed Ceaser, Avon, Hercules, and Nero,

things are, but he never gets down and rubs the

who think that he is a god.

readers nose in the stink of all those close-

it aakes thea acre loyal.

packed bodies.

He doesn't aind,

There's soae Kindly

Old Scientists and soae Brilliant Young Scient

Most of the action takes place

ists who worship hie as a Good Employer with

on board an autoaatic ocean-freighter with a
crew of three or four, and in the apartaents of

Unliaited ftads.

soee of the leaders of society,

"Who dat7

for a book a-

And a bunch of extras who say,

Who dat aan dat swia in da sea?

Oat

bout a Malthusian nightaare, the characters seen

cain't bo lord John Averill of posh London scio\

to be noving around in a world alaost devoid of

ety, dat cain't."

people.

Sure, the packed, stifling aasses are

Oh wow, the daan fool thing ends with the

there, soaewhere in the background, but the au

introduction of two untraaaeled children of the
sea (Synclaire and Vinca Phelan — Ghod, has

thor rarely lets us see then.
A book of this type should, if it's any good,

that Myers got a flair for names) to the world

scare hell out of the reader...get hla involved

of aen.

in the plight of the poor, sick, starving world

next thirty year slice of life in the seas.

Boon.

This Aldiss didn't do.

I just can't wait for the
—Bill Glass

wore than he's involved with any individual char

acter.

End.

Maybe it's not

the best thing in the world for a writer to sit

down and deliberately create a shocking, depres

sing book, but I think it's far worse for hla

ECHO ROUND HIS BONES By Thoaas M. Disch-Berkley

to sit down and do one that should be shocking

11349, 60t

and depressing and then not be able to get the

This Is one of those books I wuld have put

wood across with any real force.

dowi in the Biddle if I hadn't been reading it

—Earl Evers

for review.
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The Graveyard Reader (Ballantine), or the many

Echo is straight, "imaginative" sf set in

the 199O's.

The noainal hero is a captain in

top-drawer sf anthologies by Mr. Conklin! While

the U.S. Any of that day, an any which does

not the best of this anthologist's works,

n't sees to derive from the present U.S. mili

present book is uneven but readable, containing

tary or any other military establishment.Disch's

soldiers don't ring true to any I've encountered

stories not too familiar in a field prone to re
peating its best. Elsewhere (interstellar) and

In life or literature, and his any is sketchily

Elsewhen (terrestrial) are the categories in

drawn and unconvincing.

this collection,

the story itself is "idea as hero".

A poor 1-

GALAXY, 3 from ANALOG and 1 from IF), are most

It's the old thing with

ly recent.

teleport aachines that generate doubles of the
people who pass through the lachine.

published only two months be

fore the death of the editor; and the stories,
all previously published in sf magazines (5 from

I say the Any captain is "noiinal hero"—
dea, handled poorly.

the

In the Elsewhen section, the late Mark Clif

Disch por

ton offers a hiaorous yet unsettling view of a

trays then as a ghost of regular latter, intang
ible in the "nal" world. (Until he arbitrarily

major breakthrough in the field of "psi."

decides to break the intangibility rule near the

Allied, good though familiar, is upped a notch

end of the story so his characters can contact
some of their doubles and save the world.) The

World in a Bottle by Allen Kia lang, with its

How

by Clifton's delightful and strong writing.

whole thing strains credibility, especially when

intriguing world of scientifically insulated,

Disch complicates and then resolves his plot by
going into all sorts of extra (and hard to be

germ-free people, is interesting and doubly dis

lieve) reifications of the base idea.

tressing when it ends after beginning like a

(Hell,

fascinating novel.

The Wrong World by J.I. Mc

at the end, they shove the entire Earth through

Intosh looks at our Earth from an alien view

an enormous teleport to create a ghost iiage of

point, with a predictable but nicely handled

it, then remember that they've forgotten to take
the Moon along!)

mond's Shortstack makes a light-hearted but

Overall, the writing is atrocious.

reversal of standards.

heavy-handed spoof of the invention racket which

Disch

comes off little better than ill-timed slap

keeps stepping out on stage and addressing the

stick.

reader directly, and every time he does it, the

story drags.

Walt and Leigh Rich

Other writers have used this tech

The Elewhere stories are also a nixed bag,

nique effectively to fill in necessary but com

with one story worth the price of the entire

plex background, but Disch misuses it by trying

book.

to

wainar Smith had more going for them than many

substitute it for characterization in the

body of the story.

He also misuses the same

other authors have been able to muster up with

technique to present dramatic moments that

years of production. The aptly-titled You Will
Never Be the Sane (Regency) is one of the modem

should have been acted-out before the reader's
eyes.

Even the lesser stories of the lateCord-

The story is but a series of sharp little

classics of short story collections, and one of

scenes of violent action with interposed des

Smith's sadly few books.

criptions of the background gimmick, and with

to my knowledge never included in any of Smith's

characterization ,nd world-background faked in.

owi books, captivates the reader with its unique
method of intergalactic travel, an imaginative

Instead of using any of the logical and in

modernization of sailing ships, as well as its

teresting plots that could be derived from the

fine, sympathetic understanding of himan motiva

basic concept of ma>y duplicates of a person ex

tions.

isting simultaneously, Dischfiods along with an

Poul Anderson's Turning Point also hing

es on motivation, albeit reversed to study its

unseen U.S. government about to blow up the

influences upon an alien race, but it's a sob

world by teleporting bombs, then having hismaln

story.

characters save the world through weird manipu
lations of the teleport concept.

Think Blue, Count Twr^

Trouble Tide by James H. Schmitz is an

s—f mystery which Mr. Conklin called "richly

It all appears

circiastantial," a description which I question

clumsy, contrived,and doesn't make for interest
ing reading.
—Earl Evers

as appropriate or complimentary.

The story is

a swift-moving tale, catchy for its inventive
"biology" which makes a better plot than the

mystery anfle.

Michael Shaara's The Book exam

ELSEWHERE AND ELSEWHEN Edited by Groff Conklin

ines an alien race of hiaan beings whose stand

Berkley Medallion S1561, 15t

ards are opposed to our own, and the plot wheels

Who can forget such anthology gems of fan
tasy as The Supernatural Reader (Collier) and

premise.

fall a bit too patly into place over a shaky

Far-future melodrama gets a competent

rehashing in Donald E. Westlake's The Earthman's
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Burden, a second look at the discovery of "psi"

ous hero.

powers.

usually so much better portrayed.)

Not a aenorable anthology, but worth gett
ing (especially for the Smith, Clifton and Lang

er's "World of Tiers" series.

stories) if only for the fact that the stories

are The Maker of Universes and The Gates of

will be new to readers who exclusively rely on

Creation.

book collections to keep up to date in sf.

books, you really should before you read the

(And that's why the villains are

A Private Cosmos is the third book in Farm

The other two

If you haven't read the first two

third—the series is set in this very complex

—Richard Delap

universe that's hard to figure out even when
you read the books in order.

All three are in

print from Ace right now, or at least Bookmast-

ers has all of them displayed.

A PRIVATE COSMOS By Philip Jose fanner—Ace
G—72G, 50c

In any case, the whole series is worth read

ing.

It is almost impossible to criticize any

mer's attempt to write swashbuckling adventure

ERB school—you either like it or you don't.

fantasy in the ERB vein, and he shows Burroughs

If you don't, then you can 'put dowi the charac
teristics of the school itself.
can defend them.

If you're an ERB fan, though, maybe you'd

better not read it—"The World of Tiers" is Far

reasonably well done adventure fantasy of the

up just about any way you judge the stories.

If you do, you

But there isrtf t much you can

I have an idea that Farmer designed his

say about an individual book except to point

"World of Tiers" universe with a fairly lengthy

out how wll the author operated within the

series in mind, and it's the best fantasy uni

rather restrictive format.

verse I've encountered outside Tolkien.

struct of the "Lords", the alien super-scient

have phoney swashbuckling, adventurous heroes

and villains.

First,

there's the world itself—an artificial conw

To have swashbuckling adventure you have to

ist race who act as movers behind the scenes in

You can't use real people except

all the books.

as minor characters; if you try, the effect is
n't worth the effort. (For instance, the hero

Farmer has constructed his world

in tiers, each tier with more area than an

of Glory Road is Heinlein's attempt to combine

Earthly continent and with its om distinct

a swashbuckling hero with a clearly drawn "real

civilization(s), each people patterned after

person", and that's all Oscar Gordon is, a com

some people on Earth or from some other sf or

bination—elements of several types of person
ality thrown together in one body.) And you

fantasy series.

can't even use the real swashbucklers of hist

ory as an example—they're all such mean, brut

ages to use each element as well or better than
its originator.) Then there are the Gates—

al, immoral bastards the reader wouldn't want

teleportation devices built by the Lords—which

to identify with them.

(Farmer has lifted elements

from just about all his competitors, and man

allow his heroes to pass from one tier to anoth

So all thhat's left is

er and allow the Lords to get around behind the

to use a personality type that exists only in

literature—the stereotyped violent but virtu

scenes.
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(Of course soae of the Gates lead to Earth,

achieve.

which is how Kickaha-Paul Janus Finnegan, the

All three "World of Tiers" books were a hell

hero of A Private Cosmos got into the "World of

Tiers" in the first place.

of a lot of fun to read, and I'll even recommend

And there's sone

them to nore "serious" sf readers who don't

indication in Cosees that the fourth book of

usually go for ERB—type adventure fantasy.

the series will be set, at least partly, on
Earth.)

—Earl Evers

The real fantasy elegant is the science of
the lords, who are portrayed as the typical he

donistic, lazy, and generally neurotic descend

CONTRABAND FROM OIHERSPACE By A. Bertram Chaidk

ents of the creators of all the shiny nachines.

ler; REALITY FORBIDDEN BY

Only in this case they aren't actually descend

Ace G-609, 50t

Philip E. High.

ents: all the lords in the series so far are

around ten thousand years old—immortal.

I must admit to having never been overly

The

fond of Mr. Chandler's Ria World stories and

swashbuckling elements are provided by Earner's
heroes, and by the inhabitants of the Tier World

must join the voiced chorus when the author
states "...it has been said that most of ay out

itself—the technological level of the world be

put could be classed as 'costume sea stories'."

ing pre-gunpowder, with swords, etcetera the

Yessir.

order of the day.

The first sentence of Contraband is nice:

Vou can see the complexity of the background

froe uy brief sketch, but you can't see the de

"The inevitable freezing wind whistled thinly

tails that eake the series the best of its kind

over Port Forlorn, bearing eddies of gritty dust

—jud about every background detail Farner

and flurries of dirty snow, setting discarded

brings in cones from either the real world or

sheets of newspaper cavorting over the fire-

froa other sf or fantasy.

scarred concrete of the landing field like mid

For instance, A Pri

vate Cosmos starts on the Aaerind level of the

get ballet dancers in soiled costumes."

Tier World and is peopled with Aaerinds of var

a striking example of mood-setting sadly wasted

ious types, froe tribes of Plains Indians to

as the story progresses to reveal a silly plot

the nore civilized Tishqueaetaoac, who seea to

about the discovery of e derelict spaceship

be patterned after the Incas.

filled with the bodies of rag-clad men and w>-

The rest of the

men.

details are straight anthropology, history, archaelogy, etcetera.

It is

As I say, a good deal of

Commodore Grimes and his wife Sonya (most

the appeal of the series coaes froa sorting out

fortunately holding a degree in Xenology!), along

the various details and trying to figure out

with ai able crew, set out to discover the cause

which eleaent is based on which fact, which is

of the sudden appearance of this strange vessel.

lifted from a particular piece of fiction, and

The investigation leads them into an alternate

so on.

In any case, the eleaents are fitted

space/time dimension where they discover a race

together reasonably well...well enough to keep

of alien super-rats.

the plots noving swiftly and provide believable

Chandler's opinion of rats really is, but he
used them once before in a rather (if you'll

notivation for the action.

Of course, virtual

I've no idea what Mr.

ly all the action is deus-ex-machina: the pro

pardon the expression) ratty novel titled The

tagonist rarely does anything ii his own initi

Hamelin Plaque (Monarch).

ative, but just rolls with the punches and tries

cessful either.

to get out of trap after trap and fight after

fight.

He always triumphs in the end, but his

actions from the beginning to the end are all

defensive.

As far as I'n concerned this is per

fectly all right.

I don't think any other type

of story could be set in this type of universe.

The story line of A Private Cosmos isn't
particularly believable in summary, (and I'm
not going to summarize it) but the action keeps

your eye moving fast enough so you don't notice.
The details of background keep the inquiring

part og your mind busy, so reader identifica

tion is almost total, which is about the best
a writer of adventure fiction cai hope to
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It wasn't very suc

where he meets Vanessa (very good scene) and
finally professes his love for her (very bad
scene); and, where he is caught up in page aft

er page of cloak-and-dagger shenanigans that
snap along briskly but never generate much sus

pense or real interest.

Characters are picked

up and dropped nervously, seemingly brought in

out of necessity only to dear up occasional
plot stickiness.

The climax reads like an out

dated sf prerequisite rather than a well-thought
out conclusion.

Though bearing little resemblance to each

other, both halves of this Ace Double-Hovel are
quite alike in the fact that each is a shallow

treatment of a shallow theme.

For 50e you're

better off reading one good novel. Two more
like these (and back-to-back, mind you!) and
I'll be ready to go back to Charles Fort...lots
of laughs there, anyway.

—Richard Delap
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BRIEFLY NOTED:

THE MOON MEN By Edgar Rice Burroughs—Ace G-748

50e
THE MAKING OF STAR TREK By Stephen E. Whitfield
and Gene Roddenberry—Ballantine 73004, 95#.

This volume also contains a second novel,
The Red Hawk.

Both were originally published

in 1925 and the fictional techniques are cumber
This goodie I got free at Baycon.

It is

some, dated and by now cliched.

Strictly for

passing interesting in spots (like soae of the

collectors and those who are curious or those

eenoes, sole of the inside gliipses, some views

who have a severe case of galloping nostalgia.

of the personalities involved) but a lot of it

—Richard E. Geis

is nothing lore than the sale kind of publicity
handout rehash that G. Harry Stine did with "To
Make A 'Star Trek'" in the February ANALOG.

—Bill Glass

++t+
THE REVOLVING BOV By Gertrude Friedberg—Ace

DIMENSIONS BEVONO THE KNOWN By John Macklin-

Ace H-89, 6£>e
Macklin has collected 56 strange tales of

bizzare, occult and supernatural happenings and

H-58, 60f

presented them in short fictional form.
The slow first half of this book deals with

date back into the 1800's.

Some

They're interesting

the personal difficulties of a boy who was bom

and easy to read.

in space and who has a special, disturbing "wild

has been carefully researched and documented.

talent": he is directionally sensitive to apdnt

in outer space.

It is claimed that each case
—Richard E. Geis

The second half becomes absorb

ing and eiciting when the signal is suspected by

scientists to be froi aliens seeking contact
with other intelligent beings.

Mrs. Friedberg writes well and has managed
to create a thoroughly believeable everyday
world of the near future that never obtrudes

yet impresses with its detail and cohesion.

—Richard E. Geis

WILD TALENTS By Charles Fort—Ace H-88, 60t
Charles Fort collected newspaper accounts

of unusual events.

This book is an accumulat-

ionof stories about people and happenings that
apparently involve psi powers in many instances.

Fort was an eccentric and wove some unusual

theories to account for these events.

His cred^

and that of many others, is "There are more
NEUTRON STAR By Larry Niven—Ballantine U6120,

things in Heaven and Earth than are dreamt of

75#

in your philosophy, Horatio."
Larry Niven has created a future in which

Excuse my bad

memory if the quote isn't accurate.

hyperspace drive is comon and in which Man has

is there.

spread by colonizing and by trade into inter

der...

The meaning

Good old Charles Fort makes you won

stellar space...and has intimate contact with

—Richard E. Geis

other intelligent life forms, notably the pup

peteers, who are dedicated cowards and who manu
facture a spaceship shell which is impenetrable

and which is used by Man and others throughout
the "know" galaxy.

NEXT ISSUE—
The Masks of Time and SOS The Rope reviewed

Beowulf Shaeffer is Niven's hero in most of
the eight fine stories in this collection, and

he is a whole character, a unique person, a joy
to follow through his adventures which usually
are springboarded by his need for money.

by Dean R. Koontz.
The Rin World Legacy reviewed by Creath

Thome.

Assignment In Nowhere reviewed by Dean R.
Koontz.
The Best Stories From New Worlds reviewed by

Larry Niven writes the kind of science fic
tion-detailed, imaginative, consistent, in

depth, that makes you wish his books would never

end.

Niven's sf is aaong the best in the field,

and I do not say this casually.

Richard E. Geis.
Six books by William Tenn reviewed by Ed Cox.
Swords In The Mist and Star Well reviewed by

Alexis Gilliland.

I enjoy his

PLUS reviews by Earl Evers, Richard Delap,

stories immensely.
—Richard E. Geis

Bill Glass, and more...more...more.........
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THE PUNSTER
There is a connection of some sort between
punning and science fiction fandom.

The persis

tent, insistent and and even maniacal maker of

puns seems to find it his natural habitat and
congenial milieu.
Why us?

Or is it that other circles know

Perhaps he inflicts himself likewise

him, too?

upon the Shriners and the Mooses and the Elks?

Perhaps he wears one of those funny little red
hats and makes puns about it?
don’t really think so.

Perhaps.

But I

We jn science fiction

fandom have committed some nameless venial sin
(perhaps it’s our being so ceaselessly preoccu
pied with words, while failing to insist on any
standards in their use) and have received for

our punishment—

The Punster.
We all make puns, of course.

They are harm

less and, taken in moderation, impart a flavor
of playful amiability to any social conversation.
An adult who puns shows that he still has a

childlike heart; a child who puns gives promise

of a good head.

And there is that rare person

who has such a talent for punning that it would

be a waste and a pity to see it lodged with him
useless.

Mr. Forrest J. Ackerman is one such,

and distinguished himself pleasantly during an

earlier part of his career by his effortless
punning (and funning, in general), putting forth

us and reduces us to groans.

puns as easily as a tree puts forth leaves; but

er but always to good-natured groans.

his is a dangerous example to follow or to en

es every meeting, every conversation, every at

courage others to follow.

For punning, the most

Seldom to laught
He reduc

tempt at a business transaction to the same

mechanical form of humor, is peculiarly suscepti

groaning condition.

ble to a kind of abuse.

room sounds like a battle-field hospital.

This is because a pun

can produce a laugh simply by being obvious and

outrageous.

And this places it within the grasp

When he’s present the club
He

rises from his chair and proposes that the club
should have a barbecue-picnic at Azusa, where we

of hands which are too thickfingered to take up

can Cucamonga eucalyptus trees.

any subtler device.

jected, he suggests a visit to Marineland, where

And so we have the Punster.

He comes among

we’ll have a whale of a time.

That being re
There are the ex

pected groans at this and he advises the assemb

lage not to blubber about it.

By

The charnnan raps

his gavel and tells the Punster he is out of ord

Arthur Jean Cox
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er, and he replies that he knows it and that is

dull circumstantiality — that easy good humor

why he is taking Carter's little liver pills —

is a possession of which no one ever suspected

"because !'■ out of order, ha, ha, ha, ha!"

him.

* curious thing about the Punster: he always

seems to be in an elated state.
were in some other.

(We wish he

He is, in fact, with his elated air and

his constant punning, a horrible sort of parody

of it, a low, coarse caricature of a witty and

urbane man.

Alaska, say.) ((GROANNN))

And, really he is NOT two men, Jekyll and

His eyes glean and roll in every direction,

searching, searching — searching for the occas

Hyde, the Punster and the solemn Reproacher.

ions for puns, searching for the effects of puns

They are identifiable as one by a prominent un

—and his skin glows red and white, as if his

derlying trait:

head were a furnace in which he is internally

proaching are both forms of aggression.

the punning and the solemn re

He

forging puns, forging thea night and day, forging means to be outrageous when he puns. Being out
rageous is, of course, something peculiar to and
thea even when he is silent, which is seldom.

puns thea down.

allowable in puns, but our Punster desists not,

He

Soaelines people rise to protest his puns.
He will take on all comers.

He

neither doth he tire; he hammers them out end

It is a form of assertion, a very suc

proposes punning matches at the club and world

lessly.

punning matches at the conventions, where he

cessful form which he has adapted to himself,

will best, through sheer indefatigability, all

just as his solemnity is likewise a form of ag

comers.

Sometimes visitors, distinguished or

gression, more conventionally respectable if not

prepossessing visitors, come to the club, and

so socially acceptable.

the Punster is there, too, and glorying in the

shows — isn't it the elation of a bully who

full possession of his powers.

The visitors

And that elation he

finds himself unchecked, the marauder who finds
Seeing himself without

smile and look at each other, as if they were

his course unimpeded?

exchanging notes to be read aloud later...and

effective opposition, making his presence con

we never see then again.

tinually and triumphantly felt among persons who
are in most respects (as he cannot help but re

I recall that I once complained to the Pun
ster about his monomania,on the grounds that it
ruined all conversation in his presence.

punned at me.

cognize) superior to himself, and lacking all

internal restraints, he puns amuck.

He
What can we do?

I persisted...and, suddenly, to

my surprise, he vanished!

And there appeared

There is a remedy within

Ruthless though he may be, he has to

reach.

Not an appreciative audience,

before my startled eye another individual, very

have an audience.

much like him in mere physical appearance, who

to be sure, but a responsive one.

greeted me with a wild stare of accusation, as

much to ask that we should laugh at his "serious
ness" (most of us not being capable of such so

if he had sprung up from the earth to demand the
whereabouts of the missing Punster.

er stuffy, this fellow; hurt,

He was rath

reproachful, mor

al, even sanctimonious, and given — as such fel

lows are — to asking searching questions.

Mor

It is too

cial aggression), but I, for my part at least,
am resolved never to laugh, or to groan, at his

"humor."

Silence is a more fitting and effect

ive reply than the most brutal, derisive laugh

ter.

ally outflanked, I retired, abashed.
But something had come to light in this lit

tle encounter.

The Punster is humorless.

He is

never truly serious, either; he doesn't know how
to be.

He is either intoxicated, punchdrunk with

puns, or as sober as a prohibition agent, mistak
ing solemnity for seriousness.

And having no

feeling for what is truly serious, he does not
have — as how could he hate? — a sense of hum

or.

He has never been known to make a joke oth

er than a pun.

He has no wit.

He is completely

incapable of turning a phrase, minting an epi
gram, writing a satire.

Irony is inaccessible

to him; burlesque is a lost art to him.

That overflowing good-hiaor and high spirits

COAs: Mike Ward to Box k5, Mountain View,

Calif. WO.
Damon Knight to 1A101 North Bayshore,

Maderira Beach, Fla. 33708.

Gahan Wilson to P.O. Box 1052, Key
West, Fla. 330^0.

Earl Evers to Box 352, 626 So. Alvar
ado St., los Angeles, Calif. 90057.

John D. Berry to Mayfield House, Stan
ford, Calif. 9^305.

which expresses itself in a hundred effortless
pleasantries, even an occ sional pun, and which

Al Snider to Box 2319, Brown Univer

is the charm of every social gathering and which
(it is not too much to say) liberates life from

sity, Providence, R.I. 02912.
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HARLAN ELLISON

You may have come across

so shy of seventeen years that I've been in the

548*1 Coy Drive

Sam Moskowitz’s threaten

field and known you.

Sherman Oaks, Cal.

ed Holy War against those

91405

of us he had chosen to

stand, and your efforts.

They are doomed, of

course, and for the simplest reasons.

His Magna Carta is set forth in a single,

silly fanzine titled Different, #30.

But, as luck would have it, a copy found its
way to ray eyes, and I must say I applaud your

call "new wave".

A copy of

plaud you nontheless.

But I ap

In point of fact, I’ll

this magazine has fallen into my hands, though

help you further your cause.

Sam never sent me one, and ray response to his

and abet the revolution in speculative fiction.

"Holy War" has been mailed to him.

It can only help mature the genre faster.

I enclose

It can only aid
The

a Xerox copy of this response, which I hope you

louder you squeal, the quicker the changes will

will run in the next issue of your magazine, a-

be wrought.

long with some appropriate statements on Mr.

I suggest, however, that you not even bother

Moskowitz’s insane vendetta.

((SaM didn’t send me a copy, either.

misquoting me, or quoting me out of-context, or

1 have

written to ask for a copy, however.))

you attribute to me in Different.

Why bother,

San, sweetheart: I’ll gladly give you even raore

Dear Sam:

inflamatory statements; merely request same.

I'm disappointed you didn’t send me a

copy of the thirtieth anniversary issue of Dif
ferent.

dreaming up out of whole cloths such quotes as

Did you suppose I wuld be disinterest

ed in a declaration as noble and far-reaching as

the one therein?

I’m surprised at you, S®.

I

would have thought you knew me better than that

by now; after all, it has been only a month or

I’ll cooperate in any way possible.

I’ll give

you copy that will terrify and infuriate your
supporters.

As many as you want, on any phase

of the situation you need some fuel to stoke up.
In short, what I’m saying, Sam my man, is
this: you want a Holy War?

Then get it on, baby,

about her has drifted in, and I've published

get it on!

it, ever since.
on her.))

With incredible sincerity,

This is probably the Last Vord

Harlan Ellison
For what it's worth, Richard Bergeron is
head of an agency — an art agency, not the ad

vertising type — that does auch work for plac
es and big coapanies around the New York scene.

PSY 27 is so loaded with

ANDY PORTER
55 Pineapple St.

acidic vitriol I hardly know

Apt. W

where to begin.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

suggest that new is a good

11201
(NEV ADDRESS)

tine to cut eost of it out;

I think I'd

it's already gone far past
the point of nudslinging in

to the reale ef out and out libel, and eiercising

And, froa what I hear and can see, he's consid
ered quite a good graphics aan.

And yes, you

did botch up his total graphic design with your

placeaent of the typing on the cover of PSY 26.
As far as graphics go, I've learned a lot

by looking at what Ted Vhite, Dick Bergeron and
others have done — and I'a sure you've seen

I've us

the editorial blue^ncil, like in the Bjo-Oonaho

that reflected in the pages of ALGOL.

squabllng, eight be a very good thing Indeed for

ed graphic design in doing up ads, both pro
fessional and fannish (look at the Atlanticon

fandoe and, for that natter, prodeo as well.

ad in the BayCon Progrm Book) and wuld really
((Agreed.

Usually, however, these clashes

die out naturally after an issue or two, as all
that Cjn be said is said, and as interest wanes.

Once in a while I accelerate the process, of

course.
But the PSY credo as articulated in the PSY

Let's see, I'd use a

go for an offset ALGOL.

photo-coaposer, and Gray Morrow—Jack GaughanDick Powers—John Schoenherr artwork ... and

about 1500 to put it out.

Owell, aaybe soae

year...

*21 editorial still stands for SFR: "Here is a

form. Hero is a place for gripes, speculation,
appreciation, criticise and reviews."))

Harlan slants things his <m> way in his coluen in *27 when he defines the ayriad categories
of category publishing (eysteries, westerns,

gothics, nurse novels, etc.) as subdivisions of
nainstrean, and then goes on to define sf as a

different category altogether.

Mainstrea and

sf, he seeas to be saying — just the two, en-

coapassing all oodem writing.

Building fra a

base like this, it's easy to see how he creates
his case.

Not that I disagree with his final

ROBERT BLOCH

PSYCHOTIC 27, upon ap-

2111 Sunset Crest Dr.

preclatIve reading, be-

Los Angeles, Calif.

lies its title.

900M>

word therein is lucid

Every

and coherent—so auch

so that I find ay coaaent liaited to either a

nod of agreeaent or a frown of disbelief, but
in no given instance aa I puzzled as to the
aeaning of the written content.

I aust therefore fell back upon the one itea

results — it's just that I think the base of

which did aystify ae, at first glance; naaely,

the pyraid is constructed of different aarer-

that photograph on page 25.

lals.

It wasn't necessary for ae to refer to the
What is this vast concern with Ree Dragon-

ette?

She did soae work for Astounding back in

list of contents in order to deduce that this

was undoubtedly a Rotsler contribution — to

the 'Mi's, and has been around the New York bo-

those of us who know the Master's style, the

haian/beat/hlp poetry circles for lore years

presence of a caaera as the center of interest

tha I've been alive.

was a dead giveaway.

The last aention I saw

But the identity of the

of her was a poetry listing a few ninths ago

feaale occupying the right-hand portion of the

soaewhore in the Village, as recording in the

picture caused a aoaentary puzzleaent.

"Vhoa-Vhere-Vhat" list on the back of the Vil
lage Voice.
book store.

I net her once at Steve Takacs'
Her address (at least, I suppose

it's here—it's listed as Rita Oragonette in
the Manhattan phone book) is: lb Vest 16ib St.
Now that you know she's alive and (presaably)

well, Vhat Now?...

(( Dunno.

Several Issues back soaeone ask

My initial sureise was that a dedicated fan
like Mr. Rotsler would never have Included such

a feaale in his photo unless she was in soae way
identified with science fiction.

So ay first

guess was that she could be, In all probability,

one of the woaen authors eontinned in the cur
rent issue; Leigh Brackett, perhaps, or Anne Mo-

Caffrey, for openers.

However, having recently

ed about her since she was..er..well known...to

seen both of these ladies at the Baycon, I ia-

several sf pres during the 'AO's, and coaent

aediately realized that their hair-styles are

quite different froa that of the person in the
C.L. Moore and Marion Zlaaer Bradley,

picture.

according to ey recollection, also affect other

types of coiffure.

This leaves Andre Morton,

whoa I've never had the pleasure of aeeting, but

I an inforeed by reliable sources that Miss Nor
ton is a brunette.

for his words.

And in this particular case,

he's wrong, dead wrong.
I'a not talking about the issues involved

here, only about the Methods of debate eaployed.
First of all, Harrison says Ted's original coa-

aents about hia were a "personal attack" and

that they were a reply to a piece Harrison wrote

Ellainating the possibility that the subject

for the SFWA To run and as such should not have

is an author, I aa forced to take the pose at

been published openly in PSYCHOTIC.

face value and conclude that the feaale is, in

read Ted's colion In PSY 26 several tines, and

stead, a reader.

Adaittedly, I don't know all

Now I've

nowhere in it is there even a single phrase di

the readers of PSYCHOTIC, but can safely rule

rected at Mr. Harrison personally.

out soae of thea; I know this isn't Phil faraer,

consider criticisa of a writer and critics work

Unless you

Harlan Ellison, Homan Spinrad or Arthur Jean

to be a "personal attack".

Cos, and I'a reasonably certain it's not Ted

es to getting personal is when he asks if "Le

White.

The closest Ted con

roy Tarner" is a pseudonya for Harrison hlaself,

It isn't uitil one exaBines the pose acre

closely that certain clues becoae evident. Priae

significance aust be attached to the exact posi
tion of the aagazine held by subject.

Custoaari-

ly, aost people read while holding such a period

ical auch closer to their eyes.

This would seen

and that doesn't strike ne as particularly of
fensive.

As for the other claia, the reviews

by "Tanner" appeared in AMAZING, so I see no
reason why Ted shouldn't coaaent on thea openly.
So what does Harrison do?

Ho doesn't both

er to affim or deny that he is Tanner.

He

to argue that this feaale is indeed one of the

doesn't bother to refute any of the criticlas

truly dedicated fen; the type who keep a fanzine

of his opinions and his logic and his ethics

at a calculated distance in order to avoid get

that Ted aade in his colian.

ting eye-tracks on the pages.

But this aaga

zine is PSYCHOTIC, and the expression in this
lady's eyes is not at all sercon.

the aagazine is held at am's length, as it wrq
because of a condition known as presbyopia—a

fom of far-sightedness.

This particular af

fliction is generally found in people past aid-

So, despite the obvious attaapts to

dle age.

throw the viewer off through the use of heavy

aakeup, eyeshadow, and plastic salaries, « are
forced to the only possible reaaining identifi
cation.

The feaale in the photo is obviously

As far as I'a concerned,
Harry Harrison owes Ted

Old Chelsea Sta.

White an apology for his

New York, NY

shit-slinging attack in the

10011

PSY 27 lettered.

I found

ly offensive — pure character assassination

It was alaost

as if he'd sat down deliberately and penned the

aost degrading sort of an attack he could con

Maybe it was an excercise in

his skill as a professional writer — using
words to aove a reader's eaotions in a desired

direction.

And

I don't have

to defend Ted White's criticisa of you in any

way to point it out, either.

If your views are

defensible, let's hear your defense.

Maybe you

answered Ted's "little popgun" with your "big

cannon".

But your aaaunition was shit.

shit, and nothing wore.

Yes,

We still haven't heard

your defense of your views, we still don't know

if you actually wrote the "Leroy Tanner" reviews

If so, it was quite effective.

DONALD A. WOLLHEIM

Many aany thanks for

6617 Clyde Street

putting ae on the coap
list for PSYCHOTIC and

I want you to know that

Harrison's letter extreae-

ceive of on Ted.

that, Mr. Harrison, is dead wrong.

Rego Park, N.Y. 11M

P.O. Box 192

done crudely and in bad taste.

what was essentially a piece of literary

criticisa with a violent personal attack.

in AMAZING.

Bill Rotsler's aaiden aunt.

EARL EVERS

natter of Jack Vance's Hugo, and generally an

swers

The only other tenable conclusion is that

Instead he calls

Ted a whole bunch of nasty naaes, brings in the

But

even so, Harrison is still aorallv responsible

it is about the only fanzine which I read froa

cover to cover upon receipt and enjoy it all
the way, even though I disagree with various

things as ouch as anybody.

I an auch too pro

fessionally cautious to dare coaaent on anything,

but I do want to ask, along with you (p. 29),

all other things aside, is Leroy Tanner Harrison
and Aldiss?

I note that little point, the. whole

essence of Terrible Ted's coluan is still soaehow unanswered.

((It all seeas acadeaic now since "Tanner" is
n't writing reviews for AMAZING anyaore.))

"CONFESSIONS OF All INDIA PALE ORINKEIT"
By Jack Gaughan
P.O. Box 516
Rifton, R.Y.

12671
Dear Dick,

for the ioverly letter.

Appreciation, egoboo, or just ai audience

is

probably aaong the reasons I do these things.
Froa reading your letter I feel I should tell
you why (and nyself while !'■ at it) I do so
such fan work so you won't think there is soae
ink-stained nut out here in k.T. aadly sending
out drawings for no good reason.

Tho I Bust

say I've not really thought each about the reas
ons, not verbalized thee or set thee down so

ouch as I have just sort of stiabled across ay
reasons while looking back over what I've done.

It's early in the coming and I'a just ab

sorbing ay coffee now and ay finger pokes elmsi ly at the typer and ay language flows not ex
actly freely so forgive soae of ay opaque sen
tences.

ay work rather than elongated shiny autoaobiles
and skinny ladies beaaing at dishwasher deter
gent boxes (which I used to do). Row this sit—

tin' and doodlin' aethod produces a lot of noth
ing drawings but in fandoe what-the-hell. They
're fun and they keep a page froa being toodaaned bland.

But in the process of doing hundreds,

literally, of drawings things happen.

you need only the saallest fraction of wit to be

able to take advantage of those discoveries.
When you're TRYING to aake discoveries you

becoae so hmg up on TRYING that you becoaeblind
to the really new things or nice things that are
Only an inveterate

happening in front of you.

Once, and, for a very short tine because I

You aake

discoveries and when you're swingin' this loose

doodler, f'(instance, would have filled in the

think such a use of fandoe or one's talents is

spaces between the drawings as I did in those

odious, I eight have set out to be by-god re

drawings I just sent you.

cognized in this field...having been the invis

ate doodler would be able to add that string,

ible ean for so long.

Aad by a short tine I

aean about three days.

I did drawing after

discovery. And an obvious one. I reaeaber read
ing The Bad Boy Of Music by George Antheil (auto

biography), the late Aaerican coaposer and an
idol of nine, and I recall the vivid passages

of description of a concert pianist's "lot". If
you let up for a ainute your fingers like to

I

found that if I drew constantly and for fun 1deas just happened.

Whereas if one saved his

talent* only for those tines when it was called

upon the ideas cae hard and with eighty strain

ing and in turn looked Mightily strained.

however saall, to his bow.

Soaeday the oppor

tunity will arise so that I'll be able to use

drawing for the fanzines and aade a very siaple

forget what you've Banaged to teach thea.

And only an inveter

So

virtually every aoming I have ae coffee and
sit looking at a big blank tablet (which no long

that to aake bread with...or do something"springboarded" (ah the old ad gaae!) by that idea
(which wasn't an idea but a sort of nugget

stuabled across with big feet and pen in hand.
Well, not feet in hand, but....).

You oust have found in your writing that
when you loosen up and stop worrying an idea
(like a dog a slipper) the thing develops sore

fluidly than if you force all sorts of fores
and iaposed disciplines on it.

Of course the

disciplines, rules, fores and other Bechanical

considerations of the craft Bust have been
learned so thoroughly that they sit in the

spine and like soae sort of instinct keep the

wandering hand/nind in soae sort of order.

er seeas so forbiddingly blank) with ay pen in

ay hand aid I let things happen.

Daanit what I'm trying to say on this opaque
and thick Burning is that if you do a lot of

The nice thing about fan art is you can let

it happen.

You have no deadlines, space re

strictions, particular proportions, stylistic

considerations, coaaerciel considerations,
etc.

You just sit for an hour or tw and

have fun.

do.

I enjoy drawing.

I really

And I find it sad and puzzling

that soae people who draw find it
a chore...a job of work,
doubly blessed, I guess,

in that I can draw what
I like to draw in

drawings you get Bany sore ideas than if you

just sit around picking your nose or lint or
worrying about Mayor Daley.

So I do a lot of

doodling and if a fanzine coaes in that aom-

ing's Bail the drawings go out so that I can

share... Aw sheeit, that's not quite
true (not entirely false either)
...so that the danged things
will see print and I can get
nice letters like yours

or even not so nice

ones like, ^fhere do you get off, Charlie, win
ning Hugos when Ivan Ivanovitch draws better

I assae that you get what I Man?

and paints better and is bigger and stronger

that I have just bought a postcard oineo and that

and better looking than you?"

it's a good thing that this dirty-old-oan here in

You know, for

years I ground away at sf in blackness and si

the H.Y. woods doesn't live dowstairs fron her.

lence and it was like singing ny song (however

As for you.

weakly) in an enpty and unlit hall,

a little tiM on your hands I see you going to

lot even a

good echo. This way, what I'a doing now, 1'a
not (pardon the Sturgeon) alone and since I'n

geared to work for an audience, ay hanish ten

dencies are satisfied.

Jeez!

I don't

really think like that but when I try to pot

dowi what I think oh

this dann typer it cones

out all prerentious like.

Picture, if you will,

a Midwestern Irishman, just turned 58, putting
on a little weight, in too—tight jeans and who

has to runenber to suck in the old gut and who
yells at his kids to sit up straight at the

table and get washed and go to sleep dannlt and
who enjoys the crude rude vapid conversation in

snelly bars and is a volunteer firenan and drinks
India Pale and watches TV too ouch and whose hair

is in need of cutting and who, when he gets it
cut, gets faraer-type haircuts and is a lousy

pool player and who still cannot get used to the
idea that he's supposed to be sone sort of pro

in this field. And.who would be so sinple and
naieve (and irtio probably needs a dictionary) to
have written this.

.
J?

Soneona who after all these

years has realized that the idea
that an "artist" in this society

in this tine and in this portion
of the world is not (as he has and

\

0
M
jTJ

as have too nany of us, been brought
up to believe) separate free the
rest of the world like a precious

Hl

pariah or a caged bird.

And who

at

has been aroind long enough to real-

rr]|
lukl

ize (as he when yoinger, and no
other kid in the world is capable

R1

(it seens) of realizing) that what-

An

ever joys and pains one has this

MUn

day will be replaced by other pains

MUI

and joys another day and gets not
too upset by the whole business.
As long as there is ink and paper
and (I really can't help the folNnk

How that you've gone offset and have

fat and snoklng big fat seegars and just general

ly falling apart.
Incidentally, The Christopher article is a
wnderfully civilized thing.

I just re-read sone of this.

J

Aw fooeyl

Tell Miss Peters that I niss her fanzine, OS, and

lowing) "world enough and tine".
(love that phrase. Use it ever*
chance I git).

That night be why

I like ny beorbar people so such.

Pan,

JOHN D. DERRY

I rather wonder myself how or

suggested that my slashing review of SOPHISTI

Mayfield House

why AMR* won the fanzine Hugo.

CATED in EGOBOO 3 was perhaps too strong, when

Stanford, Cal.

I realize this is a personal

he read that the editor of SOPHISTICATED was in

9*305

reaction, but it Is a fanzine

the 10b grade.

that I have only once receiv

talking?

Interupting while others are

I can only say that I've never been

He is the sort

ed an issue of, two years ago, and which I nev

aware of it when talking to Ted.

er saw at all, even borrowed copies, during the
whole of 1967. (Or 1968, for that natter.) It

of person who sparks conversation and tends to

was a total shock to no; I had never really con

vacuui created which takes some time to fill.

sidered AMR* as a serious contender.

dominate it; when he leaves the room there is a
Yet I have never known him to be impolite and

Although

I think LIGHTHOUSE deserved the award sore than

domineering in such conversations,

any other fanzine, I would gladly have seen it

give any sort of consideration to opinions which

go to PSYCHOTIC rather than AURA.

AMRA?

conflict with his i%n?

Ghod.

failing to

This is the silliest of

Norwood's statements, and the one which has been
dealt with most often elsewhere.

Your lettered is very much of a bring-down;

I call Ted on

I am verily croggled at the mud and shit being

what seem to me to be errors, and he listens

thrown so liberally and with so little fore

when I or someone else he respects disagrees

thought at Ted White.

with him.

I am hardly about to leap

He is the kind of logical person who

to Ted's defense, as he is far abler at both

looks into the facts behind each of his opinions

delicate infighting and studiously logical argu

and makes sure he knows he's right before argu

ment than I, but I am provoked by Rick Norwood's

ing a point; when he isn't sure of the facts of

letter, since it strikes in a spot that Ted can

a case, he presents his opinions guite openly

hardly reply objectively about.

as just opinions, and they often change as he

Rick says: "In

the dozen or so times that I have net Ted White

learns more about the guestion.

personally, I have never known him to be other

rough to argue with led, but it is always infor

than impolite, snubbing those he considers be

mative.

neath him, interupting while others are talking,

At first I thought Norwood was going to make

failing to give any sort of consideration to

a good point, when he suggested that Ted some

opinions which conflict with his own."

times doesn't realize he is ruoe.

I have met led White considerably more than

a dozen times.

It's sometimes

Ted's style,

especially when writing expository material, is
direct and sharp, often including tossed-off re

I first met him over a year and

a half ago, when I started attending Fanoclasts

marks that are apt to infuriate some people.

and other New York area fanmeetings regularly.

think he does not realize at least in part how

He has been a guiding light to me in fandom, es

his writing antagonizes people, but it is cer

pecially in my more neofannish days—for instancy
I learned the art of layout from Ted—and in July

tainly not deliberate. He once said that he
thought some people only read 10Z of what he

we began publishing a small, frequent fanzine

writes—in one item, that is, not 10Z of his tot

together: EGOBOO.

al output.

Somehow I suspect I know Ted

I think he's right, and it is those

people who allow themselves to be antagonized and

White better than Rick Norwood does.

uptight over surface barbs.

Based on this experience, I can say that

read the other 90Z.

Rick Norwood's statements do not represent Ted
White.

I

Perhaps they should

And get to know Ted White.

In the time that I've know him, Ted has

proved himself generous, friendly, honest, help

ful, and all around one of the most outstanding
personalities I know.

Impolite?

I am reminded

of the time I went over to Ted's apartment to do

KEITH LAUMER

I confess that I never discov-

an EGOBOO, and a lady salesman trying to sell

P.O. Box 972

ered the existence of the phe-

glassware or something knocked and fast-talked

Brooksville,

nomenon called fandom until

her way in by asking for Mrs. White.

fla. 33512

Ted could

certain kindly souls began sen
ding me fanzine after I had

easily have propelled her rudely to the door

published several books, and thus come upon all

for her mercenary invasion of his home, but in
stead he was entirely polite and courteous.

this verbal beating-about-the-head-with-bladders

Snubbing those he considers beneath him?

very much as an outsider.

Ted

But surely there are

better uses for your pages than interminable

has little time for fuggheads, and when someone

Or am I missing the point?

shows himself to be a person who is not going

exchanges of insults?

to interest him in any way, Ted will not spend

Aldiss said something about people doing this

time on him that could better be spent with

for kicks: was that a double entendre or a freud

people he digs.

ian slip?

Nevertheless, it was Ted who

AB

DEM I. KOONTZ

The way we are waving

*tl81—E King George Rd.

the word "taboo" around

Harrisburg, Pa. 17109

we sometimes sound like
Neanderthals squatting

before our various totems and scratching our

hairy bellies, contemplating.
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I read about

sf books and one "mainstream" novel a week, and
I'll be damned if any sf has broken, saashed,

shattered, or otherwise daaaged any taboo.

And

neither has any aainstreaa I've been reading.
For one thing, it is getting harder to find any

taboos to break.

Secondly, the people who set

out to break taboos are generally so concerned
with being daring (notice how I avoided the word

"dangerous") that the entire taboo-breaking be

comes sophomoric or—even worse—so personal in
its outlook that it is only humorous or unfathom-

able.
Now, I've read Noraan Spinrad's The Men In
The Jungle, and first would like to admit that

I couldn't put it dowi.

However, as I read, I

vance it.
I agree the kids are more adult about sex

and don't swallow half the pabulia the editors
hand them.

But let me state that kids today

aren't any more "hip and with it" than they were

ten years ago.

First let me establish credent

ials by saying I'm just 23, and still trustI have taught three places with three

worthy.

kinds of kids, and I am firmly convinced of this:

there are not any more "aware" kids today than
there have ever been.
same.

The percentage is the

The difference lies in the fact that the

aware percentage is four times more vocal than
it has ever been.

were recluses,

Previously, the aware kids

today they speak up and fight

for their unpopular opinions and are, as a re
sult, generally outcasts with their peers.

I've

taught under the Appalachia Program, in a rural
district and in an urban district.

All the same

There is one thing that amazes me about book

They will not allow sex in the book

could not understand what—in the naae of taboo

publishers.

breaking—was so daaned daring about the thing.

for fear kids won't be permitted to buy it, but

The sei is almost nonexistent.

through in that line, surely.

It is no break
Oh, yes, fellat

then they will feature a sexy cover illustration
or will advertise other books in the end-pages

io, but you can't describe it in any more round

that are adult in nature.

about fashion than Spinrad does here.

OUR MATURE READING TITLES: lust Pigs Of Shang

I am con

HEY!

AND HERE ARE

vinced a juvenile wuld have been slightly per

hai, Lovers On The Big Planet, Desire On Dorcon

plexed or wuld have missed it altogether.

I£, etc.

Yet,

It is a complete fallacy that many—

in fanzines, I have read pages and pages about

if indeed, any—parents read their children's

the daring man-man relationships in TMITJ.

books to see if they are alright.

Had one only read Edgar Rice Burroughs, maybe.

the cover, maybe those ads, and that is it.

With a true acquaintance with modem sf and main

Then it is back to the TV or Valley Of The Dolls,
having judged the book (you'll love this) by

stream, hardly.

But do you know what made TMITJ

The gorel

daring?

I mean, if you read it with

any compassion, you really wanted to retch.

It

got boring as hell, but that was his purpose, as

he shows in PSY #26, and which I am willing to
Still, gore and cannibalism and de

believe.

generacy are nothing new to sf.
ish fare.

That's old wav-

After reading it, thinking about it,

and skinning most of it again, I an convinced

TMITJ would have been a better book had it been
about fifty pages shorter (judging from the 238

pages in the hardback).
gore wrked.

Quantity of blood and

But with a little more labor, a

trinning shears, and a willingness to search

for a cleaner prose in spots would have held
the story together (actually a thin, revolution

type story) and improved the quality of the

story.

If it is true that Bug Jack Barron could

have sold to Ace for the consideration of style
revisions (not content revisions), then I wish

Spinrad had done this, for I am certain it would
have led to a tighter book.

It comes to mind

that Spinrad writes a lot like Ellison at tines,
going into rapturous paragraphs (generally some
thing rather nauseating—sic Ellison's story in
DV) that tend to stop theTfory rather tan ad

They look at

the cover.
Harry Warner is wrong when he states that

packaging of an sf magazine could not matter
that much.

In this McLuhan age, it is exceed

ingly important.

First of all, with the new

chain bookstores that have the large facilities

there is often room for cover display of the sf
prozines. Here, at the two newscenters of size
(one with ten thousand paperback titles, the

other sister store with over fifteen thousand),
the sf magazines have full covers blaring at
the buyer.

Yet, not until FiSF used the Walot-

sky cover for the Kate Wilhelm story did a mod

em-looking psychedelic-oriented cover come out.

I have friends who are not sf readers, but who

said, "Hey, I bought one of your magazines (they
are all my magazines, since I'm a writer) cause

it had the wildest coverdrawing!"
have done the same.

Others must

I do know that, at the big

newsstand here, FISF sold out that issue and all

but one of the following.
beyond just the cover.

But packaging goes

Interiorally, illustra

tions have been getting sloppier recently.

I

think they know this at IF and GALAXY, because

they are underplaying the Brand and Mierle il

term

lustrations and using Gaughan on two pages.

that I have sexual hangups.

Ac

in regards to language to mean

filthy

Freud psychoanalyz

tually, since Gray Morrow doesn't see* to do

ed Wilson from all of his writings at least. And

ouch interior work anyaore, there are only four

I still think that Freud was stretching things.

regular Interior artists worth their pay: Freas
(who works only in ANALOG anyway), Gaughan, Bode,

I've argued with Alma Hill over useege vs. dic

and Jones.

Freas and Gaughan have a touch of

the thing that is currently much in favor with

Filthy words are filthy because they are used

They draw in a fora

that way.

—though each is vastly different—that is soaeAnd to th»b through a aagazine

and see this sort of art, improves the chances
that a non-sf reader will buy the aagazines.

((Yes, but "filthiness" as a concept-ras an

I

Also, just read Silverberg's "Nlghtwings"
ships.

It’s concerned with sexual relation

There isn't anything like "...his lava-

like seaen bursting froa the volcano of his..."
But, Silverberg captures sexual frustration

beautifully in this story.

Cone to think of it,

I will admit to prejudice on the subject of

But, daaait, every editor turned dow>

After my Air Force experience, I

dirty words.

tend to take it for granted whenever I see a

four-letter word in print that the author was
too stupid to think of another term.

As far as

I'm concerned, my use of these words reflects
on me mentally.

ay ow> "Dreaiird" is about sex and will appear
in IF.

They

attitude—is in the mind of the user, the one
who "recognizes" a word as "filthy".))

buy a lot of books just for the cover!

in GALAXY.

I had nothing to do with it.

never consulted me on the matter.

what a psychedelic thing, a thing far beyond
■ere caap art.

I hold that a word like shambl

house, also means any kind of mess by useage.

magazine readers (sf and non-sf) and Bode and
Jones are loaded with it.

tionary meaning.

es that still is strictly limited to a slaughter

Your remark on fans being down on mainstream

writers when they use our ideas is due to one

ay four Billion word character study of an in

main thing.

cestuous alien slug and his relationships with

than mainstream writers.

his two and a quarter aillion sisters!

stream writers figure that sf is easy pickin's

((Try Essex House.

Brian Kirby goes for

Most sf writers can write sf better
This is because main

and that they can hack out something and get

away with it.

off-beat sex novels.))

Take On The Beach with its card

board characters and unbelievable plot.

I think your editorial in #26 was the best

Or ev

en worse, Wouk's The Lomokome Papers which Bloch

you've done, chiefly because it was about a

totally annihilated in THE EIGHTH STAGE OF FAN

full-tine writer and how he spends his day, and

DOM.

that interests ae.

as well as write, and when you (you lucky bas

mainstream writer trying sf and not losing his
shirt (19BA was better, but Orwell/Blair did

tard) who write fulltile (you son-of-a-hairyape) detail your day (you fucking lucky rat),

Huxley blew it with Brave New World Revisited.

See, I still teach school

Brave New World is about the case of a

little that I know of in the mainstream), and

I aa a little fascinated. Does ay envy show?
((Jest a tetch.)) Anyway, I think it would be

Advise And Consent was run of the mill, and its

a good feature, if writers are willing, to in

lately wrestling with sf themes and tricks, and

clude a regular colunn concerned with how this

m3ybe if some of them work hard enough, they'll

writer spends an average day, how this writer

write good sf-type novels.

begins a book, where this writer gets his ideas,

much hope when Valley Of The Dolls and Peyton

etc.

Place pull in the dough.

((Good idea.

sequals were worse.

Mainstream writers are

But I hardly see

Maybe I can arrange soaething

like that in the next issue.))

RICK BROOKS

You ask how I "rationalize" (load-

RR#1

ed word, that) my attitude on

Fremont, Ind.

wanting strong four letter words,

96737

yet thinking that writer's should

n't use them.

is very simple.

PIERS ANTHONY JACOB

I see all these letters

800 79* Street North

by writers explaining

St. Petersburg, Florida

how they have so little

33710

will-power that they

put aside their current
novels until PSY has been readln its entirety.

I want you to know that I have greater will-pow
er than this; ay novel has only been delayed for
about 30 pages of PSY (I haven't read the head-

My rationalization

I don't think that I should use

priaer installaent yet) and this letter.

these words either.
Several ainor reaarks before I get dowi to

I resent your interpreting my use of the

50

winner.

consents that are not intended as such, and to

I see you list Ted White as a Hugo

business:

read accusations of prudery where none exist.

I seen to recall Ted's reaark in an

earlier issue to the effect that If Piers An
thony was an inportant writer, ho (Ted) was the

neat Hugo winner.

Ho, this was supposed to be a ninor point
in passing, but I find I oust soapbox a little.

So now I can say it: Well,

I an not a literary prude, and I have written

Ted?

straight sex fiction.

ket ever busts, be sure I will cone to you for

I an not a Panshin fan; none of

of Passage.

his prior work has inpressed no (though I have

advice how to nake ay fortune in your field.

But Ritestrik-

not seen the Heinlein analyses).

I stick to sf because it

caters nore to ny anbition, is all; if the aar-

Disagreeaents on your twin reviews of Ute

In that context, then: I feel that your reply

I don't agree with

es ee as a very well done, very interesting nov

to Rick Brooks is unfair.

el, one of the best of the year to date.

hia about who handles sex best in sf.

I will

But the

not vote for it for Nebula because I consider

points he sakes are worthwhile.

John Brunner’s Stand On Zanzibar the best so far;

say what he has to say without using the so-

but Rite certainly deserves better than two pag

called four-letter '—is, and overuse

es of condeenation.

can deaean the fora.

Apart fron that, I find your various reviews

well done, and an intrigued by your suggestion

that.

house (part of the ubiquitous education coapris
ing the experience of every writer, it seens)

His

thing was "fuck." Every sentence had to be In
terspersed with the word, it seeaed. (Rewinds

Yes—I'd like to see

But it reninds ae of a cartoon I saw back

ne of a joke—oh, you've heard it.)

how nany years ago: aan and aernaid, between

Then a bale

or sonething dropped on his toe and he had oc

then a little creature with a fish's head and
hiaan legs.

such

I once worked in a ware

and listened to a truck driver conversing.

that Samuel Delany's style on a Larry Niven

story would be effective.

A writer can

"I was afraid it wouldn't work ou^"

was the caption. Perhaps, if there were a Oelany/Niven collaboration, that would be the re

casion to really express hiaself—but he had

So he said "Fuckety-

already used up his word.

fucketyfucketyfucketyfuck!"
ination!

sult: Niven style, Delany plotting.

Like, what an inag

But you accuse Rick of denying to oth

ers what he wants for hiaself, nlssing his point.

It is your bias that shows, not his; he was pro

John Christopher says, anong other thought
ful things, "The artist needs an audience." Yes,

testing the overuse of the words, not the use.

indeed; and what of those who proclain that they
write/palnt only for thenselves? I have felt

So Rick uses the word "filth"—well, I was in

slightly enbarrassed hitherto tdien trying to ex

At that tine I had a roster of dirty jokes sec

plain that ny audience does sake a difference

ond to none that I know of, and I used then with

to ee, that reader appreciation is part of ay

effect—but there was a lot that went around

creative process.

the arny too, and I can appreciate what heneant.

It sounds so coenercial, so

that wasn't funny, nerely dirty.

feel challenged to do so, but perhaps an indif

I can cone out of the cloister and breathe the
I want to do what I want to do, and

fresh air.

Naturally I

can't think of any good exanples, now that I

Now soaeone else has said it, so

ego-seeking.

do it ny way—but I want others to respond, eith

ferent one will suggest what I nean: I was stand
ing next to a sergeant (I never got beyond RFC,

er positively or negatively, to the finished

if you nust know, in two years) when the wife

product.

or girlfriend of one of the sen cane on to the

I don't see how any serious writer or

artist can honestly disow audience reaction.
Letter colian:
ry, writers!

post to visit.

and suck on that twat!"

Now

or sonething to that

effect. That was all; the girl went on by, not
(I trust) having heard hia, and no doubt cade

at ny present rate of sales it will take Be
no pe, can't be done; ny life expectancy is not

sufficient to natch those figures.

As she went by, the sergeant

whispered to ee "Wouldn't you like to clinb up

First Geis with 58 books sold,

then G.H. Saith with "close to a hundred."

She was elegantly dressed and

quite attractive.

Hoo, you prolific hao—sor

her connection with her sweatheart.

Of course,

But I feel

that that sergeant betrayed a nind preoccupied

ny novels are longer than yours, ranging fron

He did not know the girl, he had

61,000 to 19A,000 words—but if you nake $800

with filth.

for forty thousand words, your rate per word

no reason to renark upon her attributes except

hatches nine.

perhaps the noraal coaplinents due a good look

Of course you neatly subvert ny

ing creature.

pretext for going into titillations of envy by
ing.

she were nothing nore than a walking asshole.

Well, let ne get at you another way, then:

Sir, your defensiveness shows.

But he saw none of that; all he

could conceive was sucking her twat, as though

suggesting that £ could aspire to good sex writ

This I call filth.

In several plac

Ok, Geis—now you tell ne all about how ay

es you seen to interpret as a personal affront
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attitude needs iaproving.

((Right.

Why are sex jokes thought of as

ty and sinfull."

There you go againl

Ho, for

"dirty" jokes! Why are anal and genital related
jokes "filthy"! (Incidentally, 2 learned as a

the record, I enjoy sex.

kid that "twat" referred to the labia, not the

lick on the rectua is ridiculous, but it is the

anus.

I think that deeming

an attractive woaan as worth

of no core than a

squandering of opportunity I object to core than

Varry interasting.) So we wre taught

the act.

as kids that sex and excretory processes and

I

Each to his own taste, after all.

products were associated—by our puritanlstic

also object to the exploitation of sex for coa-

aind-over-aatter, spirit-vs-body religious

nercial benefit, such as the ubiquitous atteapts

cultural tradition.

to sell new cars by aeans of bikinis rather than

We absorbed it and it

price and performance and safety, etc.

sits in us and in subtle ways distorts our
view of ourselves and others.

We get uptight

over preserving "filthy" words from frequent
use and wish writers would not reflect reality
quite so realistically, please.))

one of the pleasures of life, after all) but in
prostituting a legitiaate eaotion for an illeg
itimate cause.

for

that, go to your last reply to ay own letter,
concerning how far down girls blush. (I aa,
incidentally, surprised to discover that you

were not aware that girls can blush at least
down to the waist; the phenoaenon has been ob
served in areas where appropriate visibility is
available.) You say "I don't know any girls

who are so ashaaed of their body (so eodest)
that they would react to that extreae."

Ye gods,

nan—why do you assime that body shaae has to

be the cause of blushing!

How about a nudist

caap and there is an eabarrassing case of nistaken identity!

One lust assuae that the gal

has been running around exposed, and that there
after soaething occurs to aake her blush, where

upon the observer can note how far that blush

extends.

You seea to assiae that the act of

disrobing has to wake her ashaed...aaybe you
better get carried for a while. (Actually, I've
always believed that there is precious little a

single aan can tell a carried one, in this re
gard.)

Back to your lettered.

Apart froa those

areas where I choose to disagree with you, I
find your concents aarvelously pithy and apt.
That's ever the way, of course.

Here is

Silverberg cementing on that saae red-nipples

Fine; while you' re discussing Thoms,

Bob, naybe you'll let ae know just what direct
ion is "northwest froa the Pole."

Page 158,

Ballantine edition.

Vaughn Bode:

I aa curious why you got cann

ed froa GALAXY and why you resigned froa SFVA.
I know it's none of ay business; I'n still cur

ious.

such format doos not give ae full freedoa of ex

pression.

I'n interested in many things besides

sex—spaceships, chroaosoae structure, undersea
Boosters, the density of planet Pluto, etc. and

I would have little occasion to research and
write about such things in a straight sex novel.
I also could not experiaent very far stylistic

ally or structurally; while I do not consider
eyself a new-thing writer, I believe I could do

that type of thing if I chose, and I want to
preserve ay freedoa to aake such a choice.

Can

you see a straight sex novel structured like

Chthon, or with second and third-level aytholo-

gical and philosophic interpretations! I would
feel chained in such a aediua. b) I like to
show what I write to aeixbers of ay family, and
a niaiber of then are conservative.

I can show

then science fiction; I could not show them

straight sex.

Io, the answer for ae is not to vacate the

one field for the other, aore restrictive one;
it is to incorporate what I value of one into
the other, and thus have both.

I don’t want to

write sex novels where pregnancy is a bad word,

fiction where the sexual eleeent is handled as

realistically as the other elements.

I think

the prudery in sf is diainishing, particularly
in the novel area (the aagazines, as I believe
soaeone else in PSY nentioned, are sinply not
with it) and I an working to bring this field

to a state of relative health.

Probably the

taboos of the sex field are also diainishing

—you are the one to tell ae, of course—but

they will have to diainish to the point where

spaceships and literary allusions are accept

Oops, here we are back at ay owi letter, and

one core point to answer.

I feel I can not achieve the kind of reputa
tion I crave, by writing sex novels, because a)

likewise contraception; I want to write science

Everybody seeas to be represented.

business.

But that's off the iaaediate

subject.

let's see—I also accused you of reading

accusations of prudery where none existed,

In such

cases the sex is not dirty; it is aisused. The
sin lies not in aan's lust after woaan (that's

You want to know why

a writer can't attain a reputation as a fine sex
writer, and seea to attribute to ae "sex is dir

able before I aa seriously attracted thereto.
Tell you what:

you let ae know who wants

a sex-sf novel with about equal emphasis on

each, and aaybe I'll write one.

of various types before all three of SFWA's

Better yet,

let all your PSY readership know, and you will

presidents In order, and have been helped con

no doubt have fifteen good novels of that na

siderably by e ch, though no doubt these worthy

ture on your hands.

gentlaaen consider ae soaething of an annoyance.
If ny own experience is any guide, you could

((Okay...send your as to Brian Kirby, ed

have addressed a single letter to SFWA stating

itor of Essex House, 7311 Fulton Ave., Horth

Hollywood, Calif.

91605.

the problea, and had proapt satisfaction.

Scheduled for Hov.

Philip

Jose Faraer titled

Why

didn't you?
((I print at this point a postcard received

release fro* Essex is a fantasy-sex novel by

Season of the Witch,

froa Piers dated Oct. 19b, 1968:

and I ae due to start a sf-sei novel for hie

"PSYCHOTIC:. ,,
t
. ,
. „ . ,
Followup to ay aissive of Oct. 6:

in Oeceeber which deals with a crisis of Ident

In the last couple pages thereof I queried H.

ity in a society in which the distinction be

tween aale and feeale is virtually aeaningless.

Harrison why he had not utilized the services

So you see, sex novels can offer you an out

of SFWA to solve his problea with Ted White,
then posed a sore subtle challenge to SFWA poli

let. And Brian puts out a beautifully printed
book on high quality paper...for $1.95.))

cy. Since then I have heard aaicably froa Har
rison (I sent hia a carbon), who inforas ae that

Would you believe: I still have not gotten

down to the Bain point of this letter.

he did try SFWA first, without satisfaction, and

These

that he does not intend to write any wore let

confounded asides are killing ae.

ters to fanzines because of the consmptlon of
Philip Jose Earner: to ay adairation of your

tine.

fiction, allow ae to add ay adairation of your
letterwriting.

Bravo!

Harry Harrison's.

If

pend soae kind of correction so that I aa not
left beating straw aen.

How, finally, the letter that got ae start

ed:

This puts ae In an aiAwand position.

you run those portions of ay letter, please ap
Absence of reply froa

Harrison should not be taken as adaission of

Harry, I aa Interested

in your coaaentary on Ted White and the Case of

guilt in this case, and I wouldn't like to al

the Unaailed Hugo, and, pending presentation of

low any such lapllcatlon.

Ted's side of it, agree: this is bad.

Thanks."

I had

siailar, if lesser difficulty with the sane per

Geis speaking now: I'a a new
aeaber of
SFWA (Science Fiction Writers of Aaerica) and

son, but it appears that ny fuse is shorter than
yours.

I invoked the aid of SFWA, and I did not

wait any nine nonths to do so.

I did not know the background of the situation

The natter was

that had prevailed regarding the aagazines and

quickly and aaicably wr^iped up, leaving ae with

publisher and other principals Piers shrouds

no further quarrel with Ted, apart froa certain

in his connects below.

aisinforwation he presented about ae in an erst

while PSY.

I found it enlightening

as I'a sure aany other readers will.

In fairness, I aust say that I have

There way be those who will feel that this

encoirtered discourtesy in several places—that

is no place to air-SFWA aeaber gripes.

is, the refusal of soae responsible party to de
liver proaised goods. One case (not connected

But SFk

is published for sf writers as well as fans and
just plain readers...and the whole of the sf-

with sf) I took to a lawyer and aa now getting
action.

One aust be fair.

fantasy field is within the province of this
aagazine, as far as I'a concerned.))

But one does pay a price for the coa-

bative attitude that deaands satisfaction, rath

But this suggests a sore subtle natter.

er than saying "it's a saall natter, let it go."

I

I had trouble getting jobs, before I settled

aa curious to leam how effective fan pressure

dow as a writer, and ny insurance coapany wants

can be, particularly when directed against sone-

a rider excluding all fores of aental illness.

one or soae organization popular enough to win
I han certain additional coaplalnts

(This is oversinplification, naturally—but it

a Hugo.

does take an ornery type, as I'a sure a niaber

of ay owi, you see, and if a public airing is

of other sf writers know.)

the best way to—well, aore anon, perhaps.

Anyway, the sf field

kind.

with you yet do have a certain curiosity and

I aa aeazed at your persistence without

blowing your top.

For

now, since I do not want to precipitate a battle

is hardly unique in having its troubles of this

involveaent...well, allow ae to set up an alleg

But I also wonder why it was

that you, as faailiar with the aechanlsas of

ory, a fiction, a supposition, a theoretic sit

SFWA as I aa (and perhaps aore intieately con

uation that fans or writers can interpret as

nected) did net choose to eaploy this private

pleases then, and inquire how you, Mr. Harrison,

yet soaetiaes effective avenue of solution be

eight react.

fore spreading the natter out before the avid
PSYCHOTIC readership.

let's Invent a situation soaewhere in Par

I have brought coaplalnts

nassus: there Is a literary subculture espoused
53

by 9 niaber of enthusiasts who write alssives,

such a situation and plot were ever to unfold,

fora organizations of the llke-ainded, debate

and you knew aiything about It, how would you
Would you approve of calling it to fan-

the norlts of naterial in print, and so on.

react?

Sum even publish anateur eagazlnes, far-fetch

nish attention, or would you consider it a

ed as I adalt this detail nay seen.

breach of faith for a dissident 0 aeaber to

After a

How, In short, would you

long and turbulent history this subculture cones

squawk in public?

to be doninated, on the professional side, by

write the denoueaent?

four Individuals, unkindly and perhaps mfalrly
dubbed by sone as a bigot, a hypocrite, a nepo

tist and a crook.

Let's say also that there is

an organization of lesser professionals whose

purpose Is to right wrongs and pronote worthwhile
inforaation in the field.

This organization in

due course cones to grips with the last of the
four lofty figures identified (call hie C for

convenience) and, after sone preliningry sparr

ing, establishes a strike against his publica
tion.

This state of seige continues for a year

or so, with nany valiant skiraishes and deeds
of herolsn on either side.

ROBERT MOOSE WILLIAMS

About the SFWA, when

P.O. Box 611

it was first organized

Valley Center, Calif.

I hailed it with cries
of joy, thinking that

here at last was the union the writers needed.

I soon discovered that it was no union.

I do

not to this day know what it Is but I usually
refer to It as that gutless thing which crept

in free lower space or as those assholes talk

But eventually con-

proaise is approached, and it Is announced to
the organization (call it 0) that the natter

ing froa the inside out.

Yes, I belong to the SFWA but I do not re

will shortly be placed before the eenbership for

gard it as a friend and I belong to It only to

a vote whether to accept the terns offered and

keep one ear open to what the talking assholes

terainate hostilities.

are saying.

So nuch for background.

I trust that I have

set a realistic scene for what we all know could

never happen in life,

how to the plot:

L. SPRAGUE DeCAMP

I wish your aany corres-

ed vote, the new officership of 0 sends a rep

278 Hothorpe Lane

pendents would loam to

resentative to negotiate with C.

Villanova, Penn.

spell "arse."

19085

a donkey.

Instead of putting the natter to the proals-

The dialog is

never published, but after this session, and

ic confusion between the

still without any eenbership vote, It is announc

ed that the crisis has been solved, C is no long

An ass Is

For the phonet

two, see J.S. Benyon: AMERICAR PRONUNCIATION,

er a villain, and, as a bonus, the very repre

p. 173, and G.P. Krapp: THE PRONUNCIATION OF

sentative sent to negotiate with C will be the

STANDARD ERGLISH IR AMRICA, p. 118, on the dia

new editor of C's publications.

Several aeabers

of 0 conteeplated the new terns and conpared

ed "parcel" and "arse").

thee to the old, and found scant inprovenent,

but had no voice to object.

lectical pronunciation of "partridge" A "cart
ridge" (to which these scholars night have add

Sone of then did

coaplaln to the officership, but these were si
lenced by appeals to their loyalty to 0 or nere-

ly ignored. Certainly no such protests were
published by the 0 house organ, (oops, change
of tense in aid-paragraph,

As tine went

ts.)

GREG BENFORD

Between Harrison avoiding the

87*< Juanita Dr.

question of being Tanner, and

Walnut Creek, Cal. Aldiss papering over the fact

by and C did not change his policies naterially,

9*1529

the editorship changed again—but the so-called

based oa inadequate research
and reading (a very inprofessional thing to do

coaproaise was never rescinded.

Those aeabers

of 0 who were not privy to the high councils

but who did have to deal with the connected prob-

leas were deprived of their voice.
End of story.

While not iaplying that either you or I

ness.

Harlan on McCaffrey is lucid, a little raabling, and interesting.

would ever write anything this foolish, let

I generally agree with

his point of view, though in the case of Restor-

alone be involved la it, I'd still like to draw
upon your greater experience, Mr. Harrison.

—odd considering the frequent references he
aakes to "professionalisa"), there sees to be
few candid letters in the whole lengthy busi

I know it can't sell, because

it doesn't have a happy ending—or any ending at
all.

that his year-end suaaary was

If

ee, her earlier work, I think the pitfalls of
iaposing

a "novel of Banners" on sf theaes are

wll outlined.

Draqonfllqht vis a clear step

forward, but to

som

extant I think the dragons

Mr. Geis, kind sir - are you sure there is
n't some sort of deliberate plot against women

carried the book, and it is going to be hard to

writers or novels written from a feminine point

find a similar basis for any future book that

of view?

has as each Intrinsic, visceral appeal.

rate; just in this issue of PSY, there's Mr. El

have been a one-shot success.

It nay

I hope not,

Evidence is mounting at an alarming

lison's contention that to be successful, a wo

though.

man should leam to write like a man; and

then

those two very harsh reviews of Rite Of Passage.

John Christopher's thoughts on modern liter

ature and art add little to what has been said

I'm sure you must be aware of the results of the

before, but I think he does a good job of sian

psychological tests in which two groups of ar
ticles (all written by the sane author) were

marizing a position with not a little validity
in it.

presented to a group of men and women.

Of course we are too close to a lot of

The

first group of writings were offered as being

this to judge — Beethoven looked like rank herecy at one tine — but I do think Christopher

authored by a John Doe; the other, by a Jane

has placed too ouch emphasis on art as a reflec

Doe.

Results: most readers were quick to praise

The unconfortable truth for

the articles they believed written by a man, but

sone of us is that art doesn't coonand the best

pretty well agreed the ones by the women weren't

ninds of this generation, in contrast to nany

all that good.

tion of the tines.

Need I elaborate?

periods of the past. This is the oost sclentlfic/technical age of history, and a huge anoint
of creativity is going into those fields.

It

cannot bo assinod that artists in this age speak

for the best ainds, or even for a
ority of the culture.

sizable min

HARRY WARNER, JR.

Harlan Ellison left me won

A23 Summit Ave.

dering how I would have id

Hagerstown, Md.
21740

entified the sex of the pro

So Christopher's warnings

of chaos in the future, atomic and the person

ality death, should be taken with o grain of

zine writers, if I'd been
told that many feminine wri

salt.

ters were using masculine-sounding pennames.

ted Ray Cummings as a woman writer.

stood out as a singular eiception to Christoph

er's view of art.

Sf occasionally attains the

At

a guess, I'd say that I would have instantly spot

Of course science fiction intil recently has

I might have

made the same kind of identification for Weinbaum,

level of Art, I suppose, but it is quite opti-

up to at least The New Adam.

eistic and even its darker visions have an ac

had my suspicions about Dr. David H. Keller, and

knowledged cause, a reason, and are not simply

most certainly Joseph Skidmore would have quali

a descent into chaos.

fied for one of those disguises.

I think a case can be

find specifically feminine faults in most stor
ies by the women. Moreover, there was one case

future than does the great body of the lit'rary
That's why I think it is important.

So I don't

think it's altogether fair to claim that I can

cede for saying that -sf stands closer to the
true attitudes of the people who*re shaping the
world.

I might also have

of a Leehoffmanism in the prozines.

Leslie F.

Stone had an ambiguous first name, and she was

assumed to be a man by many of her readers.
fact,

In

one of our famous pioneer fans grew ex

ceedingly indignant when he discovered that this

VERA W. HEMINGER

The most remarkable

pro correspondent, on whom he'd lavished many

30214 - loan Ave., S.E.

observation in Mr.

letters, was only a woman.

Auburn, Washington

Ellison's extra-leng-

famous mundane example of this matter was.George

98002

thy review of Dragon-

Eliot.

flight - among many

As I remember the biographies, only

Charles Dickens spotted immediately the fact

remarkable and somewhat self-contradicting ob

servations -

I suppose the most

that a woman was writing those wildly successful

has got to be: "When E'lar...gets

novels, and some people refused to believe in

justifiably angry with lessa, he doesn't do what

her existence, even after the truth came out.

any normal man would do...belt her or toss her

really doubt that I would have recognized Andre

up against a wall..."

In the light of this an

Norton and Leigh Brackett as female writers, if

alysis of what constitutes "normal" male behav

ior, I feel awfully grateful that the men I know

I hadn't known it from the time I began reading
their stories (trying to read their stories in

seem to react guite abnormally when they're ir

the case of the former).

ritated.

I wonder just what makes Mr. Ellison

I

Catherine Moore's solo

efforts sound as if they were written by a woman.

think that tossing a woman up against a wall is

But remember that she and Henry Kuttner couldn't

an effective method to uake her change her mind?

pick out which sections had been written by whom
55

In sone stories that were collaborations.

I can

So the question is—

If I ever decide to

not find the slightest relevance between sentenc

do another s.f. novel, can I raain square, or

es in most areas of this paragraph, so I must

must I disburden myself of the most wearisome

simply assume that it's a topic which doesn't

cliche in the history of writing—the explicit

Some wo

lend itself properly to generalizing.

men write very much like women and others don't

and some in both groups have undoubtedly culti
vated so carefully a masculine-type writing style

sex-scene?

I wish some of the letter-writers would dis
cuss the question for the benefit of the field;
i.e. Is Sex Necessary in Science Fiction?

that we'll never know how they would have writ
And just to kick it off in a nice controver

ten following solely their own impulses.

sial way, I would like to say that my s.f. books,

Greg Benford...in his article in your last
issue...was wise to emphasize how VOID was there
at just the right time, as a good many fans be
came active.

This is where I was unlucky.

When

I first began to fool around with fanzines, there

wasn't a regularly appearing, absolutely superior

title to worship, as I would have gone wild about

all of them as square as can be imagined, are '
selling considerably better now than they did
when they were first published (ten to twenty

years ago) and they were selling pretty well to

begin with.

Seriously—are yo6 fellows leav

ing a gap that is being filled by my old books,

for default of anything else?

VOID or about OUANDRY or many another fanzine
that came along later.

The only thing that even

resembled a fanzine hero for me was Los Angeles'

IMAGINATION!, and this was such a joint effort
that it didn't have the same personality issue

after issue needed for idol status.

It wuld be

very tiring but quite interesting to try to pin
down the tine lapse that generally is involved

in the influence a fine and popular fanzine cre

I have no objection, you understand.
’ ((Sex as such has a place—as in The Lovers
—but erotic sex scenes for their own sake have
no place in sf.

If a reader wants titilation he

can buy sex novels—even sex novels with a sf

background.

I don’t think the two genres should

mate.))

ates in the new fans who are strongly impressed
by it, begin to publish imitations, which then

breed a new generation of somewhat different but

still recognizable spirit.

RICK NORWOOD

I would like to offer one

All 651

valid reason for science-

6AO Linden

fiction remaining the rela-

Riverside, Cal.

tively isolated ingroup it

92507

is.

This is the lowest-com-

ISAAC ASIMOV

I'll tell you something else

k5 Greenough St.

that scares me—

states that the appeal of a work written for an

West Newton,
„
mass. uzibp

,
. ..
..
.
I get the notion, reading PSYCHOn(;i that it.s the

of members in the ingroup.

real Thing to talk Sex and Elimination.

I have

nothing against it in essence though I have al
ways found that an ordinary vocabulary can be

sufficiently twisted and arranged so as to be

unimaginably insulting without once using the
words that might—out of charity—be left to
those less-well-endowed members of the human

race who have no other method of expressing their

feelings.

We who have entry into the recesses

of the English language ought not to invade the
precincts of the illiterate.

Noblesse oblige!

Anyway—is it really essential that science

mon-denominator theorem, which

ingroup is inversely proportional to the number
Thus the author who

writes only for himself is apt to please himself

perfectly but not reach anyone else.

The author

who writes only for himself and a friend must

make some compromises.

A man who writes a tech

nical paper can make it more interesting to peo
ple in his field

if it need not be at all in

telligible to anyone outside of that field.

A

science fiction writer need not explain what an
orbit is and can assume his reader knows the

difference between a planet and a galaxy.

A

mainstream writer cannot touch on any subject
not familiar to a New Jersey housewife without
laying the proper groundwork.

A television wri

fiction novels now contain scenes of sex, "ex

ter must appeal, however minimally, to absolute

plicitly" stated.

ly everybody, including the inmates of various

My own books never had them, I must admit
with sone bashful confusion—not because any

institutions and the state of Iowa.

The size of an ingroup should, therefore,

thing was ever censored out of them, but because

be determined by economic factors.

it never occurred to me to put them in.

n novels a month to satisfy a given reader, who

If it takes

Honan Spinrad cakes a very good point: "De

is willing to pay M dollars per month, and if
the cost of publishing a novel (including a lit

Camp says" 'Since prejudices are Motional, it

tle something for the writer) is K dollars, there

is useless to try to argue or bully the reader

had better be Kn/M members in his ingroup.

out of thM1

This

means that expensive productions like films eith

A truism—but cannot a writer at

tempt to eradicate a reader's prejudice by put

er must aim at a larger ingroup, as television

ting hln in fictional situations, inside the

does, or charge more per customer, as movies are

winds of fictional characters, which will cause

doing.

But I see no reason for expanding a rela

tively stable ingroup just to gain greater recog

hin to enpathlze emotionally with the objects

of his prejudice?"
I think this is the best

nition for its members.

andlzlng in fiction.

Of course, science fiction as it stands pro

and argue back a lot when they encounter blatant

duces work worthy of wider attention than it is

propaganda which conflicts with their prejudic

likely to receive, but that is a matter of pub

It is interestinn to see so many sundry fans

ards, which are more restrictive than demanding,

trying to argue or bully each other out of their

if you see the distinction.

various prejudices by violent mud-slinging and

Dick Ellington...in his letter in PSY 27...

If I didn't know so many people,

nane-calling.

seems typical of those who push the mainstream

I would think it was all a put-on.

He sounds very much like the average

literary critic.

Sometimes subtlety is much more effective.

es.

licity, not of conforming to mainstream stand

writers.

approach to propa-

People tend to get balky

Like, ob

viously it is futile as far as changing minds

He makes two major assumptions.

goes.

But whatthehell—fireworks are fun to

First, that all mainstream writing is so much

watch as long as you don't get close enough to

better than all science fiction writing that

get burnt and I suppose a lot of people get a

the latter is not worthy of consideration.

Sec

great deal of pleasure in indulging in these

ond, that science fiction fans read only science

verbal wars.

fiction and are incapable of recognizing good

such, I guess.

literature.

The first assumption is pure snob

bishness and

Relieves pent-up aggressions and

You say, "I mean by mainstream writing prose

the second can only be attributed

which is NOT in the pulp mold; it does not use

to faulty observation.

pulp style, pulp techniques and pulp formulas."
A lot of confusion is being caused these
days by sloppy use of the tern mainstream.

A

few years back, when magazines were the thing,

GORDON R. DICKSON

Thanks for sending me

Box 1569

these issues of PSYCHOTIC

the terns "pulp" and "slick" were coMon. People

Twin City Airport

and pardon me for notwri-

kept using "pulp" to eean "bad" and "slick" to

Minnesota 55111

ting earlier.

nean "good".

I'm the

But on careful eianination, one

night discover that the difference was essential

world's worst letter-writ

ly one <f the conventions of the naterial, and

er, as too many people already are aware.

"slicks" were just as form-bound as "pulps".
Thanks also to Ed Cox for his kindly review

of Planet Run, in PSY 27.

The forms were different, and since slicks gen

He misses the boat

erally paid more, the more competent writers

in his guess of who wrote what ("Dickson sets

gravitated toward thM, so the average quality

the stage...and then Laumer takes over...") But

this is a minor point.

of craftsmanship was higher.

The felicities of the

But the category

was defined not by quality but by its convMt-

book are all Keith's; and the review is a good

ions.

one for recognizing a story-teller's story for

From what I've seen of nainstreM, it is

what it is.

also sieply a category defined by its on cons
ventions.

nainstreM.

There is good nainstreM and bad
There is craftsnanlike hack nain

streM, and there is competent intelligent Man

LEE HOFFMAN

Loveable 01* Jack Gaughan was

Baseaent
54 E. TH St.

griping about people who don't

New York, N.Y.

know what they like.

10003

give me sone kind of rough 1-

ingful nainstreM.

know anything about Art but

dea of what Art is?

There is nainstreM work

which breaks with the bulk of the conventions
which define the category.

Can Jack

Therm is also s-f

which sinilarly with the conventions of that

category.

I know

Unlikely as it nay seem, there are

even westerns which break with the conventions

what I like, but I don't know what the rules and

of the pigeonhole.

regulations are regarding what I an supposed to

To many people nainstreM denotes a type of

like.
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naterial (or types, since there are sub-speciesl

at conception by genetics or our culture orwhat-

Others use the wort as If it were a synonta for

haveyou.

good.

Sone feel that any science fiction work

A pb publisher recently pulled an evil sneaky

which breaks with the conventions of the cate

bit on ne. Blurted one of ay books with a quote
froa a reviewer that points out (a) ay being fe-

gory in a desireable way autoaatically becoaes

aainstreaa whether it fits the conventions of

that pigeonhole or not.

aale, and (b) ay residing in "Greenwich Village".

All this nakes for con

Can you think of auch nore likely to tum the

fusion in conaunicatione

typical Western read* off <f buying a book than

Getting the good exaaples of s-f labeled as

the Idea that it was written by sone broad froa

aainstreaa aay be desireable because so ajny

boheaian-beatnik-hippie Rew York?

people buy according to label rather than con

Well, I suppose if he'd bought the book, the

It could aean wore aoney for the good

tent.

s-f writers.

typical Western reader would have been turned

But aside froa that, I don’t think

it aatters auch.

off if it by its frustrating lack of tensile

Ho natter what you label a

strength, its inability to deal with the last

finished work, the content reaains the saae—
good, bad or otherwise.

extreaes of the huaan condition, and its lack

But, like aud-slinglng,

of flash-points of conflict that invariably re

object-labelling is a popular fannish pastine,

sult in eaotional, gut-level reformations of

so whathehell...

character, not to mention naked violence, any

Speaking of labels, but not to anyone in

way...

particular, the ten editorial taboo has a nice

resounding ring and seeas laportant.

I was auchly iapressed with John Christo

But soae-

pher’s coaaents on art, etc.

tines an editorial taboo is siaply a natter of

taste.

scribed generation that was taught things like

Rot nearly as high-flown and earth-shat

tering a phrase.

fora-follows-function and coaprehensibility-

It isn't nearly as auch fun

aids-conaunication, and such obsolete junk.

to cliab up on a white horse and defend soae

thing in bad taste as it is to crusade for free-

Maybe one reason so aany people have trouble

doa froa hidebound taboos.

identifying with feaale protagonists in fiction

((And, in a subsequent letter,

is that so aany of thea are portrayed so inept

lee convents

as follows...))

like, I was nessing around with

I dunno. I
Chip De-

al feaales.

an idea for a book and all set to put in a hard,

Maybe you could get hia to do an

article on the subject for you.

productive afternoon at the typer when it arriv

ed.

ly, or as such schnooky characters.

don't read books about woaen ayself.

lany has soae interesting theories about fiction

PSY 27 aay have cost ae an exceedingly great

deal of nonoy.

I think aaybe in

tellectually we are both of that now seal-pro

an editor considering soaething to bo in bad

Well, since I aake ay living by writing fic

I got diverted reading it, and since then

tion and since it is vaguely conceivable that

have not been able to recapture the wood to work.

someone sonewhere out there nay actually happen

So if that book never gets done and I starve to

to have read soaething I wrote, I think I should

death, it is all your fault, Geis.

n't ought to write about writing auch, lest I
end up hoist by ay ow petard. (PSY seeas to

I did fritter away a piece of tine writing

you a vitriolio-typo letter, as is to be expect

have nore petards going off under authors per
coluan inch than any other fanzine around.)

ed of us aean, evil Rew York City-type fans.
But I cane out froa under the influence of your

But (and this should coae as a surprise to

insidious drug before I nailed it, so I'v writ

hia) I will say I think aaybe Alex Panshin is

ing you this one instead.

RIGHT.

("The fault...is not in our stars but

in ourselves.")

Harlan's consents about woaen writers bring

Editors are awfully such like

to wind ay pet quote froa ol' Saa'l Johnson (a

people, with aany of the sae weaknesses and

nan): "Sir, a woaan preaching is like a dog's

problems, anong thea an occasional tendency to

walking on Ms hind legs.

try to break the news gently.

It is not done well

There are even

but you are surprised to find it done at all."

editors who would rather say in kindness that

Many people seen to feel the saae way about wo

they're bouncing a work because of the sox in

aen writing.

it than because it is a lousy piece of writing
altogether.

I'll allow Harlan aay bo correct, but I sure

hope not.

Also, than are editors, critics, and just

If I write lousy, I like to think it

plain readers who don't always know precisely

is because I, personally, an a lousy writer, ra

what it is they don't like about a work.

ther than that it Is soaething I was dooaed to
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Soae-

He could have written to Sol Cohen and

tiles an editor will just pick the lost conven

story.

ient hook to hang a rejection slip on.

honestly registered a coeplaint.

Also,

Instead be

chose to utilize his position as book reviewer

there are even people who can't tell the dif

ference between a bad book, and a book they just

to strike out at an editor who disagreed almost

don't happen to like.

entirely with Cohen's policies.

Or a good book, and a

book that just happens to push their personal
Assuming that Heidelberg is victorious in

buttons.

capturing the 1970 convention, I wonder if nany
I coaiserate with you, Geis, writing out
group fiction. (I write that crazy Buck Jones
stuff nyself.)

U.S. fans will express their resentment over

losing a world convention to a foreign city

There seen to be those anong

through a pre-ordained ruling, by refusing to

us who assuu that anyone writing in a category

take out memberships.

other than sf does so only because he can't sake
the grade in the Holy field of Literature. (Are

eign vote on the Hugo categories will becoie a

you asking if this is sour grapes?

the overseas circulation of PSYCHOTIC, anyway?

If this occurs, the for

significant elective factor.

Well, I've

Just how big is

sold all the sf I've ever written.

((Very small outside England.))

Anyway, Westerns are often cited as the
worst kindti crap (ditto sex books), and I don't

for your information—Paul W. fairman's I,

The Machine was based on a novel called We The

doubt that nuch of the worst kind of crap can

be found in the category.

Machine which he wrote for AMAZING in the early

But non-readers-of-

50's under the house name Gerald Vance.

the-genre tend to judge all Westerns by the gar
bage on TV. (What do they judge all sex books

by?)

Belmont

will be publishing his first "Ivar Jorgenson"

novel, Whom The Gods Would Slay in a few months.

((The last sex book they bought—which

didn't have enough sex in it to satisfy then.))

And, as "f.W. Paul", fairman has been giving

(Renenber when all sf was judged by epic 8 pic

you competition with his "Man

tures about giant turnips that ate Cleveland?)

books from Lancer.

Many people seen to find it difficult to believe

from the S.T.U.D."

Dick Witter, of F&Sf Book Co. allows dis

anyone would intentionally choose to write West

counts of 10? on orders of 510.OC or more, and

erns, especially for such an idiotic reason as

discounts of 20% on orders of 525.00 or more.

liking then. I guess it's the sane way with
sex books, eh wot? ((Yup.))

Stephen's and the other mailorder houses do not
offer such an arrangement.

MIKE DECKINGER

Everything Ted White says in

RICHARD M. SMEARY

Your comment on Hugo win

25 Manor Drive

PSY 26 about the enigmatic

2962 Saita Ana St.

ners only points up sole

Apartment 12—J

LeRoy Tanner makes sense, and

South Gate, Calif.

thing that a few of us

Newark, N.J.

I don't think he's become ex

07106

cessively aroused by request

...the system isn't fair.

ing that editor Malzberg drop

ing are liiited in choise to things they have

Tanner as a reviewer.

have been saying for years,

read or seen.

I don't at all feel sor

Budrys

There-fore it follows

that the wore people who have read or seen a

ry for Algys Budrys being on the receiving end

of Tanner's ill-minded criticisms.

Right?!

Most people when vot-

particular item, the better chance it has of

has

being voted for..

used exactly the same trick before in GALAXY. In

If Warhoon is liiited to FAPA

and a hmdred outside readers (I have no idea

a review of Doubleday's The Best from Amazing

what the current circulation is) and Hiaks goes

Stories about a year ago, Budrys was the small
boy with the big toy; the book's jacket reveal

to four hundred, is it little wonder It gets

ed the editor, Joseph Ross, to be an English
teacher, and with this pivotal (and totally ir

■ore votes? — Is it any wonder that tv pro

relevant) bit of information Budrys constructed

You could have the finest stage play ever done,

a frenzied attack against English teachers, Jo

with top actors—and It 1O0X science fiction,

seph Ross, and the book,

grams win, rather than levies, or stage plays?

frederick Pohl neglect

and it probably couldn't even get nominated...

I doubt the Dangerous Visions had all the

ed to tell him that he was hired to review The

—

Best from Amazing Stories, not Joseph Ross. But

best short stories of the year—but it was a

I am told Budrys was incensed with Ultimate Pub

talked about book —thanks more to the editor

lishing Co. because they reprinted a story of
his (with their customary lack of payment) and

than the book's content — and so more people

managed to couple it with a blurb from another

vote..

read It and renabered it when it came tine to
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elected judges..

convention.

first class,

One's Win could be counted on

That's also why your copy was nailed

(frankly, I had hoped it would

reach you in tine to be reviewed in an issue of

to have read or seen all that was good, and be

PSY that would cone out just before Baycon, as

They would lake

able to judge the difference.

so they'd get their copy just before the

lino

What has been suggested is that at least

part of the noeanatlng be done by a board of

at least three nininations with two core being

such a review would have also helped to nake

by popular vote...

the West Coast fans nore aware that St. Louis

—

I'd go even farther,

has a large and active fan group.

and set up a 25 nan pannel, and then let then

PSYCHOTIC 27

It night not be as

was a little late, so it didn't cone out until

denocratic, but the results would be no re aeaningfull... (It aaybe the sign of snobbery, but

after the convention. But, you can't win then
all.) Don't nisunderstand ne. I by no neans

I wuld value the prase of 25 Acti-fans over

believe that the nass nailings of St. louis fan

that of 200 neo- and fringe-fans.)

zines —ODD was not the only St. Louis fanzine

decide the whole question..

that had a heavy nailing in the California area

((The choosing of the panel, of course,

just before the convention— was what won the

would be an interesting problee.))

bid for us.

St. Louis has a lot of things go

ing for it, and the nass nailings

one point out of early.

were only

But I do think they

helped to introduce to West Coast fandon the

BAY FISHER

I was sorry to learn that

fact that there was a large, active and exper

MOA forest Park

you aren't ianune to that

ienced fan group in St. Louis.

St. Louis, Mo.

insidious drug you sprinkle
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on certain copies of PSY,

what fan editor wouldn't?

and have evidently nurtured

a realist to recognise that ODD was not yet

Certainly I'd like to have a Hugo soaeday;

a wrong inpression in regard to OOD's eligibili

ty for a fanzine Hugo in I960.

quite Hugo quality; and equally as ieportant, I

The by-laws gov

realized that there siuply was not tiue avail

erning award eligibility cover this subjeot

rather explicitly.

able to do the work necessary to win a Hugo and

"No eenber of the then cur

win a convention bid.

rent convention coaaittee, nor any publication

I don't envy you all

the work you've bitten off.

got the

((I knew it...but had for

I'u glad St. Louis

cub.))

I'e not iaersed in convention lore

as are aany fans. Sorry I cast an inadvertent
aspersion your way.))

As Joyce and I are co-chairearing St. Louiscon, ODD #19

It paid off.

((And ay best wishes.

this...it was even stated in PSYCHOTIC 26, in

gotten it.

Putting on a good bid was

what I concentrated on.

closely connected with thea shall be eligible
for an award." (Cone on, Dick!You surely knew

Ted White's letter.)

But I was enough of

could not have been "staking out

a claia" for a Hugo in '69.

And as

for ODD

BILL GLASS

I was rather disappointed

A-7, 625 Landfair

with the Hugos this year,

Los Angeles, Cal.

u'self.

90029

impressed on both readings

I was uuch Bore

of Cthon than I was with

aaking a strong bid for the '68 Hago, allow ae

to point out that, (1) I didn't circulate noai-

one reading of Lord of Light.

nation ballots with ODD; (2) when noainated I

feeling that it won ou the log-rolling of Ted

aade no reference to it in ODD (Because I knew

White. Which sakesc glad that Secret of the
Marauder Satelite wasn't up. (Speaking of 'in

aonths ahead of tiae that the next ODD was go

the Heinlein tradition' books, betcha Bite

ing to be used to pitch our convention bld, not
nake a strong play for the Hugo); and (3) when

of

Passage will be a strong contender for next
year's Hugo.

ODD #19 was printed, it was held up and not
■ailed

I soaehow get the

It's an o.k. book, but several

stupid things occur because they are Heinlein.

until after August 1, which was — not

Yet, it lacked the essential touch of uysticisa

coincidentally — the deadline for the Hugo

Heinlein usually had. It also lacked a bridge
gaae.) Cthon, I hope, will develop into a clas

ballots to be received by the Baycon Coaiittee.

This is not a reconaended course to be followed

sic, while Lord of Light will reaain "another

by any fated who's "aaking a bid" for the Hugo;

Zelazny novel" like "The Pod and the Barrier"

it is, or so I like to believe, a rather good

is "another Sturgeon story" —not one of the

course to be followed by a Bidding Chairean who

author's best, but you'll read it anyway if

waits the fans to be faailiar with the fan-cent

yeu're spaced out on that author.

er he represents before the convention begins.
That's why I nailed out several hundred copies

When they said there was a tie for Best No

of ODD to California fans after the ballot dead-

vella, I thought, "Okay, one for Delany who has
60

one of his better fiction pieces up, and one

ing about someone else is the deciding factor;

for Farmer because he's the Guest of Honor and

in any case, this column will, if it can maintain

had a fair good story eligible.

the standards of its first instaleent, be one

'Cause it is

just a little hard to get an Eiact Hiaerical

of your magazine's best iteas.

Tie on an Australian Ballot. And reaenber the
Zelazny/Herbert tie at Tricon when Dune was well

parenthetically categorizes lord of Light as "a

and away the best of the year and Zelazny was

symbolic novel" or "allegory."

Guest of Honor."

it is.

Nonetheless, I have one guibble:

I just can't see "Weyr Search"

Spinrad

I don't think

Most good writers are talking about, or

implying, a situation to some extent sore uni

winning. I re-read it, and the entire dragonflight book. I can see "Drngonrider" (the two-

versal than the one explicit in their stories,

parter in ARALOG) being nominated, it was eli

and certainly Zelazny does this, but I don't

gible.

think the major weight of Lord of light rests in

I could see the book being noainated

its allegorical or symbolic content.

But Ifeyr Search" over "Star-Pit"?

this year.

Oh coae now!

year it should have been for "Pretty Maggie

Money-eyes", the best thing he had up.

This is,

if anything, only the added bonus we've come to
expect (in some form) from Roger.

If Harlan had won any Hugos this
But Lei—

"The Violent Ward":

bar's "Gonna Roll the Bones" was the best thing

I wish you'd commented

at greater length on AUSTRA1LIAN SCIENCE FICTION

he's done in years and deserves it, so I'n sat

REVIEW #16, because I'd really like to check my

isfied.

reaction to Blish's contribution against some
one else's.

I was pulling for Blish.

As you know, I

have a low and maybe even bitter opinion of Mos

kowitz, and I've always thought of Blish as a
sharp and incisive critic who could wield the

scalpel with the best of them.

I was looking

forward to Blish's long-forecast 7,000 word re

buttal to Moskowitz.

((Below are some of Ted White's comments on PSY
His comments on PSY 27 will appear next

26.

If anyone could rend Mos-

kowitz and reduce him to his proper role in the

field, I thought, Blish could-.

issue.))
I was wrong.

Reading Moskowitz and Blish

side by side, I was disappointed.

It seemed to

TED WHITE

You muse over the problem of Hu-

me that Blish equivocated where he should have

359 _ igu> st.

go votes from unqualified voters.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

I think this is a decreasing pro-

stood firmly, that he used Moskowitz's own
tricks against SaM (as in his footnote to his

11220

blem.

title, which lies by implication: SaM's clumsy

I think that now the fan

joke occupied only the first four minutes of his
twenty-some minute presentation at the NyCon),

categories have been widened from
one to three, unqualified voters are shying away

from casting random votes.

and that he picked nits endlessly while dodging

I base this only on

I do not think that he

our NyCon experience, of course, but I noticed

the major questions.

at the time we were counting votes that while
names I recognized (at least vaguely) voted in

succeeded in that which he set out to prove:

Moskowitz's incompetency.

the fan categories, most of those I didn't left

poorly with Moskowitz on the basis of the two

their spaces blank.

pieces in ASER #16.

It's easy for a nonfan to

pick one title in one category out of the air
and give it his X; it's a lot different when he's

faced with three categories, and must rate them
numerically.
skip it."

And he does.

Porter's, the Fanoclast meeting here, and the

Eans are no more or

Lunarians meeting (at Frank Dietz's) the next

night.

anyone else, but at least on Hugo voting I think

The results of our confrontation will

disappoint anyone who was expecting blood: we

That was my

swapped Scott Meredith stories, gossip on the

impression from the NyCon Hugo ballots, anyway.

Spinrad's "New Worlds Coming" ...

Spinrad was in New York the week

ing held here during that time: a party at Andy

I'll

less intrinsically honest in these polls than
they try to vote intelligently.

Letters:

or so before the Milford Conference this year,

and I ran into him at nearly every fan gather

I suspect the nonfan says to him

self: "Hmmrn, this is that 'fandom' stuff.

In fact, he compares

professional scene, Star Trek dirt, and talked

about Harlan Ellison.

is far

We also decided not to

and away the best writing he's yet committed to

carry our "feud" in PSY any further.

fanzine print, or professional print either, for

As far as Norm's books and his feelings about their acceptance and/or rejection go, I

that matter.

Perhaps the fact that he is talk-
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think we shall have to agree to disagree.

my letter in PSY.)

How

However, my point was that

ever, his letter in this ((#26)) Psy does bring

no one at Milford had praised the book as a

up some points which I think I can discuss with

whole, because only the first two chapters had

out bitterness or invective.

been laid out to be read.

The first is this business about "truth."

I assumed the rest of

the book was not yet written, but it was not es

My instinctive reaction is that anyone still

sential to my point: Spinrad had claimed a re

hung up on expressing "truth" in his art (broad-

action to the book as a whole, and this was not

term sense, there; I don’t mean just writers) is

true.

still not past the early, self-conscious stage

actual number of people who disliked what they

Anyone who writes on a level above hack-

yet.

read of Bug Jack Barron at Milford.

wrk expresses a reflection of his view of truth

in everything he does.

there.

that it hardly denads discussion.

But I also wonder if a preoccupation with
It is not our

without inquiring the actual number.

rected.

Spinrad claimed universal admiration

and two of those he claimed abstained from it.

Some people have asked

So ouch for the "lies".

me how I can portray mutually opposed futures

in differing books.

If, how

ever, the actual number was two, I stand cor

This way lies the fallacy of

the "one true future".

I was told "several" people didn't like

the two chapters, and I accepted that thatement

function as fiction writers to tell any ob

jective truths.

This is a-

gain a case of my relying on heresay: I wasn't

This is so elemental

"truth" isn't a bit journalistic.

It is still not true.

It is also a fact that I did not know the

"Which one is the real one?"

Norman is mistak

en in believing that I want to *sneak things in

to my books* as "a kind of judo."

they ask.

There's no

More recently Brian Aldiss has been telling

thing sneaky about what I've done in my books,

us we can't write about faster—than—light drive

as I think Norman would agree, were he to read

anymore, because it's a 'lie'.

for Brian.

any of them.

Perhaps it is,

It isn't to me, because I don't know

I've put across some fairly strong

sentiments in my juveniles (the second has been

whether it is possible or not, and I am concern

described as "grim"by one reader), but I believe

ed in sf with possibilities more than probabili

—as I said before—in letting my readers draw

ties.

their own conclusions about war, killing, etc.,

But if there's any "truth" in my stuff, it

rather'n hitting them over the head with a

lies in an occasional shared insight into human

preachy li'l sermon on the subject.

oehavior, and that's about as far as I intend

judo I spome of, Norman.

to take the whole question.

"Truth" is some
Deindorfer's letter is another example of

thing which occupies the attention of more wouldbe writers than actual writers. (This is less

the "truth" syndrome I mentioned a ways back.

I've heard this "truth" business

relevant to this fact.

thing spontaneous and with "balls".

But the name-calling he in

good?

I hope

Gary has sacrificed standards in order to

be true to his druty-inspired visions.

I've seen the last of it, because if I was hon

If he can

accurately set down those moments of "now," then

est in admitting my <wi reactions to his original

he has done all he wants to do.

article, I think Norman was dishonest in setting

But who gives a shit?

down these reactions: I'm sure they overstate his

Several years ago I tried to explain to Ray

actual feelings.

Nelson why I'd rejected three of his novels at

I'm bothered though by this charge that I'm
I quoted the last paragraph on the phone

to Alex Panshin, and Alex said, nYou know, that's
one thing I'd never accuse you of.

Lancer Books.

I couldn't seen to get it across

to him that they weren't well-constructed or

well-told.

You're al

me.

most painfully honest.* Well, not always, but

at least in this case.

But what

the hell has any of that to do with something

dulged in is more likely to help him vent steam

a liar.

Gary is hung up on get

ting across something real, something true, some

Spinrad's reactions to my letter indicate I

than it fc to prove any of his points.

anything, and I suspect that the comments on

druds by Dean Koontz and Sprague deCamp may be

far more often from the hippy and avant-garde
writers in NYC than I have from anyone in sf.)

touched a nerve.

I

think it's significant that Gary has yet to sell

a reply to Spinrad than a series of comments
sparked by him.

That is the

It's called "subtlety."

"But, they're true," he kept telling

"You don't understand."

But he hadn't un

derstood.

The points Norm raised

This white-heat method of writing, which

to prove me a liar, are not examples of knowing

Gary seems to espouse, had for one of its strong

falsehood on my part, but of simple error.

est exponents Jack Kerouac.

I stated that Bug Jack Barron hadn't been

But Kerouac's most

"honest" book, and his best — the only one to

written when the first two chapters were read

endure — was On The Road, his most edited and

at Milford, and there I was completely in error.
(I was also corrected by Terry Carr when he saw

rewritten book.
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The ones that were published as

he first-drafted thee retain awful.

Maybe a few

geniuses can do this spontaneous thing well and
bring it off; lost can't.

And those who eost

in the GALAKY-Beacon books was on their covers,

but he's wrong. He just read the wrong book.
The Farmer books were sexy for their day (al

often do are those writers who, like Phil Dick,

though they never excited me much on that level),

have practiced their craft as writers for so

and a number of the Beacon reprints had sex

long that it's second-nature to thee and the ed

scenes added to them, sometimes by the author

iting and revision all takes place internally,

and sometimes by editor Gold.

before fingers touch a typer key.

check out the STARTLING version of George 0.

(On a lower

I suggest Offutt

level, both you and I, Geis, do the same thing.

Smith's Troubled Star with the Beacon version,

But at least we don't regarde our first drafts

for example.

as inviolate.)
Gary also wonders why "People like Norman

Spinrad don't submit their stuff to places like
Grove, New Directions, Dial Press, etc."

I sus

pect their are two reasons: to begin with, many
of the smaller (and thusly more daring) publish
ers probably don't pay very well.

Secondly,

MONOLOG....

...with a single, whining
voice, the editor.

publishers like Grove are swamped with submiss
ions and have lists of regular authors to main

tain as well. Grove turned down j Zelazny novel
a year ago. (Doubleday has since bought it.)
You might as well ask, "Why not submit to Harp

er S Row?"

Actually, some sf authors do; they

We come now to a Reply to all those fans who
took issue with me and Ed Cox on our reviews of

Alexei Panshin's Rite Of Passage.

Almost everyone took me to task by maintain

Have you really seen things, Gary, which

would blow our minds?

Will your book, telling

it like it really is, threaten our smug and

peaceful existences?

ing that too-adult, overcontrolled girls do in

deed exist, and Panshin should not be put down
for using such a characterization in his book.

I doubt it.

However, I applaud Gary's final paragraph.

Lowering the barriers and becoming human beings

with one another is, perhaps, the most Danger
ous Vision of them all. (And that, if 1 read

Sturgeon correctly, is what the man was trying
to do in his DV story, before he got hung up on
the shock value of incest.)

I really wonder how much word-of-mouth sells
the sf magazines.

Most of the

comment was to me, so I'll undertake to answer.

are also most often turned down.

I don't question for a moment the existence
of such teenage personalities.

of a teenage girl...and what I found was not a
typical girl, but an atypical one who talked,
behaved and thought too much like an adult, and
that this characterization was almost mandatory

because of the plot requirements.

I suspect Harry Warner is liv

ing in a fantasy world in which everyone talks

My point was

that the book had been praised for its depiction

But my major criticism of the book is of its
pace and structure.

I thought the book too slow

to his neighbor or the man next to him on his

and uninteresting in the first two thirds, and

train about the latest issue of If.

by comparison too quick in the Trial portion;

Word-of-

mouth is restricted to fandom, 1 think; in all
my years of haunting the newsstands, I've bumped

the two parts showed their different origins and

welding.

into only one proto-fan — and that was in 1953,

Dean Koontz asks me to excuse the flaws in

when I was fourteen and eager to proseletize.

Rite Of Passage because it is a first novel. He

Most of my non-sf-reading neighbors regard it as
an arcane literature; I've yet to have a neigh

thinks I lack critical perspective.

bor who did read sf in fact, although illustra

publisher didn't mention on the cover that the

tor Dick Francis lived two floors below me when
I lived in Manhattan. (I'm sure he never read

prospective buyer should beware—first novel,

the stories he illustrated...)

nor was the price reduced.

The book was sent

out to stand or fall on its merits—and criti

Too few people

cal perspective comes after we see what Alexei

buy IF, Harry — and they're too thinly spread
across the country.

But the

does with his

Seventy thousand people out

Anthony Villiers series for Ace

which is now being issued.

of how many millions?

I'm reading the

first one now: Star Well.
Andrew Offutt (I refuse to put him in lower

I should have made more clear in my review

case; the last person I did that for was Damon

of Rite that Alexei's handling of fiction tech

Knight, and I won't do it any more even for a

nique is quite good, in spots impressive.

friend as close as Rich Brown) says all the sex
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There has been a lot of varying comment

I HAVE JUST DISCOVERED that I have not printed

about the ending of the book: the Ship's de

all of Harry Warner, Jr.'s letter that I want

struction of all life on the Trial planet. This

ed to print; his comment on John Christopher's

area is moot; it all depends on the reader's

article last issue follows.

values and perception of reality...and knowledge

of self and others.

"There's another possible reason for the

I think Alexei was trying

too hard to point up a Message about the current
world situation and Colonialism/Imperialism in
general...and that the internal plausibility of

state of the arts that John Christopher describ

es.

Increasingly , this is a world in which

most occupations require at least a moderate
amount of training, and almost all the good-pay

his book was strained because of it.

ing vocations demand a large amount of both edu

The book obviously has something, though;

cation and ability.

Meanwhile, the arts provide

it was read widely and provoked a great deal of

a field for the people who have dubious ability

reviem/comment in the fan press.

and no training at all to create a commotion and

Ted White has an interesting comment about
the ending: "The ship's crew made the wrong de
cision.

That the author — and Mia — consider

it wrong is made obvious in the conclusion.

own interpretation is

My

that Panshin, after writ

ing a Heinleinesque novel, chose not only a Hein

sometimes even to be accepted as geniuses; it's
no longer necessary to demonstrate ability to
write invertible counterpoint or paint a recog

nizable portrait to be considered eligible to
experiment with advanced composition or artwork.

Things used to be just the other way around:

lein ending, but did so in a way that would make

financial success in business came to the person

his readers aware that Heinlein's kind of ending
was wrong. (But don't quote me as quoting Pan

who was lucky enough to be born into a rich fam

shin on this: it's strictly my own reaction.)"

circumstances into which he stumbled by accident,

ily or hit the jackpot through a combination of

and you had to go through a long apprenticeship
Richard Delap joins Ted White in maintaining

to be an artist — there was a time when a per
that the on-planet Trial period is not the "story" son training as a singer wasn't allowed to try
part of the book, but is the weakest section.
anything as complicated as a melody until he'd
It all comes down to which end you view as
the dog and which the tail...and which is wagg

spent years and years on scales and sustained

tones."

ing which.
And:

vonda McIntyre makes the point that the na

tives of the destroyed planet, used as slaves by
the colonists, were another reason why the Ship
people would not have voted to wipe-out all life
because "Half the ship was up in arms because

the natives...might have been sentient."

True,

but to be a devil's advocate for a moment: the
natives of Vietnam might be human, too, in those
"truck parks" and "storage areas" and "troop

concentration areas" which we destroy with sat

"Your letter column amused me mightily with
all those pros, scarred by their battles in the

marketplace and wise in the ways of literary
conflicts, acting as terrified as I am at the

violence of Psy's wordslinging.

I fully expect

to see John Hersey and Tennessee Williams ex
pressing their opinions of Ted White and Norman

Spinrad by the issue after next."
Umm...anybody know their addresses?

uration B-52 raids...and which we are not told
are actually villages.

Ah, semantics.

And, finally, let us end this with a note
that Rite Of Passage is getting a lot of nominat

ions for the Nebulla ballot as Best Novel.
Thanks to BIW BUSBY, KAY ANDERSON, GREG BEN

FORD, ANDY PORTER and RICK BROOKS for their com
ments on the matter.

neglected to mention.

And thanks to anyone I've

Your comments will be cut

I-ALS0-RECBIVED-L3TTERS-FR0M:
...JAY KINNEY...ALEX KIRS...MIKE MONTGOMERY...
LEO P. KELLEY...ELLIOT KAY SHORTER...CHRIS WALK
ER...GABE EISENSTEIN...ANDY MAIN...ED REED...JIM

ASHE...TED PAULS...MICHAEL D. GLICKSOHN...JERRY

LAPIDUS...LYN VERYZER...NEAL A. GOLDFARB...JERRY

KAUFMAN...VAUGHN F. BODE...SETH DOGRAMAJIAN....

out, pasted on sheets of paper and sent first to

LOUIS A. MORRA...TED B. TOM...KAY ANDERSON...BUZ

Ed Cox for his delight-in-reading, and then for

BUSBY...JACK GAUGHAN...VONDA MCINTYRE...DEAN R.

warded to Alexei Panshin, who actually earned

KOONTZ...DICK ELLINGTON...JOHN BERRY...MARTY HEL-

them far more than I or Ed.

GESEN...RICHARD DELAP...ROY TACKET...RICHARD BER

GERON...DAVID C. PIPER...ALAN D0DD...H.K. BULMER

Keep them cards and letters coming, people,
but please don't type on both sides of the paper!

...JOHN BRUNNER...and others.

No room no room!

